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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the US Army Air Force’s Ploesti and Balikpapan oil refinery bombing operations in WW II. The author determines that these operations highlight organizational and leadership differences that have implications for today. The writer first recounts the 1943 low-level raid against Ploesti. The conclusion is that the strategic and tactical concepts for this first raid were flawed, leading to heavy losses without any appreciable benefit. The author then describes the US Strategic Air Force’s sustained operations against Ploesti during 1944. This examination shows that the Americans linked these attacks with a more realistic strategy and thus contributed significantly to Allied war aims. However, slow tactical change characterized the 1944 operations, leading to heavy cumulative losses in the pursuit of strategic effects. The author next turns to the surprisingly parallel Balikpapan operation in the Pacific. The writer initially recounts the first two large-scale bombing operations during September and October 1944. The conclusion is that these initial operations, like the first Ploesti attack, contained major strategic and tactical flaws. The author then highlights how FEAF radically revamped it tactics and overwhelmed the defenses in the following raids. However, FEAF’s strategy remained flawed, thus the raids contributed little to the defeat of Japan. In the last section, the author explores the dissimilarity in the outcome of the operations. He concludes that USSTAF, with its strategically-focused leader and large bureaucratic organization, was well equipped to develop strategy but not predisposed for rapid tactical adaptation. FEAF, on the other hand, with its tactically-focused leader and relatively flat organizational structure, was optimized for tactical innovation but was ill-prepared to link these operations with a broader purpose.
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HE who owns the oil owns the world, for he will rule the sea by means of the heavy oils, the air by the means of the ultra-refined oils, and the land by means of petrol and the illuminating oils. And, in addition to these, he will rule his fellow men in an economic sense, by reason of the fantastic wealth he will derive from oil.

HENRI BERENGER, 1921

The great conflagration that engulfed the world two decades later revealed the wisdom of Berenger’s quote. Oil was the lifeblood of the mechanized armies, navies, and air forces that ranged across the planet during World War II, whether they fought in the cause of democracy, communism, colonialism, or fascism. Petroleum was a particularly critical asset for the Axis powers, as they controlled just 3% of the world’s petroleum output and 4% of the refining capacity at the beginning of the war. For both Germany and Japan, therefore, control of oil was a significant war aim, captured oil was immediately mobilized to support military operations, and the continued supply of foreign oil was critical to the war effort.¹

Throughout the conflict, Germany strove with only limited success to reduce this dependence on foreign oil. Even before the war, Germany pioneered synthetic petroleum refinement, and one of her purposes in acquiring the Sudetenland and Czechoslovakia was to gain access to additional sources of lignite.² Even so, Germany produced only half of her wartime refined petroleum requirement of eighteen million metric tons.³ Therefore, Germany was an active supporter of a coup in Romania in 1940. Germany thoroughly controlled the resulting Antonescu government, ensuring uninterrupted and monopolistic access to the largest sources of oil in Eastern Europe.⁴ Even this was not enough, as the focus of Germany’s 1942 Eastern Campaign was not the Soviet government in Moscow, but the rich oil fields of the Caucasus.⁵

Japan’s petroleum situation was even more critical. Lacking Germany’s brown coal resources and synthetic petroleum technology, Japan depended on the United States for 90% of her oil supplies. The US oil embargo was the precipitate cause of war in the Pacific, and the oil fields of Borneo, Java, Sumatra, and Burma were the prime target of Japan’s southern offensive. Retreating Allied forces sabotaged the facilities, but Japanese engineers repaired the damage quickly. In the first year of occupation, the newly

² Overy, 228.
⁴ Dugan and Stewart, 22-25.
⁵ Overy, 228.
Captured resources produced nearly as much oil as Japan imported from the US before the embargo.\(^6\)

In light of Axis dependence on oil, American air strategists in both the European and Pacific theaters focused on important oil complexes as critical nodes to defeat the enemy war effort. In Europe, the flyers stalked Ploesti. Thirty-five miles north of Bucharest and at the foot of the Transylvanian Alps, Ploesti derived its name, “rainy town” in Romanian, from its frequent showers. The first commercial oil was refined in Ploesti in 1857, and by WWII the city was processing 85% of Romanian oil.\(^7\) Not surprisingly, Ploesti contained Europe’s largest oil refinery, the Astro Romana plant, producing two million tons of oil a year.\(^8\)

In the Pacific, air strategists zeroed-in on Balikpapan. The city of Balikpapan was located on the east coast of Borneo in the Netherlands East Indies. The oil facility here was the largest in the Netherlands East Indies and the second largest in Southeast Asia. While the facility was operated primarily by Dutch workers, it was built by the US Standard Oil Company, and was the “most complete oil refinery outside the continental limits of United States.”\(^9\) Allied intelligence estimates differed on the amount of oil the Japanese produced there, but the highest claims stated that the refineries had the capacity to produce seven million barrels per year. Balikpapan was likely to catch the attention of American airmen, since this new facility had the capability to produce high-octane aviation gasoline.\(^10\)

These two targets shared many features. First, and most obviously, both were oil refining facilities, which the Americans viewed as critical choke points between the recovery of raw crude and the use of petroleum in the field. While both targets were tightly controlled by the governments of Germany and Japan, the facilities were well outside their contiguous borders. This meant that the refineries were connected to their customers through long and tenuous supply lines – consisting of a rail and Danube river routes for Germany and oceanic shipping routes for Japan. On the other hand, both targets were well inside of the enemy’s defensive zones and were strongly protected by inner and outer bands of air and ground-based defenses. Because of this, American air

---

\(^6\) Overy, 228.
\(^7\) Dugan, 8; Army Air Force Evaluation Board, 2.
\(^8\) Dugan, 21.
STRATEGISTS IN BOTH THEATERS NEEDED TO DEVISE UNIQUE ATTACK PLANS TO PLACE THE REFINERIES AT RISK.

IN DEVELOPING THESE PLANS, STRATEGISTS IN EUROPE AND THE PACIFIC WORKED INDEPENDENTLY AND DEALT WITH FORCE STRUCTURES, THREATS, AND TARGET CHARACTERISTICS SPECIFIC TO THEIR THEATERS. IN SPITE OF THIS, THE PLOESTI AND BALIKPAPAN OPERATIONS DEMONSTRATED STRIKING PARALLELS. IN BOTH CASES, THE REFINERY TARGETS ATTRACTED THE ATTENTION OF AIR OFFICERS AT THE VERY START OF THE WAR, RESULTING IN WEAK, UNSUCCESSFUL RAIDS. ONCE US FORCES ATTACKED IN EARNEST, BOTH OPERATIONS TURNED TO MAXIMUM-RANGE ATTACKS BY LARGE FORMATIONS OF UNESCORTED HEAVY BOMBERS. MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED AIR FORCES (MAAF) AND FAR EAST AIR FORCES (FEAF) LEADERS SOON STOPPED THIS STYLE OF ATTACK, AS THE HIGH LOSSES WERE UNSUSTAINABLE. ONCE THE AMERICANS RESUMED THE ATTACK, BOTH OFFENSIVES DEPENDED ON THE INNOVATIVE INTEGRATION OF FIGHTERS AND BOMBERS IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE TACTICAL AND OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES.


AS THEY PURSUED THEIR OPERATIONS, AMERICAN COMMANDERS OVERCAME SEEMINGLY INTRACTABLE TACTICAL PROBLEMS OF BOMBER RANGE, DEFENDING AGAINST FIGHTER ATTACK, AND BOMBING ACCURACY. THE RESULTS WERE THE SUBSTANTIAL DESTRUCTION OF BOTH FACILITIES, BUT WITH DIFFERING LEVELS OF COST. AGAINST PLOESTI, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE QUICKLY OVERCAME THE RANGE PROBLEM WHEN ALLIED FORCES CAPTURED AIRFIELDS IN ITALY. HOWEVER, AXIS DEFENSES, BOTH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE, PLAGUED USSTAF UNTIL THE END. THE AMERICANS INTRODUCED A RANGE OF TACTICAL INNOVATIONS, YET THE SLOW PACE OF THESE INNOVATIONS ALLOWED THE GERMANS AND ROMANIANS TO EXTRACT A STEADY TOLL OF THE ATTACKING BOMBERS. FEAF FLEW ALL THE
Balikpapan strikes from maximum range, and faced strong fighter and anti-aircraft defenses similar to those at Ploesti. To overcome these defenses, FEAF introduced a large number of tactical innovations half-way through the operation. The effects were dramatic, as loss rates plummeted while bombing accuracy skyrocketed. FEAF, like USSTAF, ended the operation with the target a shambles.

Although FEAF demonstrated its superior tactical skill, the picture was much different at the operational and strategic levels. Both theaters initially targeted the refineries in accordance with the Air Corps Tactical School’s industrial web theory, but then turned to more immediate objectives during 1944. USSTAF’s operation, based on good intelligence information, a systemic attack plan, and realistic objectives, resulted in a strategic crisis for Germany. FEAF’s operation, in contrast, was grounded on incomplete intelligence, a faulty operational concept, and unrealistic strategic objectives. In the end, the tremendous destruction FEAF wrought upon the Balikpapan facilities had little effect on the Japanese war machine.

A study of the Ploesti and Balikpapan operations reveals timeless lessons. First, education, unique experiences, and well-developed relationships enabled combat leaders to accomplish complex and unexpected tasks. Second, intelligence loomed large in each operation, and the difficulties and pitfalls of assessment had a dramatic impact on how they played out. Third, these WWII operations highlight the impact of structure and organizational culture on a military unit’s ability to operate and prevail in battle.

Beyond the direct lessons for military leaders, this paper endeavors to add to the body of airpower history. Historians and biographers have written extensively about Ploesti; but, most of this literature has focused on the attack of 1 August 1943, ignoring the significantly larger 1944 operations. As for Balikpapan, writers have hardly touched on the subject, despite a compelling story.

This paper will first explore US operations against Ploesti from 1942 until the city’s capture by the Soviets in 1944. The first chapter recounts initial US attacks against the refineries. The shoestring Halverson Project made the first attempt against the Romanian refineries in 1942. Operations did not start in earnest, however, until the costly Tidal Wave low-level attack of 1 August 1943. This operation obtained some operational effect, but the losses virtually destroyed IX Bomber Command. Chapter 2 picks up the story eight months later as Fifteenth Air Force returned to more traditional high-altitude tactics when it campaigned against Ploesti. From April to August 1944, Allied forces slowly refined their medium altitude tactics, inflicting cumulative damage against
THE OIL FACILITIES. THESE RESULTS CAME AT A HEAVY PRICE, THOUGH, WITH THE ARMY AIR FORCE EVENTUALLY LOSING 286 BOMBERS IN ATTACKS AGAINST THE REFINERIES.\textsuperscript{13}

The next two chapters outline the American effort against Balikpapan. Chapter 4 describes the initial planning against Balikpapan as well the night attack flown from Australia in 1943. The focus of the chapter, however, is on the attacks of 30 September and 3 October 1944, when Japanese defenses mauled unescorted FEAF aircraft bombing from medium altitude. Chapter 5 recounts how FEAF reacted to these events. In only a week, FEAF strategists digested the first two raids’ problems and developed radical new solutions to deal with Japanese defenses. Between 10 and 18 October, three attacks showcased these new tactics, resulting in wholesale damage to the facilities. Unfortunately, this destruction did not have the dramatic effect on the Japanese war effort predicted by FEAF leaders.

The last chapter draws lessons applicable in the twenty-first century. Initially, the chapter reviews the operations, placing pertinent aspects side-by-side to illuminate similarities and differences. Then, the chapter draws from these to analyze leadership, the use of intelligence, and the influence of organizational structure. Finally, the chapter examines two issues that both FEAF and USSTAF struggled with throughout their operations: doctrinal bias and combat assessment. These lessons point to attributes that any combat organization can nurture to improve its chances for success.

\textsuperscript{13} Army Air Force Evaluation Board, Appendix D, 1-5.
CHAPTER 1

PLOESTI – THE CAULDRON

COMING BACK IS SECONDARY TODAY.

A NINTH AIR FORCE B-24 pilot uttered these words as he prepared to depart on the low-level attack against Ploesti. The quote accurately reflected the attitude up and down the AAF chain concerning this vital target. As Allied forces prepared to enter German-occupied Europe, oil seemed the key to unhinging the Wehrmacht’s mechanized Blitzkrieg tactics. Further, US Army Air Corps pre-war theory predicted oil would be a critical element of any modern industry. Naturally, therefore, Ploesti captured the early attention of air strategists. This large, easily-identified, vulnerable target appeared to be the ideal match for the AAF, developed, trained, and equipped as it was for long-range strategic bombardment. Given all of this, American air strategists were willing to accept a high-risk plan in the hopes of a war-winning pay-off. In fact, American airmen viewed this operation as so important that the Air Staff in Washington D.C. controlled much of the planning and force structure development. Once the Air Staff delegated the task to the field, the planners trained and briefed the crews to a level of detail rarely seen before. The resulting low-altitude attack came with tremendous costs but only partially achieved its operational objectives. At this point, air leaders realized that their gamble not only costs the lives of their crews, but also took away any near-term opportunity to re-attack.

STRATEGIC SITUATION, PLOESTI AS A TARGET, AND AXIS DEFENSES

The war in Europe hung in the balance between 1942 and the summer of 1943. While the Allies gained the upper hand over Germany in several respects, Hitler still commanded a potent and by no means prostrate force. Allied advances did, however, bring American bombers within range of the great prize of Ploesti. The Romanian refineries provided a considerable amount of the fuel for the German war machine, although American air strategists overestimated the utility of this oil to Germany’s economy. Germany recognized the importance of the refineries, guarding them with an air defense system rivaled only by that in Germany itself.

American forces helped the Allies transition to the offense during the year and a half following Pearl Harbor. Prior to the American entry, the British had stabilized their position, but had only limited opportunities to assume the offensive. The main British


PLOESTI PROVIDED ESSENTIAL SERVICES TO THE GERMAN WAR MACHINE. CRUDE OIL SERVICED TWO-THIRDS OF GERMANY’S PETROLEUM NEEDS, AND ROMANIA CONTAINED 64.5 % OF AXIS CRUDE PRODUCTION.14 THE MOST IMPORTANT CONSUMER OF PLOESTI’S OIL WAS THE GERMAN MILITARY, AS THE REFINERIES PRODUCED ONE-THIRD OF GERMANY’S HIGH-OCTANE AVIATION GASOLINE, PANZER FUEL, BENZENE, AND LUBRICANTS.15 WHILE GERMANY’S MILITARY DEPENDED ON ROMANIAN OIL, HER INDUSTRY DID NOT. GERMANY’S ECONOMY WAS COAL-BASED: GERMAN FACTORIES AND ELECTRICAL PLANTS WERE POWERED BY COAL, AND HER GOODS WERE TRANSPORTED PRIMARILY BY COAL-POWERED LOCOMOTIVES.16 BE THAT AS IT MAY, HITLER’S CONCERN FOR PROTECTING THE ROMANIAN REFINERIES PROMPTED HIM TO ORDER THE Capture OF BRITISH BOMBER BASES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN, INCLUDING CRETE, EARLY IN THE WAR.17

15 Dugan and Stewart, 8.
The Ploesti refineries presented a difficult set of targets. The complex consisted of five major and seven minor refineries in a three-mile ring around the city. In addition to these, the Romanians operated refinery facilities eighteen miles north and five miles south of Ploesti proper. Each refinery was spread out over as much as a square mile, with volatile processing units dispersed within the facilities to prevent the spread of fire. Because of this, air attacks needed to strike critical aim points, such as the powerhouse, the boiler house, stills, cracking towers, and pumping stations. The Romanians protected these important components from air attack with blast walls. Finally, the Germans insisted on linking the different refineries with a trunk pipeline. This pipeline ensured that the refinery system would continue to operate even if attacks damaged some individual refineries. The Ploesti refineries distributed oil through a network of rail lines connecting to the rest of Europe and pipelines connected to the Black Sea port of Constanza and the Danube ports of Giurgiu and Varriorova.

---

18 Dugan and Stewart, 32-36.
19 Army Air Force Evaluation Board, 6.
To their designed bomb resistance, German General Alfred Gerstenberg added a formidable air defense system. The Luftwaffe established an outer defensive ring consisting of Bulgarian and German fighters to stop Allied air attacks long before they reached Romania. Any bombers penetrating into central Romania would meet an inner fighter ring consisting of Jägergruppe 4’s fifty-two Me-109s at Mizil, Nachtjägergruppe 6’s seventeen Me-110s at Zilistea, twenty Romanian IAR-80s and IAR-81s at Bucharest, as well as Ju-88s and other less suited aircraft. 20

Gerstenberg also organized strong ground-based defenses to deal with any bombers that reached the refineries. This started with passive defenses, with the Germans constructing a fake target complex ten miles west of Ploesti. More substantially, the Germans ringed the refineries with forty 88mm batteries consisting of 237 guns. German troops manned eighty percent of these weapons, although many units used Russian prisoners as ammunition bearers. The Germans also posted smaller-caliber weapons throughout the target area, served mainly by Austrian and Romanian troops. Finally, the Germans employed a mobile flak train that they could quickly deploy to any expected low-level route. The Germans regularly exercised these anti-aircraft defenses using He-111s and Ju-52s as unannounced mock raiders. 21

The Germans tied the air and ground defenses together with an extensive command and control system. The Allied flight route from North Africa to Romania crossed six German air defense zones. Ploesti resided in Zone 24 East, which was controlled by the Luftwaffe Fighter Command at Otopenii. The Otopenii command center consisted of a two-story, camouflaged headquarters containing a plotting board and communications links to Wurtzburg radar stations, an air observer network, interceptor airfields, anti-aircraft units, and air raid warning authorities. The senior controller for Zone 24 East was Colonel Bernhard Woldenga, an experienced airman previously responsible for directing defenses against Ninth Air Force bombers in North Africa. 22

Any American attack against the Ploesti complex would be a daunting task. The Germans were well of aware of the value of the refineries, which had become even more important as other attempts to seize foreign oil had failed. The Germans were also aware of Ploesti’s vulnerability. In 1943, Allied air attacks on Germany created significant pressure to consolidate Axis air defenses in homeland defense, but the Luftwaffe maintained a sizable force to shield their Romanian black gold.

Ninth Air Force Air Forces – Early Operations, Leadership, and Force Structure

21 Dugan and Stewart, 10, 26, 32, 75, 143-144.
22 Dugan and Stewart, 31, 86-88.
THE AAF CALLED ON NINTH AIR FORCE TO STRIKE THE PLOESTI COMPLEX. THE AAF originally designed NINTH AIR FORCE TO SUPPORT LAND OPERATIONS IN NORTH AFRICA. AS THE NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN CAME TO A CLOSE, HOWEVER, THE AIR STAFF PROVIDED THE ADDITIONAL FORCE STRUCTURE AND LEADERSHIP TO ENABLE THIS ORGANIZATION TO EXECUTE STRATEGIC ATTACKS AGAINST ROMANIA.

ONE OF NINTH AIR FORCE’S PRECURSOR UNITS CONDUCTED THE AAF’S FIRST ATTEMPT AT PLOESTI, IN WHAT WAS ALSO THE FIRST ATTACK BY US BOMBERS AGAINST THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE. THIS RAID WAS AN OUTGROWTH OF THE HASTILY ASSEMBLED HALVERSON PROJECT NO. 63 (OR HALPRO, FOR SHORT), WHICH DEPARTED FROM THE US IN THE SPRING OF 1942. COLONEL HARRY A. HALVERSON LED TWENTY-THREE B-24Ds ACROSS AFRICA EN-ROUTE TO CHINA FROM WHICH THEY WERE TO STRIKE JAPAN.23 THE AIR STAFF Halted THE BOMBERS IN EGYPT, HOWEVER, ONCE PLANNERS LEARNED THAT THE JAPANESE HAD OVERRUN FORWARD AIRFIELDS AROUND CHEKAING. WITH NO OTHER ASSIGNED MISSION, GENERAL ARNOLD ORDERED A STRIKE AGAINST PLOESTI. THE BRITISH PROVIDED THE PLAN, ON WHICH THEY HAD BEEN WORKING FOR TWO YEARS, CALLING FOR A NIGHT FLIGHT TO THE TARGET, FOLLOWED BY A FORMATION RENDEZVOUS AND BOMB RUN AT FIRST LIGHT. TO SAVE FUEL, HALVERSON’S CREWS MODIFIED THE PROPOSED ROUTING BY PLOTTING A COURSE THROUGH NEUTRAL TURKEY’S AIRSPACE. THIRTEEN OF HALVERSON’S BOMBERS TOOK OFF ON INDIVIDUAL COURSES FROM FAYID, IN THE SINAI DESERT, LATE ON THE NIGHT OF 11 JUNE 1942.24

TWELVE OF THE BOMBERS MADE IT TO THE TARGET AREA, BUT FOUND THE REFINERIES OBSCURED BY CLOUDS AND GROUND REFERENCES ALTERED BY FLOODS. SO, THE BOMBERS DROPPED TWENTY-FOUR TONS OF BOMBS BASED ON DEAD-RECKONING CALCULATIONS AND TURNED FOR HOME,25 AT LEAST ONE BOMBER WAS ATTACKED BY FIGHTERS, RESULTING IN THE FIRST AMERICAN WOUNDED BOMBER CREWMAN OVER EUROPE. THE AMERICANS WERE SUPPOSED TO RECOVER AT HABBANIYEH, IRAQ, BUT FUEL SHORTAGES, NAVIGATION DIFFICULTIES, AND BATTLE DAMAGE SPREAD THEM ACROSS THE MIDDLE EAST. SEVEN AIRCRAFT LANDED AT VARIOUS IRAQI LOCATIONS, TWO LANDED AT ALEPPO, SYRIA, FOUR LANDED IN TURKEY, AND ONE CRASHED.26 THE B-24S THAT LANDED IN TURKEY WERE INTERRED, AS WAS A FUEL-HUNGRY ME-109 THAT LANDED AFTER CHASING THE BOMBERS FROM


26 Craven and Cate, vol. 2, 10.
Romania. Not surprisingly, the Romanians recorded no damage to the oil facilities and did not even note an air raid on this date.27 The US failed to publicize the raid, leading to the prevalent misperception that bombers from England carried out the first American attacks on the continent.28 In a fitting epitaph, Eisenhower later stated that "the Halverson Project...did something to dispel the illusion that a few big planes could win the war."29

When the AAF turned a serious eye toward Ploesti the following year, it directed Ninth Air Force to conduct the attacks. Ninth Air Force was an odd organization from the very beginning. It was originally formed as US Army - Middle East Air Force (USMEAF) in June 1942 from a conglomeration of the remaining HALPRO bombers, twelve tired B-17s from the Pacific, and a group of P-40s delivered by the USS Ranger during the Torch landings. Re-designated Ninth Air Force in November, the organization remained small, consisting of only three fighter groups, two medium bomber groups, and two heavy bomber groups. It was the American component to the Royal Air Force, Middle East (RAFME). RAFME was, in turn, one of the three components of the Mediterranean Air Command (MAC). The other components of MAC were RAF, Malta and the predominateley American Northwest African Air Forces (NAAF) commanded by General Carl Spaatz. RAFME and Ninth Air Force supported the British land push from Egypt, while the bulk of American air forces supported the Allied drive from the Torch landings to the west. As the two operations drew together, NAAF assumed operational control of Ninth Air Force's fighter, medium bombardment, and troop carrier groups. This left Ninth Air Force in operational control of only its two B-24 groups.30

Major General Lewis Brereton commanded Ninth Air Force during its operations in the Mediterranean. Brereton had graduated from the US Naval Academy, but then resigned to accept a commission in the Army's Coast Artillery Corps in 1911. Brereton transferred to aviation in World War I, commanding two squadrons before becoming chief of aviation for I Army Corps. Between the wars, he served briefly on the faculty at the Air Corps Tactical School (1924-1925) and then attended the Command and General Staff College.31 After graduation from CGSC, Brereton served in various field commands, during which he earned a reputation as "a debonair type and...not too serious a practitioner of air power."32 He returned to Leavenworth as an instructor from 1935

27 Army Air Force Evaluation Board, 7.
28 Dugan and Stewart, 12-14.
30 Craven and Cate, vol. 2, 416-418.
32 COPP, 274.
UNTIL 1939. THE AAF PROMOTED HIM QUICKLY DURING THE INITIAL STAGES OF THE WAR, ASSIGNING HIM COMMAND OF THE 17TH BOMB WING, THIRD AIR FORCE, FAR EAST AIR FORCE, ALLIED AIR FORCES FAR EAST, AND TENTH AIR FORCE IN INDIA BEFORE ARRIVING IN THE MIDDLE EAST.\(^{33}\) HIS COMBAT PERFORMANCE IN THESE EARLY ASSIGNMENTS WAS ANYTHING BUT GLORIOUS, AS HE WAS BEST KNOWN FOR HAVING MOST OF HIS FAR EAST AIR FORCE DESTROYED ON THE GROUND AT CLARK FIELD ON THE OPENING DAY OF THE PACIFIC WAR.

BRERETON’S CHIEF SUBORDINATE FOR THE PLOESTI MISSION WAS THE COMMANDER OF THE IX BOMBER COMMAND, BRIGADIER GENERAL UZAL ENT. ENT WAS COMMISSIONED IN THE AIR SERVICE AFTER GRADUATION FROM WEST POINT IN 1924. ORIGINALLY QUALIFIED AS A BALLOON PILOT, ENT TRANSITIONED TO HEAVIER-THAN-AIR AIRCRAFT AND THEN, IN 1937, GRADUATED FROM THE AIR CORPS TACTICAL SCHOOL. ENT SPENT THE FOLLOWING YEAR AS A STUDENT AT LEAVENWORTH, UNDOUBTEDLY INTERACTING WITH CGSC INSTRUCTOR BRERETON. ENT SERVED AS THE MILITARY ATTACHÉ IN LIMA, PERU FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE WAR UNTIL 1942. HE ASSUMED COMMAND OF IX BOMBER COMMAND IN 1943, FLYING A TOTAL OF FIVE COMBAT SORTIES DURING THAT YEAR. ALTHOUGH ENT WENT ON TO COMMAND SECOND AIR FORCE AFTER THE PLOESTI MISSION, IX BOMBER COMMAND WAS TO BE HIS ONLY COMMAND IN AN ACTIVE THEATER.\(^{34}\)


\(^{34}\) Ancell with Miller, 387; Way and Sternfels, 33.

Pyramiders were accustomed to smaller missions, loose formation flying, and medium altitude attacks. The Eighth Air Force groups, on the other hand, flew green camouflaged bombers that had attacked submarine pens, harbors, and industry in Germany and the occupied countries. As such, they were well-practiced in high-altitude attacks and tight formations. The 389th Bomb Group, in their new bare-metal B-24s, had been diverted to North Africa while en-route to the United Kingdom, and thus had no combat experience.  

Doctrinal Underpinning, Advanced Planning, and Preparation

Long before the bomb groups assembled in North Africa, planners and logisticians had been hard at work preparing for a strike against Ploesti. Air Corps doctrinal thinkers at Maxwell Field laid the seeds for the strike years before the attack on Pearl Harbor. By the middle of WWII, senior political, army, and AAF leaders all advocated a refinery attack in accordance with the AAF’s prewar doctrine. With this high-level involvement, the Air Staff in Washington D.C. accomplished much of the Ploesti planning, leaving field commanders to execute a difficult operation they did not conceive. While the air officers finished the planning, a logistical effort unprecedented for Mediterranean air forces prepared the bombers to do battle.

The industrial web theory of the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS) provided the doctrinal underpinning for this high-risk venture. ACTS was the AAF’s branch school that taught competitively-selected, mid-level air officers the theory and planning of airpower. ACTS authored quasi-official air doctrine, and, more importantly, indoctrinated the cream of the Air Corps, as 80% of WWII AAF general officers were graduates. The primary doctrinal product of ACTS was the industrial web theory. Refined from Billy Mitchell’s concepts, this theory claimed that modern powers relied on industrial and economic systems to wage war, the destruction of which would fatally undermine the enemy’s ability and will to fight. Collapsing these systems depended on finding vulnerable critical points. ACTS claimed that high-altitude bombers could penetrate enemy defenses and accurately strike these vital aim points.

Oil production had a central place in this concept. ACTS taught that the air strategists could reap maximum benefits by attacking “national organic systems on which many factories and numerous people depended.” The industrial web theory listed six of these organic systems, the top three of which were electrical power generation and

---

56 Craven and Cate, vol. 2, 478.
DISTRIBUTION, TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS, AND FUEL REFINING AND DISTRIBUTION. ACTS ALSO TAUGHT, HOWEVER, THAT THE AIR STRATEGIST MUST ANALYZE EACH COUNTRY INDIVIDUALLY TO DETERMINE THE MOST APPROPRIATE STRATEGY.\(^\text{38}\) AS AIR PLANNERS ASSESSED GERMANY, THEY QUICKLY DECIDED (ERRONEOUSLY, IT TURNED OUT) THAT GERMANY’S ELECTRICAL AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS WERE TOO WELL DISPERSED AND TOO REDUNDANT TO OFFER TRULY LUCRATIVE TARGETS. THE GERMAN OIL SYSTEM, IN CONTRAST, OFFERED PLOESTI.

AS AMERICA DEVELOPED ITS AIR STRATEGY AT THE BEGINNING OF WORLD WAR II, BOTH CIVILIANS AND MILITARY LEADERS WERE ALREADY INCLINED TO STRIKE THE ROMANIAN REFINERIES. CAPTURING OR DESTROYING PLOESTI HAD LONG BEEN A SCENARIO IN WAR COLLEGES AROUND THE WORLD. THEREFORE, IT WAS NO SURPRISE WHEN HARRY HOPKINS, PRESIDENTS ROOSEVELT’S PERSONAL ASSISTANT, URGED A STRIKE IN EARLY 1942.\(^\text{39}\) THE AAF WAS ALREADY THINKING ALONG THESE LINES. AIR WAR PLANS DOCUMENT 42, THE AAF’S STRATEGIC ROADMAP FOR THE WAR, PLACED OIL ONLY FIFTH IN ITS PRIORITY OF TARGET SETS, YET IT CONJECTURED THAT “IF THESE PLANTS [THE ROMANIAN AND GERMAN REFINERIES] WERE DESTROYED, THE OIL SUPPLY POSITION WOULD BE VERY CRITICALLY AFFECTED AND WOULD PROBABLY BE DECISIVE.”\(^\text{40}\) AMERICAN OFFICERS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN WERE MORE ENTHUSIASTIC, WITH THE US MILITARY ATTACHÉ IN CAIRO, COLONEL BONNER FELLERS, DECLARING THE REFINERIES “BY FAR THE MOST DECISIVE OBJECTIVE” AND “THE STRATEGIC TARGET OF THE WAR.”\(^\text{41}\) WHEN BRERETON TOOK COMMAND OF NINTH AIR FORCE IN 1942, THEREFORE, HE LISTED THE DESTRUCTION OF PLOESTI AS ONE OF HIS THREE MAJOR OBJECTIVES.\(^\text{42}\)

WHEN ALLIED INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES CONDUCTED DETAILED ANALYSES FOR THE COMBINED BOMBER OFFENSIVE, HOWEVER, DISAGREEMENTS AROSE CONCERNING THE IMPACT OF PLOESTI ON THE AXIS PETROLEUM SYSTEM. THE AAF’S COMMITTEE OF OPERATIONS ANALYSTS (COA) VIEWED PLOESTI AS ONLY ONE PART OF A LARGE AND COMPLEX SYSTEM. THEY CONCLUDED IN A MARCH 1943 REPORT THAT IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO ATTACK PLOESTI PLUS FOURTEEN OTHER REFINERIES AND THIRTEEN HYDROGENATION PLANTS TO “DESTROY 90% OF PETROLEUM SUPPLIES AND HAVE DISASTROUS CONSEQUENCES ON [THE GERMAN] WAR EFFORT.”\(^\text{43}\) IN A REVIEW OF THE COA’S ANALYSIS, HOWEVER, THE BRITISH MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC WARFARE (MEW) ARGUED THAT THE PLOESTI REFINERIES WERE CRITICAL IN AND OF THEMSELVES. THE MEW ASSERTED “THAT THE DESTRUCTION OF EITHER THE 13 BERGIUS PLANTS OR THE LEADING ROUMANIAN REFINERIES AT ANY TIME IN THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS
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\(^{39}\) Dugan and Stewart, 8-9.
\(^{40}\) AIR WAR PLANS DIVISION 42, REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR ASCENDANCY, APPENDIX G, OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF PLANS AND OPERATIONS FILE, RG 165, NATIONAL ARCHIVES AT COLLEGE PARK, COLLEGE PARK, MD.
\(^{41}\) Dugan and Stewart, 8-9.
\(^{42}\) Craven and Cate, vol. 2, 23.
\(^{43}\) COMMITTEE OF OPERATIONS ANALYSTS, REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF OPERATIONS ANALYSTS WITH RESPECT TO ECONOMIC TARGETS WITHIN THE WESTERN AXIS, 8 MARCH 1943, PETROLEUM PRODUCTION, AIR WAR PLANS FILE, BOX 67, THE PAPERS OF CARL SPAATZ, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON D.C.
WOULD HAVE A CRITICAL, AND PERHAPS DECISIVE, EFFECT ON THE ENEMY’S WAR EFFORT” [EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL]. Both analyses, however, made it clear that Ploesti was at least a logical place for the Americans to begin attacks against the German economy. During the Casablanca Conference, therefore, Generals Marshall and Arnold had little difficulty in gaining unanimous approval for a concerted air attack, named Operation Tidal Wave. In April 1943, Arnold passed the task of planning Tidal Wave to one of his most trusted Air Staff officers – Colonel Jacob Smart. Smart, an experienced bomber pilot, traveled to Europe to consult British specialists on Ploesti, including Lieutenant Colonel W. Lesley Forster, who had managed the Astro Romana plant for eight years. In a surprising departure from ACTS high-altitude bombing doctrine, Smart settled on a low-altitude attack in order to increase bombing precision, avoid radar detection, isolate the fighter threat above the bombers, and allow bomber gunners to engage ground targets. This differed from Ninth Air Force’s preliminary plan, prepared by Lt. Col. C. V. Whitney, which called for a medium-sized, high-level attack launched from Syrian bases. To size the attack force, Smart and his planners carefully calculated the number of bombers required to destroy forty-one critical aim points and then doubled the force structure to account for attrition. Smart briefed his plan to the Allied chiefs during the Trident Conference in May 1943. General Dwight Eisenhower approved the plan in early June, although he was skeptical any attack could permanently knock out the facilities. Additionally, Eisenhower expressed misgivings with the Air Staff and MEW’s analyses, since his military intelligence concluded that the German petroleum bottlenecks were in oil production and fuel distribution rather than refining. Senior Allied leaders in the European Theater of Operations remained unenthusiastic about the operation due to this contradictory intelligence and the high risk involved with the mission profile. In its place, Eisenhower, Air Chief Marshall Sir Charles Portal (Britain’s Chief of the Air Staff and coordinating officer for the Combined Bomber Offensive), Air Chief Marshall Sir Arthur Tedder (the commander of Mediterranean Air Command), and Spaatz (Commander of the Northwest African Air Force) preferred to execute Operation Juggler, which was a planned series of raids against German aircraft production using the combined resources of Eighth and
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NINTH AIR FORCES. On 23 July 1943, Marshall and Arnold overruled these commanders, directing USAF units in Europe to give priority to Tidal Wave.⁵⁰

Before the Air Staff relinquished all Tidal Wave responsibility, they assisted with some important logistical preparations. First, the airfields around Benghazi required considerable improvement to handle three additional bomb groups. Second, the Air Staff bolstered the supply system to enable it to handle the large number of B-24s. In particular, the Air Staff chartered the fast liner Mauritania to transport new engines to the theater, as these heavy items exceeded the capability of the Air Transport Command. Lastly, the Air Staff assisted in the acquisition of ordnance and aiming equipment. Tidal Wave required not only more bombs than Ninth Air Force had been using, but also large numbers of delayed-action fuzes to protect the bombers on their sequential low-altitude attacks. Similarly, the Air Staff assisted in the acquisition of 290 boxes of British and 140 clusters of American incendiaries that promised to ignite fuel spilled by the demolition bombs.⁵¹

Tidal Wave

Smart turned over the Tidal Wave planning to Colonel Edward J. Timberlake, an experienced B-24 group commander and who now headed the 201ST (PROVISIONAL) Combat Wing in England. Timberlake picked a staff of talented combat veterans to refine the Air Staff plan. This team chose to attack Ploesti from the northwest, hoping that the German defenses were not oriented in this direction. Additionally, this route provided good visual landmarks and allowed simultaneous target attacks for all the groups. The four groups attacking Ploesti were to be line-abreast in the target area, with each group’s squadrons attacking their assigned objectives in trail. In the eastern half of the attack, planners assigned the Romana Americana refinery to the Liberandos, while matching the smaller Concordia Vega, Standard Petrol, and Unirea Speranta refineries to the Traveling Circus. To the west, the planners assigned the mission’s top priority, the Astro Romana Plant, to the Pyramids and gave one section of the Eight Balls the Colombia Aquila refinery. Two smaller formations were to attack targets away from Ploesti. The first of these, the other half of the 44Th Bomb Group, was to attack the Creditul Minier refinery in the nearby city of Brazi. The virgin Sky Scorpions were to attack the Steaua Romana refinery, eighteen miles north of Ploesti in Campina (see figure 2). The strung-out group formations were to protect themselves from bomb fragmentation by using delayed action

⁵⁰ Craven and Cate, vol. 2, 683-684.
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FUZES. THE FIRST AND SECOND WAVE SQUADRONS SET DELAYS OF FROM ONE TO SIX HOURS WHILE THE TRAIL SQUADRONS SET THEIR FUZES TO EXPLODE AFTER ONLY FORTY-FIVE SECONDS.\(^{52}\)

ALTHOUGH ONLY SENIOR OFFICERS WERE AWARE OF THE TARGET, ALL THE B-24 GROUPS BEGAN PREPARATIONS FOR THE UPCOMING STRIKE. THE EIGHTH AIR FORCE GROUPS BEGAN LOW-LEVEL FLYING TRAINING IN EAST ANGLIA, WHILE THE NINTH AIR FORCE GROUPS CONDUCTED TWO SMALL LOW-LEVEL ATTACKS AGAINST SICILY AND ITALY AS A PROOF OF THE CONCEPT. TIMBERLAKE’S STAFF PREPARED SPECIAL MAPS CONTAINING OBLIQUE VIEWS OF IMPORTANT NAVIGATIONAL POINTS, A TERRAIN MODEL OF THE TARGET, AND EVEN A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE TO FAMILIARIZE THE AIRCREW WITH THE ROUTE. THE 93D, 44\(^{th}\), AND 389\(^{th}\) BOMB GROUPS DEPLOYED TO NORTH AFRICA BETWEEN 26 JUNE AND 3 JULY.\(^{53}\) THE FIVE ASSEMBLED GROUPS SPENT THE NEXT TWO WEEKS STANDARDIZING PROCEDURES DURING ATTACKS AGAINST SICILY, ITALY, AND CRETE.\(^{54}\) OVERALL, THE PLOESTI GROUPS FLEW 1,183 SORTIES, TWICE THE NORMAL EFFORT, AGAINST SEVENTEEN TARGETS BETWEEN 2 AND 19 JULY, ENDING WITH A SUBSTANTIAL RAID ON ROME.\(^{55}\)

AFTER THIS, IX BOMBER COMMAND STOOD DOWN, AND THE PLANNING CELL FINALLY BRIEFED THE BOMBER COMMANDERS ON THE PLOESTI MISSION. DURING THESE BRIEFINGS, INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL, UNAWARE OF THE GERMAN DEFENSES SURROUNDING THE REFINERIES, LARGELY DISCOUNTED THE THREAT POSED BY THE ROMANIANS. NEVERTHELESS, THE SURPRISED FLYERS, INCLUDING GENERAL ENT, PREDICTED UNACCEPTABLE LOSSES AND VEHEMENTLY RECOMMENDED A SWITCH TO HIGH-ALTITUDE TACTICS. COLONEL KANE, THE 98\(^{th}\) BOMB GROUP COMMANDER, ASSERTED THAT “SOME IDIOT ARMCHAIR WARRIOR IN WASHINGTON” DREAMED UP THE PLAN.\(^{56}\) HOWEVER, BRERETON WAS UNWILLING TO CHANGE A PLAN THAT EISENHOWER HAD ALREADY APPROVED. PRESSING AHEAD, THEREFORE, IX BOMBER COMMAND BUILT A SIMULATED TARGET COMPLEX IN THE TUNISIAN DESERT, AGAINST WHICH THE ENTIRE TASK FORCE PRACTICED LOW-ALTITUDE ATTACKS ON 28 AND 29 JULY. MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL WORKED THEMSELVES RAGGED SUPPORTING THESE TRAINING MISSIONS, AS THEY WERE ALSO EQUIPPING THE BOMBERS WITH COCKPIT ARMOR PLATE, AND LOW-ALTITUDE BOMB SIGHTS, AND LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS IN THE OUTBOARD SECTION OF THE WINGS AND IN THE BOMB BAY. AFTER COMPLETING THESE MODIFICATIONS, THE MECHANICS WORKED FORTY-EIGHT HOURS STRAIGHT TO REPLACE THREE HUNDRED ENGINES WORN BY SAND.\(^{57}\)

MANNING THE AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT STRAINED IX BOMBER COMMAND PERSONNEL. THIS MISSION WAS TO BE A MAXIMUM EFFORT, SO NINTH AIR FORCE EVEN SCHEDULED CREWS WHO HAD COMPLETED THEIR THIRTY-MISSION TOURS. MAINTENANCE ACTUALLY READIED SEVENTEEN MORE COMBAT READY AIRCRAFT THAN CALLED FOR IN THE FIELD ORDER. WHILE THIS PROVIDED ENT OPTIONS TO DEAL WITH AIR ABORTS, IT FURTHER EXACERBATED THE AIRCREW MANNING PROBLEM. MANY
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Aircrew were pressed into service in spite of debilitating dysentery, lack of qualification, and unfamiliarity with other crew members. The crew plan completely collapsed the afternoon prior to the raid, when a message arrived from General Arnold forbidding Smart and Brereton from participating. This late decision, aggravated by Brereton's refusal to let Timberlake fly, resulted in a cascade of changes that splintered the carefully trained lead crews and knocked the planning navigator off the mission.\(^58\)

Nonetheless, 178 bombers cued up for take-off on the morning of 1 August 1943. The bombers departed at two-minute intervals and joined in five different group formations. The first casualties of the day occurred when one of the Pyramider B-24s crashed shortly after take-off. All but two of the crew were killed when this aircraft struck the ground as the pilot was trying to return to his dust-clogged field after losing an engine. As the remaining B-24s formed up for the long over water flight, the twenty-nine Liberandos (376\(^{th}\) Bomb Group) took the lead, trailed by thirty-nine B-24s of the Traveling Circus (93\(^{rd}\) Bomb Group), forty-seven of the Pyramiders (98\(^{th}\) Bomb Group), and thirty-seven of the Eight Balls (44\(^{th}\) Bomb Group). Twenty-six Sky Scorpion (389\(^{th}\) Bomb Group) B-24s formed the trail group.

The entire American plan hinged on tactical surprise, yet the Germans knew of the mission almost immediately. German signal intercept units decoded an Allied alert order concerning the force, and the Germans may have also received a report from weather forecasters hiding near the bomber bases. With this alert, German air defense controllers placed fighters and anti-aircraft batteries on ready status. Meanwhile the large bomber formation began to straggle out over the Mediterranean. The 98\(^{th}\) Bomb Group, with the oldest aircraft and flying at lower power settings to conserve fuel, eventually trailed out of sight of the 93\(^{rd}\) Bomb Group.\(^59\)

Nearing land-fall, an almost unbelievable combination of circumstances occurred to split irrevocably the two sections of bombers. Within sight of Corfu, the mission’s lead aircraft inexplicably went out of control and crashed into the sea. The wingman, carrying the deputy route navigator, broke formation to search for survivors and then returned to Africa. The remaining bombers encountered cumulus clouds over the Pindus Mountains. Statistically, this was the rainiest spot in Europe, yet the bombers did not have a well-coordinated plan to deal with this contingency.\(^60\) Endeavoring to stay on time, the two lead groups skirted over the tops of the clouds, where they found a strong tailwind. The three rear groups, instead, accomplished a time-consuming weather penetration procedure at lower altitude. For this, the formation circled clear of the weather while three-ship elements split off and penetrated the weather in trail. As the aircraft emerged
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The trail groups arrived half an hour after the start of the attack to find the defenses active and some of their intended targets already in flames. As Kane’s 98th Bomb Group rolled-out on their course north of Ploesti, they were raked by fire from Gerstenberg’s well-placed flak train. Adding to the mayhem, the Eight Ball bombers had to maneuver violently to avoid collisions with Liberandos still attacking from the northeast or departing westbound. The scene became even more confused as the unaware Sky Scorpions flowed south from their Campina target into the middle of the melee. Kane and Johnson led their groups on their briefed targets, flying through a “tunnel of fire” created by burning fuel tanks and exploding bombs, hiding dense anti-aircraft fire and barrage balloon cables. The Pyramiders and Eight Balls were shot to pieces in the gauntlet. Even worse, these bombers took the brunt of 125 prowling Axis interceptors as they brought up the rear of the departing raid. In all, Kane lost twenty-two of thirty-seven B-24s, while Johnson lost nine of sixteen. Only two portions of the attack went as planned: the raid by the other half of the 44th Bomb Group south of Ploesti and the attack by the 389th Bomb Group in the mountains to the north. The first wave of bombers had not touched these targets, so both groups attacked as planned and in good order. Although
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HARRIED BY ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE AND FIGHTERS, THESE B-24S BOMBED ACCURATELY, LOSING ONLY TWO OF TWENTY-ONE EIGHT BALLS AND SIX OF TWENTY-NINE SKY SCORPIONS. 64


RESULTS

AS DAWN BROKE ON THE SECOND OF AUGUST, IT WAS CLEAR THAT THE SURPRISE RAID HAD NOT CAUGHT THE GERMANS UNPREPARED. NINTH AIR FORCE LOST FIFTY-FOUR B-24S ON THE RAID, WITH FIFTY-FIVE ADDITIONAL BOMBERS DAMAGED. MANY OF THE DAMAGED BOMBERS NEVER FLEW AGAIN. THE CASUALTY ROLLS INCLUDED 446 AIRCREW DEAD OR MISSING, FIFTY-FOUR WOUNDED, AND SEVENTY-NINE INTERRED IN TURKEY. IN CONTRAST TO THE 178 BOMBERS LAUNCHED ON THE RAID, NINTH AIR FORCE COULD ONLY MUSTER THIRTY-THREE MISSION CAPABLE AIRCRAFT THE NEXT DAY. THE FIVE BOMB GROUPS THAT EXECUTED THE PLOESTI RAID WERE ABLE TO RECONSTITUTE ENOUGH TO LAUNCH A RAID ON WIENER NEUSTADT ON 13 AUGUST, BUT FOR ALL EFFECTIVE PURPOSES "TIDAL WAVE WAS THE END OF NINTH AIR FORCE AS A BOMBER COMMAND..." 67
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LOSING ONLY FOUR ME-109S, TWO ME-110S, A FEW ROMANIAN AND BULGARIAN FIGHTERS, AND ABOUT FIFTEEN AIRCREW.\textsuperscript{68}

THE BOMB DAMAGE TOOK LONGER TO ASCERTAIN. RAF MOSQUITOES CONDUCTED RECONNAISSANCE IN THE FOLLOWING WEEKS, WITH THE PHOTOS INDICATING “CONSIDERABLE SHORT-TERM DAMAGE AND A PROMISING DEGREE OF LONG-TERM DAMAGE.”\textsuperscript{69} HOWEVER, AN ASSESSMENT CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON ISSUED A MORE SOBER AND ACCURATE ANALYSIS, CONCLUDING “THE MOST IMPORTANT EFFECT WAS TO ELIMINATE THE CUSHION BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CAPACITY.”\textsuperscript{70} POST-WAR ANALYSIS PROVED THIS SUPPOSITION CORRECT, AS THE LARGEST REFINERIES WERE RELATIVELY UNAFFECTED BY THE RAID. THE ROMANO AMERICANA REFINERY, THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE MISSION, RECEIVED NO DAMAGE. PRODUCTION AT THE LARGE ASTRO ROMANA REFINERY, DROPPED FROM 121,000 TONS TO 55,000 TONS IN THE MONTH FOLLOWING THE ATTACK, BUT THEN EXCEEDED ITS PRE-ATTACK PRODUCTION LEVELS THEREAFTER. THE STANDARD REFINERY WAS HIT BY ONLY THREE BOMBS, AND THESE CAUSED NO DAMAGE.

SOME OF THE SMALLER PLOESTI REFINERIES, HOWEVER, WERE HIT HARD. BLAST AND FIRE DAMAGED THE CONCORDIA VEGA REFINERY, SERIOUSLY AFFECTING PRODUCTION. SIMILAR DAMAGE TO THE COLOMBIA AQUILA REFINERY KEPT IT OUT OF COMMISSION UNTIL 25 JULY 1944. THE BOMBERS CAUSED THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE AT THE REFINERIES IN BRAZI AND CAMPINA. THE EIGHT BALLS PUT FIFTY-NINE BOMBS IN THE CREDITUL MINIER REFINERY, PERMANENTLY SHUTTING THE FACILITY DOWN. SEVENTY-FOUR SKY SCORPION BOMBS HIT STEAUA ROMANO, WHICH STOPPED OPERATIONS UNTIL JANUARY 1944 AND NEVER RESUMED FULL PRODUCTION.\textsuperscript{71}

THE OVERALL DISAPPOINTING RESULTS STEMMED IN PART FROM THE FACT THAT THE GERMANS DEFUSED MANY OF THE DELAYED-ACTION BOMBS BEFORE THEY COULD EXPLODE.\textsuperscript{72} FURTHER, THE ROMANIANS REPAIRED MUCH OF THE DAMAGE AND ACTIVATED IDLE UNITS TO REPLACE LOST CAPACITY. THEREFORE, THE PLOESTI PRODUCTION TOTALS DROPPED FROM 379,000 TONS TO 105,000 TONS FOR THE MONTH OF THE ATTACK, BUT THEN RESUMED NORMAL PRE-ATTACK LEVELS UNTIL APRIL 1944.\textsuperscript{73} ALTHOUGH EISENHOWER TERMED THE RAID “REASONABLY SUCCESSFUL” HE ALSO SUMMED UP THE EFFORT BY STATING THAT “AS USUAL, MATHEMATICAL CALCULATIONS COULD NOT WIN OVER UNEXPECTED CONDITIONS.”\textsuperscript{74}

CONCLUSION
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INITIAL OPERATIONS AGAINST PLOESTI DID NOT MEET THE AMERICAN’S GRAND EXPECTATIONS. AIR STRATEGISTS BELIEVED THAT PLOESTI WAS A VITAL LINK IN THE GERMAN ECONOMY. FURTHER, THEY BELIEVED THAT THE DESTRUCTION OF THE REFINERIES WAS WELL WITHIN THEIR POWERS. THEY ERRED IN EACH OF THESE ASSUMPTIONS. WHILE THE GERMANS IMPORTED MUCH OF THEIR OIL FROM PLOESTI, THEY WERE NOT SO DEPENDENT ON ROMANIAN OIL THAT THEY COULD NOT MAKE AT LEAST SHORT-TERM ADJUSTMENTS. FURTHER, THE GERMAN ECONOMY DID NOT DEPEND HEAVILY ON OIL, AS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION WERE LARGELY BASED ON COAL. TACTICALLY, THE HALVERSON AND TIDAL WAVE ATTACKS DEMONSTRATED THE SAME LESSONS LEARNED BY EIGHTH AIR FORCE UNITS IN ENGLAND: UNESCORTED BOMBER ATTACKS INVITED HEAVY LOSSES AND OFTEN DID NOT RESULT IN LASTING EFFECTS. AIR STRATEGISTS WOULD NEED TO TAKE A MORE SOPHISTICATED APPROACH IF THEY WERE TO FIND THE KEY TO THE DEFEAT OF GERMANY.
CHAPTER 2

PLOESTI – A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO LIMITED OBJECTIVES

IT IS NOT OUT OF HEEDLESSNESS OR COWARDICE THAT THE GERMANS KEEP ABANDONING IMMENSE NUMBERS OF TANKS AND ARMORED VEHICLES BY THE ROADSIDES OF FRANCE...THOSE TANKS AND TRUCKS ARE OUT OF GASOLINE.

GENERAL H. H. ARNOLD, OCTOBER 1944

EIGHT MONTHS OF COMBAT EXPERIENCE BROUGHT A NEW APPROACH TO THE ATTACK AGAINST PLOESTI. WHEN THE AAF RETURNED TO THIS TARGET COMPLEX IN APRIL 1944, THEY Fought WITH NEW ORGANIZATIONS AND NEW TACTICS. MORE IMPORTANTLY, AIR LEADERS BROUGHT A NEW STRATEGY COUPLED WITH REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS FOR WHAT BOMBING COULD ACHIEVE. THE AAF’S 1944 ASSAULT PROGRESSSED THROUGH THREE PHASES: THE MARSHALLING YARD ATTACKS OF APRIL AND MAY, THE INNOVATIVE BUT COSTLY P-38 RAID OF 10 JUNE, AND THE FINAL, DIRECT STRIKES AGAINST THE REFINERIES FROM LATE JUNE THROUGH MID-AUGUST. IN THE END, THIS BATTERING ACHIEVED THE AAF’S OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES, BUT THE AIRCREWS STRUGGLED WITH TACTICAL PROBLEMS THROUGHOUT THE SUSTAINED EFFORT.

A NEW APPROACH

THE AAF REVAMPED ITS ORGANIZATION IN EUROPE BETWEEN THE TIDAL WAVE ATTACK AND THE 1944 OFFENSIVE AGAINST THE REFINERIES. IN AUGUST 1943, BRERETON MOVED NINTH AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS TO ENGLAND TO CREATE AN ORGANIZATION SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE TACTICAL SUPPORT OF OPERATION OVERLORD. TWELFTH AIR FORCE, WHICH WAS THEN SUPPORTING LAND OPERATIONS IN ITALY, ABSORBED NINTH AIR FORCE’S UNITS. SOON, HOWEVER, THE AAF USED XII BOMBER COMMAND TO FORM THE NUCLEUS FOR FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE. THIS ORGANIZATION WAS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED AIR FORCES COMMANDED BY GENERAL IRA EAKER. HOWEVER, EAKER COULD ONLY UTILIZE ITS ASSETS WHEN LOCAL ACTIVITIES DID NOT CONFLICT WITH THE FIFTEENTH’S PRIMARY MISSION OF THE STRATEGIC BOMBING OF GERMANY. FOR THESE STRATEGIC MISSIONS, THE BRITISH-BASED US STRATEGIC AIR FORCES (USSTAF) CONTROLLED BOTH FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE IN ITALY AND EIGHTH AIR FORCE IN ENGLAND.\textsuperscript{75} BY THE TIME OF THE RENEWED BOMBING OFFENSIVE, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE CONSISTED OF ONE LARGE B-17 WING

AND FOUR B-24 WINGS MADE UP OF A TOTAL OF TWENTY-ONE BOMB GROUPS. XV FIGHTER COMMAND CONSISTED OF ONE P-38 WING AND ONE P-51 WING, TOTALING SEVEN FIGHTER GROUPS.76

TO COMMAND THESE NEW ORGANIZATIONS, THE AAF TURNED TO PROVEN COMBAT LEADERS WHO WERE WELL CONNECTED INSIDE THE ORGANIZATION. GENERAL CARL “TOOEY” SPAATZ, THE COMMANDER OF USSTAF, WAS UNDOUBTEDLY THE AAF’S PREMIER FIELD COMMANDER IN WORLD WAR II. SPAATZ GRADUATED FROM WEST POINT IN 1914, AND BEGAN FLIGHT TRAINING IN 1915 AFTER A SHORT INFANTRY STINT IN HAWAII. SPAATZ WAS A PILOT WITH WITH 1ST AERO SQUADRON IN THE PUNITIVE EXPEDITION IN MEXICO IN 1916, AND THEN SERVED AS A FIGHTER PILOT IN FRANCE IN WORLD WAR I. BETWEEN THE WARS, SPAATZ WAS CENTRAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARMY AIR CORPS, CONDUCTING RECORD-SETTING DEMONSTRATION FLIGHTS AND SERVING IN KEY AIR STAFF POSITIONS. SPAATZ GRADUATED FROM CGSC IN 1936 ALTHOUGH IT “WAS SAID THAT NO MORE IRREVERENT STUDENT PASSED THROUGH THE SCHOOL.”77 BASED ON THEIR LONG PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIP, ARNOLD APPOINTED SPAATZ TO SOME OF THE MOST CRITICAL AIR STAFF POSITIONS IN THE RUN-UP TO WORLD WAR II, INCLUDING CHIEF OF THE AIR PLANS DIVISION, ARNOLD’S PERSONAL ASSISTANT, AND CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF. IN JULY 1942, SPAATZ TOOK COMMAND OF THE FLEDGLING EIGHTH AIR FORCE AS IT FORMED IN ENGLAND. WHEN THE FOCUS OF AMERICAN EFFORTS TURNED TO NORTH AFRICA, SPAATZ COMMANDED ALLIED AIR UNITS SUPPORTING THE EASTWARD DRIVE FROM THE TORCH LANDINGS.78


AS SPAATZ TOOK COMMAND, CONFLICT WAS BREWING OVER THE STRATEGY OF THE COMBINED BOMBER OFFENSIVE. SINCE OVERBLOWN EXPECTATIONS CONCERNING GERMANY’S ECONOMIC COLLAPSE HAD NOT MATERIALIZED, BRITISH AND AMERICAN STRATEGISTS ARGUED ABOUT WHICH SET OF TARGETS WOULD PROVIDE THE MOST BENEFIT IN LIGHT OF THE IMPENDING NORMANDY INVASION. SPAATZ FAVORED AN ATTACK ON OIL, NOT BECAUSE OF ITS POSSIBLE EFFECT ON INDUSTRY, BUT BECAUSE OF ITS IMPORTANCE TO GERMANY’S FIELDED FORCES. THE CRITICALITY OF FUEL TO THE
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Luftwaffe came to USSTAF’s attention in January 1944 when intelligence indicated that the Germans were concentrating fighter defenses around the refineries. Spaatz passed this information to the USSTAF Special Planning Committee, which General Anderson, USSTAF’s deputy commander for operations, formed on 12 February 1944. Anderson directed this group to determine the optimum air strategy to support Overlord once the Allies had rendered the Luftwaffe ineffective. Their report of 5 March 1944 recommended attacks against the petroleum industry, with a special emphasis on gasoline. The Special Planning Committee based their judgments on analysis conducted by the Economic Objectives Units of the Office of Strategic Services, which estimated that strategic bombing could deny Germany 50% of her petroleum. While acknowledging the impact that this might have on German industry, the report stated that this was “not immediately or directly relevant” to their recommendation. Instead, the group chose petroleum targets due to their effect on the efficiency and mobility of the troops. If the oil bombing operation were to have an impact beyond the front, the group thought the most likely mechanism would be for Germany to capitulate due to the “general decrease in capability of all ground fighting forces.” Immediately upon receiving this report, Anderson wrote to Air Marshal Sir Douglas C. S. Evill, Portal’s assistant in the coordination of the CBO, requesting “immediate clearance be given for the early attack of Ploesti by the Fifteenth Air Force.”

Unfortunately, the USSTAF strategic analysis was only one voice in a heated debate. Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, Eisenhower’s deputy, favored an alternative approach. Tedder felt that destroying fuel production would take too long.

---


TO HAVE THE NECESSARY EFFECT. THEREFORE, HE CHAMPIONED STRIKES AGAINST RAIL, ROAD, AND RIVER TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS SO THAT GERMANY COULD NOT SUPPLY OR RAPIDLY REPOSITION HER LAND FORCES. TEDDER WON EISENHOWER’S SUPPORT, BUT SPAATZ CONTINUED TO PUSH THE USSTAF STRATEGY WHENEVER POSSIBLE. WITH EISENHOWER’S PERMISSION, SPAATZ ATTACKED OIL REFINERIES AS A PART OF HIS AIR SUPERIORITY CAMPAIGN. FURTHER, MANY OF HIS TRANSPORTATION PLAN ATTACKS COINCIDENTALLY HIT MARSHALLING YARDS THAT SERVICED OIL REFINERIES.

TO WHATEVER EXTENT EISENHOWER WOULD ALLOW, SPAATZ PLANNED TO ATTACK PLOESTI AS ONLY ONE PART OF A BROADER OIL OPERATION. NEARLY TWO YEARS OF COMBAT EXPERIENCE HAD CONVINCED THE AMERICANS THAT THEIR INITIAL THEORIES DEPICTING A SMALL NUMBER OF CRITICAL NODES WERE NAÏVE. IT HAD BECOME CLEAR THAT THE COA’S RELATIVELY PESSIMISTIC 1942 ASSESSMENT OF THE GERMAN PETROLEUM SYSTEM WAS CLOSER TO THE TRUTH THAN THE TIDAL WAVE STRATEGISTS HAD RECOGNIZED. IN PARTICULAR, AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE BECAME KEENLY AWARE OF GERMANY’S ABILITY TO SUPPLEMENT IMPORTED PETROLEUM WITH INDIGENOUS SYNTHETIC OIL PRODUCTION. THEREFORE, SPAATZ KNEW THAT ANY ATTACK AGAINST THE GERMAN OIL SYSTEM HAD TO HIT MULTIPLE TARGETS IN PARALLEL. AMERICAN COMBAT EXPERIENCE ALSO DEMONSTRATED THAT EVEN THE MOST SUCCESSFUL BOMBER RAIDS Seldom PRODUCED PERMANENT EFFECTS. THE GERMANS PROVED ADEPT AT REPAIRING DAMAGE TO THEIR FACILITIES AND RESTORING OPERATIONS IN SHORT ORDER. THEREFORE, SPAATZ KNEW THAT HE COULD NOT TAKE THE KIND OF SINGLE-RAID RISKS THAT BRERETON HAD ASSUMED IN 1943. INSTEAD, SPAATZ HAD TO MAINTAIN THE FORCE STRUCTURE TO REVISIT IMPORTANT TARGETS TIME AND AGAIN. THUS PLOESTI WAS AGAIN TO PLAY A ROLE, ALTHOUGH A DIMINISHED ONE, IN AMERICAN AIR STRATEGY.

WHILE SPAATZ DICTATED THE STRATEGY, TWINING WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR FINDING TACTICS TO IMPROVE OVER TIDAL WAVE’S PERFORMANCE. NO COMMANDER WAS WILLING TO ACCEPT THE KIND OF LOSSES INCURRED ON THAT LOW-ALTITUDE ATTACK, WHERE THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE DAMAGE WAS CAUSED BY SMALLER CALIBER (20 AND 37 MM) ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE SURROUNDING THE TARGET. THEREFORE, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE DECIDED TO RETURN THE SAFER AND MORE TRADITIONAL HIGH-ALTITUDE REGIME. PLOESTI WAS STILL A DANGEROUS PLACE EVEN AT THIS ALTITUDE, AS THE DEFENSES BRISTLED WITH 88MM HEAVY ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS. MOREOVER, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE PLANNERS WERE AWARE THAT HIGH-ALTITUDE ATTACKS BROUGHT THE DRAWBACK OF DECREASED BOMBING ACCURACY. THIS WAS A PROBLEM IN EVEN THE BEST OF WEATHER, BUT A CRITICAL CONCERN IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERVENING CLOUDS. AMERICAN LEADERS HOPEd THE NEW APS-15 “MICKEY” RADARS WOULD HELP ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM.

BUT, HIGH ALTITUDE TACTICS DID NOTHING TO PROTECT THE BOMBERS FROM ENEMY INTERCEPTORS. FORTUNATELY, OPERATIONS BY THE BOTH EIGHTH AND FIFTEENTH AIR FORCES DURING EARLY 1944 INDICATED THAT A SOLUTION WAS AT HAND. LONG-RANGE ESCORT FIGHTERS HAD DEMONSTRATED THE ABILITY TO KEEP THE GERMAN FIGHTERS AT BAY. WHILE THE ESCORTS COULD NOT PROVIDE COMPLETE PROTECTION, THEY BROKE UP INTERCEPTOR ATTACKS ENOUGH TO ALLOW THE B-
24s and B-17s to bomb accurately while suffering acceptable losses. Fifteenth Air Force was originally equipped with P-47s and P-38s. The P-47s proved unsuitable for escort missions from Italy due to their lack of range. The P-38s worked better, although performance deficiencies and engine supercharger problems limited their effectiveness as well. The P-51 proved to be the most effective of the escort fighters, and Fifteenth Air Force P-47 units began switching to the P-51 just as the command renewed attacks against Ploesti. Fighters were especially important since the defenses had grown. Allied intelligence estimated that the Germans and Romanians now maintained 225 to 250 fighters in Bucharest-Ploesti, with an additional hundred fighters ranged on the Sofia-Nis-Belgrade line.\textsuperscript{84} American air strategists would soon discover that fighters could contribute to the fight against Ploesti in a variety of roles beyond bomber escort.\textsuperscript{85}

The stage was set, therefore, for a return to Ploesti. The Americans had formed a new organization focused on strategic bombing and increased the force structure of this command to enable it to undertake the task. The leaders of USSTAF and Fifteenth Air Force had personally and professionally survived the rigors of combat and had taken the air war’s lessons to heart. Spaatz had developed an air strategy with oil as the central theme, which he intended to execute to whatever extent he was allowed. Finally, Fifteenth Air Force was a more tactically refined organization, better prepared to combat the Luftwaffe than was Brereton’s Ninth Air Force.

\textbf{April to May – Refinery Marshalling Yards}

In April 1944, Spaatz opened the USAAF’s contribution to the Combined Bomber Offensive’s transportation strategy. Spaatz interpreted his guidance very broadly, however, attacking railway marshalling yards that serviced oil refineries. Such attacks sometimes even damaged refineries themselves, as an Army Air Forces Evaluation Board explained: “The direction of flight…plus the compactness of the target area made bomb spillage in the refinery well nigh inevitable.”\textsuperscript{86} As operations progressed over the next six weeks, Spaatz sometimes received permission and sometimes used subterfuge to further deviate from the official CBO strategy.

The opening act of the marshalling yard attacks occurred on 5 April 1944. USSTAF directed nine B-24 groups, four B-17 groups, and fighter escorts to attack the Ploesti marshaling yards. The field order stated “The Ploesti [Marshaling Yard] is the key point in rail lines to Moldava. Current tactical situation on the Russian Front makes this
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TARGET AN IMPORTANT AND ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER FOR THE GERMAN ARMY.” YET A bombardier in the 450th Bomb Group remembered it “was obvious that the aiming point on the marshaling yard was right next to a refinery and loading station—and that no one would be upset if the whole damned place went up!” The formation encountered clouds en-route, which forced the four trail B-24 groups to return to base and prevented the fighter escort from joining the main formation. Prior to the target, German and Romanian fighters engaged the 230 remaining bombers, with IAR-81s making frontal firing passes while Me-110s and Ju-88s fired rockets from the flanks. In the target area, the bombers met the predicted heavy anti-aircraft fire, but were surprised by the extensive system of smoke pots the Germans had installed to obscure the refineries. However, the smoke screen was not dense enough to obscure the marshaling yard. Of the 588 tons of bombs aimed at the rail facilities, sixteen bombs spilled into the standard refinery, shutting down the distillation unit and cracking unit for approximately two weeks. A few bombs also caused some slight damage to the tanks at the Concordia Vega refinery. In return, Fifteenth Air Force lost thirteen bombers.

The other two April attacks, conducted on the fifteenth and twenty-fourth of the month, used very similar plans, with combined strikes against the central Romanian marshaling yards at Ploesti, Bucharest, and Nis. Again, Fifteenth Air Force targeted the Ploesti yards “in the expectation that most of the bombs would produce ‘incidental’ damage to the oil refineries.” On 15 April, Fifteenth Air Force planes struck the Bucharest area with 448 bombers, of which the last five groups were B-17s hitting Ploesti. The 137 bombers from the 5th Wing dropped with good visibility through an ineffective smoke screen. The Germans and Romanians launched a strong defense of 169 fighters, but the geographically split attack and effective P-38 escort resulted in only ten intercepts on the 5th Wing. Overall, the wing lost three B-17s on this raid. Nine days later, the 5th Wing, now joined by 47th Bomb Wing B-24s, led the formation into Romania. The reception was hotter for these Ploesti raiders, as the interceptors characteristically concentrated on the lead groups. Additionally, the Cottontails of the 450th Bomb
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Group reported particularly heavy damage from antiaircraft fire.\textsuperscript{96} In spite of this, the 290 bombers dropped visually, although the smoke screen was partially effective for the first time.\textsuperscript{97} Visibility was good enough to see some of the results, as the 450th Bomb Group reported a heavy concentration of bombs on the Concordia Vega refinery.\textsuperscript{98} True to the crew reports, the Romanians reported severe damage to this refinery, with some operations never resuming.\textsuperscript{99}

Fifteenth Air Force conducted the last attacks against the Ploesti marshaling yards on 5 and 6 May 1944. The attack of 5 May was the largest effort against the yards, with 166 B-17s and 319 B-24s bombing while 195 P-38s and P-51s fought Romanian and German fighters.\textsuperscript{100} Flak was particularly heavy on this mission, providing ample evidence that the Germans had nearly doubled the number of anti-aircraft guns around Ploesti. This ground-based fire was mostly responsible for the eighteen bombers and two fighters lost.\textsuperscript{101} Part of the effectiveness of the German ground fire was due to their Thistle airplanes. These were captured American aircraft that the Germans reconditioned and then used to shadow American formations, reporting course, timing, and altitude.\textsuperscript{102} The RAF joined the fight that night, with 205 Group sending thirty-eight Wellingtons and five Halifaxes against the marshaling yards at Campina. This force lost five bombers in the presence of active night fighter defenses.\textsuperscript{103} Fifteenth Air Force, in turn, sent a relatively small raid out the next morning, consisting of 135 B-24s from the 304\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Wing, of which six were lost. This major two-day MAAF effort paid dividends, as the Steaua Romana Central Pump House and other facilities were destroyed, permanently suspending operations. Likewise, the Astro-Romana refinery suffered 241 bomb hits and required two months to regain 75% capacity. The Standard refinery sustained forty-one bomb hits, interrupting cracking for twenty-six days. The Concordia Vega and Colombia refineries endured less extensive damage.\textsuperscript{104}

It is ironic that these attacks again targeted the marshaling yards, since Spaatz for the first time had tentative permission to bomb the refineries. Eisenhower’s directive of 17 April gave the destruction of the Luftwaffe as USSTAF’s first priority. Spaatz argued that the only way to accomplish this was to force the Luftwaffe to fight, and that
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They would only do this in defense of their fuel. Therefore, Eisenhower approved attacks against refineries as an experiment on the next two good weather days. Tedder also yielded somewhat. On 3 May, he stated “The only reason for not adding oil installations at Ploestri to list of bombing targets in South Eastern Europe was that other targets (e.g. Balkans capitals and subsequently communications) have for strategical reasons been more profitable. As I said in COSMED 68 I have no desire to fetter choice of targets which may be desirable for tactical reasons and I entirely agree that Spaatz should be free to combine attacks on the oil refineries with attacks on communications at Ploestri.” Even with Tedder’s approval, Spaatz apparently did not want to spend one of his precious experimental strikes on Ploestri until the weather would also allow the larger Eighth Air Force to attack synthetic refineries throughout Germany.

The 18 and 26 May Ploesti attacks, therefore, marked the official opening of the oil campaign in the Mediterranean. After an aborted attempt on 21 April, Spaatz finally flew his experimental mission from England on 12 May when nearly a thousand Eighth Air Force bombers attacked synthetic oil refineries in Germany. As Spaatz predicted, the Luftwaffe vigorously defended these facilities, losing at least sixty fighters and suffering major refinery damage. With the success of this experiment, oil refineries became the primary target of USSTAF bombers. The 18 May mission was designed to knock Ploesti out of the war. Fifteenth Air Force launched 700 bombers against six refineries. The mission quickly unraveled due poor weather, however, and only 206 B-17s and B-24s from the 5th, 55th, and 304th Bomb Wings bombed the Romana Americana, Concordia Vega, and Redeventa refineries. For the first time, the German smoke screen was thick enough to obscure completely the designated aim points. The bombardiers dropped by either offset aiming techniques, following Pathfinder radar leads, or estimating the position of the targets from the visual references they could see. The damage to the refineries was embarrassingly small, with only eight bombs landing in the Romana Americana complex but causing no damage. Meanwhile, fighter and flak downed fourteen American bombers.
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THE RAF JOINED THE OIL CAMPAIGN ON THE NIGHT OF 26 MAY, BOMBING THE ROMANA AMERICANA REFINERY WITH SEVENTY-FOUR AIRCRAFT. 112


BETWEEN APRIL AND THE BEGINNING OF JUNE 1944, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE AND 205 GROUP STRUCK PLOESTI TEN TIMES. IN DOING SO, THEY FULLFILLED SPAATZ EXPECTATIONS BY DISRUPTING THE FLOW OF OIL TO THE GERMAN AIR FORCE WHILE ATTRITTING AXIS INTERCEPTORS IN THE PROCESS. HOWEVER, THE ALLIES SEEMED TO BE AT A POINT OF DIMINISHING RETURNS. THE HEAVY INTERCEPTOR AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENSES PROTECTING PLOESTI WERE TAKING AN INCREASING TOLL OF BOMBERS, WHILE THE GERMAN SMOKE SCREENS WERE HAMPERING ACCURACY. AS THE HEAVY BOMBERS TURNED TO REFINERIES ELSEWHERE IN EUROPE FOR SEVERAL WEEKS, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE PLANNERS LOOKED FOR NEW SOLUTIONS FOR THIS TOUGH TARGET.
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IN AN EFFORT TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE PLANERS SETTLED ON A
NOVEL CONCEPT. INSTEAD OF USING HEAVY BOMBERS TO ATTACK PLOESTI, THEY RAIDED WITH A FORCE
OF FIGHTER BOMBERS. FOR A TARGET, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE CHOSE THE ROMANA AMERICANA
REFINERY, WHICH INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATED WAS STILL PRODUCING AS MUCH AS 15% OF THE AXIS FUEL
SUPPLY IN SPITE OF RECENT BOMBING. PLANNERS HOPE THAT THE FIGHTERS COULD ACHIEVE TACTICAL
SURPRISE, WHICH WOULD NOT ALLOW THE GERMANS ENOUGH TIME TO GENERATE A SMOKE SCREEN
OVER THE REFINERIES. EVEN IF THE FIGHTERS DID NOT ACHIEVE SURPRISE, PLANNERS HOPE THAT THE
LOW-ALTITUDE, DIVE-BOMBING FIGHTERS COULD STILL SEE THEIR TARGETS IN THE SMOKE. NO ONE
CONSIDERED EMPLOYING BOMBERS AT LOW ALTITUDE AFTER THE TIDAL WAVE ATTACK, BUT PLANNERS
HOPE THE SMALLER, FASTER, MORE MANEUVERABLE FIGHTERS WOULD BE MORE SURVIVABLE. 118

THE FIGHTER GROUPS PLANNED THE MISSION QUICKLY, AS THEY RECEIVED THE ASSIGNMENT
ONLY THE DAY PRIOR TO THE OPERATION. TWO P-38 GROUPS WERE INVOLVED. THE 82ND FIGHTER
GROUP, CONSISTING OF THE 95TH, 96TH, AND 97TH FIGHTER SQUADRONS, BOMBED, WHILE THE 1ST
FIGHTER GROUP, CONSISTING OF THE 27TH, 71ST, AND 94TH FIGHTER SQUADRONS, PROVIDED ESCORT.
MISSION PLANNERS FROM THE TWO GROUPS SELECTED A ROUTE AND RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES THAT
PROMISED TO "EFFECT [sic] THE MAXIMUM SURPRISE AND RECEIVE MINIMUM REACTION FROM THE
HUNDREDS OF ANTI AIRCRAFT GUNS IN THE AREA." THE 82ND FIGHTER GROUP PILOTS STUDIED THEIR AIM
POINTS – THE DISTILLATION PLANT FOR THE 95TH FIGHTER SQUADRON, THE BOILER HOUSE FOR THE 96TH
FIGHTER SQUADRON, AND THE CRACKING PLANT FOR THE 97TH FIGHTER SQUADRON. 119 MEANWHILE,
MAINTENANCE CREWS LOADED EACH OF THE 82ND FIGHTER GROUP P-38S WITH A SINGLE 1,000 LB BOMB
AND A 300-GALLON, LONG-RANGE FERRY TANK. 120

PLANES FROM BOTH GROUPS TOOK OFF AT DAWN AND RENDEZVOUSED OVER THE GULF OF
MANFREDONIA AT 2,000 FEET. SEVENTEEN OF THE NINETY-FOUR P-38S ABORTED, MOST DUE TO
ENGINE PROBLEMS, WHILE ANOTHER AIRCRAFT CRASHED IN YUGOSLAVIA. THE REST OF THE FORMATION
CONTINUED THE THREE-HOUR, LOW-LEVEL FLIGHT ACROSS YUGOSLAVIA, BULGARIA, AND DOWN THE
DANUBE INTO ROMANIA. UNFORTUNATELY, THE GERMANS AND ROMANIANS WERE WELL AWARE OF THE
AMERICANS’ PRESENCE, DETECTING THEM WITH RADAR AND AIR OBSERVERS. AS WITH THE TIDAL WAVE
MISSION, THE EFFICIENT AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM BROUGHT FIGHTER AND ANTI AIRCRAFT UNITS TO
READINESS AND PROVIDED AIR RAID WARNINGS WELL BEFORE THE AMERICANS NEARED THE VITAL
REFINERIES. 121

THE READINESS OF THE DEFENDING FORCES BECAME OBVIOUS JUST NORTH OF THE INITIAL
POINT AT THE EASTERN END OF LAKE BALTA GREACO. THE TURN TO THE TARGET BADLY SPLIT THE
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UNGAINLY P-38 formation, and the problem grew as the 71st Fighter Squadron engaged six Do-217s they encountered along the route. The 71st P-38s were unprepared, therefore, when twenty-three IAR-81s from the Romanian 6th Fighter Group attacked. In a chaotic low-altitude engagement near their airfield, the Romanians downed nine 1st Fighter Group P-38s to the loss of three IARs. This started a running engagement in which a mixed bag of German and Romanian aircraft intercepted the 82nd Fighter Group and the other squadrons of the 1st Fighter Group.\footnote{Stout, 158-162.}

When the 82nd Fighter Group reached the target area, the smoke screen was already thick. However, twenty-five of the thirty-eight bomb-laden P-38s bombed in the refinery area, with many maneuvering to alternate run-in headings or using surrounding visual references to aim. The pilots had difficulty ascertaining their results, as the smoke made it almost impossible to see the bombs hit.\footnote{Army Air Force Evaluation Board, Appendix E.} The anti-aircraft fire was intense, and many aircraft limped off of the target run on a single engine. Many of these battle-damaged aircraft did not survive the anti-aircraft fire off target, the continued attacks from German and Romanian interceptors, and the long flight home over mountainous territory.\footnote{Stout, 162-166.}

Although innovative, the mission could hardly be classified as a success. The 1st Fighter Group lost fourteen aircraft, while the 82nd lost nine. Overall, the loss ratio, approximately 30%, was similar to the Tidal Wave attack. This permanently dispelled the myth that low-altitude operations over Ploesti were acceptable for any aircraft. Indeed, Romanian anti-aircraft crews later claimed that they relished the low-level attacks as an opportunity to “bolster their score.”\footnote{Army Air Force Evaluation Board, 50.} This was the worst day in combat for both fighter groups and for any P-38 formation of significant size during the war. The only consolation was that the loss of single-seat fighters incurred a far smaller human toll than the Ninth Air Force attack of the previous year. The bombing results hardly justified the costs. The fighter pilots damaged only the Shell still facility, putting it out of service for eight days.\footnote{Army Air Force Evaluation Board, Appendix A, 17.} Rather than knocking the refinery out of the war, the Americans just added to their own cumulative attrition.\footnote{Stout, 167.}

**SLUGGING IT OUT – THE SUMMER BOMBING RAID**

Allied intelligence received more indications of Germany’s deteriorating fuel situation in early June 1944. Because of this, Spaatz declared on 8 June that USSTAF’s
Primary aim was to deny oil to Germany’s armed forces. In a directive to General Eaker on that date, Spaatz added that “Fifteenth Air Force was to have as its first priority the complete destruction of the Rumanian oil refineries.”128 To this point, Fifteenth Air Force had inflicted at least partial damage on twenty-nine of the sixty-odd refineries in Southern and Eastern Europe.129 However, the Germans were expending tremendous resources to keep their refineries in working order. In the coming months, MAAF flew thirteen more missions against Ploesti before the Soviets captured the facility. In the end, USSTAF, with a sound strategy and lavish material resources, won the last chapter in the Ploesti saga.

Three of Fifteenth Air Force’s oil strikes targeted Ploesti during late June and early July 1944. On 23 June, Fifteenth Air Force dispatched 761 bombers in a geographically spread attack. Of these, Fifteenth Air Force sortied two bomb wings to Ploesti, while sending four more groups against oil storage at Giurgiu. Poor weather forced the 47th Bomb Wing to abort, leaving the 139 B-17s of the 5th Bomb Wing to drop into the smoke covering Ploesti’s Dacia refinery. Since the bombing results were poor, the most significant outcome of this raid was the attrition on the Romanian defenses. American fighters claimed to have shot down twenty-four of the 198 interceptor sorties launched that day, killing two of Romania’s four fighter group commanders in the process.130 The next day, Fifteenth Air Force sent the 47th Bomb Wing back to Ploesti to attack the Romana Americana refinery. Again, the formation bombed through the smoke, with forty-two bombs damaging pipeline and sewer facilities, which interrupted operations for five days.131 In the process, however, the 47th Bomb Wing lost a startling fourteen of 135 bombers, many to the 161 Axis fighters airborne. After this, XV Fighter Command began airfield attacks and fighter sweeps to beat back the air threat.132 This apparently had a positive effect. Fifteenth Air Force estimated that the interceptors downed forty-nine bombers between 5 April and 24 June, but only two bombers between 9 July and late August.133 Indeed, the decreased loss rate was sudden, with the 5th and 47th wings losing only six of 122 bombers when they bombed the Xenia and Concordia Vega refineries on 9 July.134 On this raid, the 47th Bomb Wing achieved sixty-eight hits on the largely inoperative Concordia Vega refinery, while the 5th Bomb Wing missed Xenia altogether.135
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The largest raid of the campaign occurred on 15 July, followed by another large mission one week later. On the 15 July raid, all five bomb wings of the Fifteenth Air Force put up a maximum effort, consisting of twenty-one groups flying 604 aircraft. Planners assigned the hearty Romana Americana refinery to ten of the groups, spreading the others between the Creditul, Standard, and Dacia refineries. This massive force bombed through the smoke screen using H2X radar. The raid was only partially successful, with 168 bombs landing in the Romana Americana area. The resulting fires and damage to the shell still stopped operations until 3 August. On 22 July, Fifteenth Air Force, not realizing the damage inflicted on the previous raid, assigned Romana Americana to another 459 bombers. The raiders put another forty-five bombs into the damaged facility, while the defenders shot back with 46,000 rounds of heavy anti-aircraft ammunition. Fifteenth Air Force lost forty-six bombers on these two raids, but achieved less than one bomb hit for every five aircraft across the target.

USSTAF refined the oil campaign strategy during the last two missions of July. On 28 July, 324 bombers from the 5th, 49th, 55th, and 304th Bomb Wings attacked the Astro Romana and Standard refineries. Planners carefully picked the aim points to maximize the impact on gasoline production. This was based on the recommendation of the Joint Oil Targets Committee, set up to supervise the oil campaign more scientifically. Forty-eight Axis fighters opposed the attack; however, these aircraft were heavily engaged by the escort, with no interceptors engaging the bombers. Seventy-two bombs hit the Astro Romana refinery, causing minor damage requiring several days to repair. For this, Fifteenth Air Force lost nineteen bombers. The Americans used the same tactics on a relatively small attack on the Xenia refinery three days later. One hundred and fifty-four B-17s from the 5th Bomb Wing bombed Ploesti while other bomb groups hit targets throughout Romania. The forty-seven Axis fighters took a tremendous pounding when attempting to engage other formations. The German fighter units, which had been continually reconstituted with less and less experienced pilots, lost 23 of their 32 aircraft on this day. Even against this light fighter response, the Ploesti raiders lost two aircraft while getting only twenty bomb hits on the inoperative Concordia Vega refinery. Even though this refinery was not the assigned target, the bombers added
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In addition to dropping bombs, **Fifteenth Air Force** took this opportunity to deluge the countryside with pamphlets.

The next week, the RAF and USAAF hit the refineries in quick succession. The RAF led off with an attack on the night of 9 August, in which 205 Group sent sixty-one Wellingsons, Liberators, and Halifaxes. Anti-aircraft fire and eight Axis night fighters destroyed eleven of these bombers, for a staggering loss rate of 18%. American losses were significantly lighter the next morning, when all five of the Fifteenth Air Force’s bomb wings attacked Romana Americana, Unirea, Xenia, Astro Romana, and Steaua Romana refineries with 414 aircraft. In this raid, Fifteenth Air Force introduced a novel use for fighter aircraft. A weather reconnaissance P-38 preceded the bomber stream by twenty minutes. The fighter then contacted the bomber wing commander for each formation, informing him of the weather at the target, the direction of the ground wind, and the effectiveness of the smoke screen. Based on this report, the bomber wing commander switched to the target that provided the best opportunity for visual bombing. This tactic, coupled with a thinning smoke screen at the end of the raid, made for dramatic success.

While the Astro Romana and Standard refineries received only minor damage, the Concordia Vega refinery was hit with 210 bombs, damaging virtually all the facilities and halting production. Steaua Romana and Romana Americana, both idle from recent damage, were battered by another 164 bombs, taking both facilities out of the war. The Axis fighter defenses continued to weaken, with only three of the forty-five sorties airborne making it through the fighter escort to the bombers. Flak made up for the difference, however, destroying seventeen bombers.

Allied forces finished the campaign against Ploesti with a four-raid flourish between 17 and 19 August. By this point, the refineries were largely wrecked, but these raids ensured that the Germans could not withdraw machinery or finished oil products as they retreated. On 17 August, 245 B-24s attacked the Romana Americana and Astro Romana plants. Fifteenth Air Force refined the tactics that had proved so successful on the previous raid. The eleven bomb groups struck in three waves with thirty minutes between waves, in the hope that the smoke screen would dissipate before the end of the raid. To cover this long bomber stream, the 154th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron sortied three P-38s in succession. On this raid, the air commanders for each wing were authorized to switch to any of five refinery targets based on the reports of the master

---
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BOMBER P-38. Using this tactic, five of the groups dropped visually, destroying electrical generating equipment in the Standard Refinery and damaging practically all of the Romana Americana facilities with 121 bombs. Fifty enemy fighters were airborne, of which fifteen to twenty engaged the bombers near Nis. Fighter attacks and anti-aircraft fire claimed another nineteen bombers. That night, the RAF’s 205 Group attacked with fifty-one bombers, with some or all of the three losses due to Ju-88 night fighters attacking over the Danube and target area.

The next morning, Fifteenth Air Force returned to the bomber stream tactics, but increased the number of weather reconnaissance P-38s and refined communications procedures. On this day, twelve bomb groups comprising 373 aircraft hit the refineries, with four groups bombing visually. The bombers hit two inoperative refineries, with seventy-four bombs on Steaua Romana and 359 bombs on Romana Americana. The Germans and Romanians launched forty-six fighters, although none made it to the bombers. The last raid of the operation occurred on the next day, 19 August, when sixty-five bombers from the 5th Bomb Wing put sixty-five bombs into the Astro Romana refinery using the weather-ship tactic. At the end of these heavy-hitting raids, Ploesti’s production dropped to 10% of original capacity.

Oil workers stopped all operations at Ploesti on 24 August 1944. Soon thereafter, Russian troops over-ran the demolished facilities. The raids of June, July, and August had successfully cut the “taproot of German might.” In doing so, they contributed to wider campaign that deprived the German armed forces of the fuel required to counter the invasion and break-out from Normandy. The bombing of Ploesti, however, was a bloody battle of attrition through the end.

RESULTS AND ASSESSMENT

A careful look at the tally-sheet provides perspective on the epic air battles over Romania. Strategically, the Allies’ original high expectations were dashed, yet Spaatz eventually found a way to link Ploesti to an important and accepted war-winning strategy. Tactically, however, the AAF never found clear-cut solutions to the difficult problems surrounding the refinery attacks.

At the beginning of the war, rookie American air strategists hoped that Ploesti would be the silver bullet to prove the industrial web theory of strategic bombing. They thought this target complex was a prime example of a key node to an organic system, the destruction of which would lead to the systemic collapse of the German war economy.

153 Air Battle of Ploesti, 60.
154 Army Air Forces Evaluation Board, 12, Appendix A, 7, 18.
155 Air Battle of Ploesti, 61-68; Army Air Forces Evaluation Board, 12, Appendix A, 4, 15, 18.
Given this opinion, air strategists were willing to accept the loss of the entire strike force. The Tidal Wave attack showed the folly of this reasoning. Although the attacks knocked out two of the smaller refineries for extended periods and temporarily decreased production in the others, the Germans quickly made these losses good through repairs and by activating idle capacity. Even this short-term loss had no significant impact on German industry, which was largely powered by coal.

It took Spaatz's oil plan to make Ploesti part of an effective strategy. Spaatz set his sights lower than the Germany's economic collapse. Instead, he calculated that a massive, sustained, parallel campaign against all German and Romanian oil refineries and synthetic production plants would deprive the Axis military of fuel. Although Ploesti was just a component of this broad strategy, it was an important piece. Fourteen of the sixty-six oil plants attacked during the operation were in Romania, and the relatively small Fifteenth Air Force conducted 58% of USSTAF's oil campaign sorties. Spaatz's oil predictions turned out to be correct. Under heavy systemic assault, German petroleum production diminished from 927,000 tons in March, to 715,000 tons in May, to 472,000 tons in June. Much of this loss came from Ploesti, where production tumbled from 269,000 tons in March, to 120,000 tons in May, to 84,000 tons in August. While it finally took Soviet occupation at the end of August to drive production to zero, the severe production decline clearly preceded the entry of Soviet ground forces. Overall, Ploesti's lost production consisted of 718,000 tons over five months, representing a 56% reduction in capacity.

In response to production shortages, the German High Command cut fuel allocations as early as May. Aviation fuel was the most critical petroleum product, as the oil campaign knocked out 90% of high-octane gasoline production by mid-June and 98% by the end of July. Because of that, German pilot training was nearly impossible and the output of the fighter factories was often grounded. Moreover, German land forces were severely hampered by the gasoline shortages: the Reich's December 1944 Ardennes offensive stalled due to lack of fuel and the February 1945 Silesian defense failed due to lack of gasoline to maneuver. General Adolph Galland, the chief of Luftwaffe fighter forces, concluded after the war that the "raids of the Allied air fleets on the German petrol supply installations was the most important of the combined factors which
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Brought about the collapse of Germany.” Albert Speer, the German Minister of Armaments and War Production and Field Marshal Erhard Milch, the Luftwaffe Inspector General, agreed that oil was the key factor causing a decision in the war and the Americans would have been more effective if the oil campaign were conducted earlier.  

A number of factors contributed to the improved correlation between ends and means in 1944. The first, of course, was ULTRA intercepts that gave USSTAF detailed knowledge of the internal workings of the German military. Second, two years of combat experience gave American air strategists a more realistic view of the capabilities and limitations of strategic bombing. Third, the Joint Oil Targets Committee focused intelligence analysis on this one target system, identifying the key criticality of gasoline to German operations. Finally, it required a commander who had good instincts about what intelligence to trust and what to discard. While ultimately successful, the strategic decision making in 1944 was far from perfect. The most important oversight may have been to concentrate exclusively on German petroleum production. In doing so, USSTAF overlooked the vulnerability of petroleum supplies as the Germans shipped them via vulnerable pipelines, trains, and Danube river barges.

On the tactical level, American air planners were slow to find effective countermeasures to the tremendously robust defenses protecting the refineries. The Tidal Wave mission lost 55 of 178 bombers for a loss rate of nearly 31%. Many of the tactical shortcomings stemmed from the fact that the mission was conceived far from the theater. The Air Staff decided the plan to a considerable degree of detail. While some aspects of the plan were brilliant, the Germans were probably right in concluding that a low-level surprise attack against Ploesti would never work. If nothing else, the Washington planning showed a lack of awareness about the training of the crews, since many of Tidal Wave’s problems stemmed from aircrew failing to execute properly the complicated plan. Even worse, leaders in the Mediterranean were unwilling to change the plan in spite of the group commanders’ objections. This bureaucratic inertia possibly cost the lives of many aircrew.

In the 1944 operations, 5,675 bomber sorties dropped 13,599 tons of bombs while losing 254 aircraft. This 4.5% loss rate certainly improved over the Tidal Wave mission.

---
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However, it still generated a fearsome death toll over the length of the operation. In fact, the daytime loss rate actually increased over time, from 3.7% in April to 4.6% in August. The most striking characteristic of the 1944 raids was their predictability. The Americans routinely used one of two common approaches to Ploesti, and fifteen of the eighteen daylight raids occurred between 9:00 and 12:00 in the morning. Defending fighters, therefore, could easily plan their tactics. The Americans did introduce several tactical innovations to deal with the fighter threat, including fighter escort, fighter-bomber operations, geographically dispersed attacks, and offensive fighter sweeps. While most of these innovations resulted in short-term gains, the Germans and Romanians quickly adapted. As such, the air-to-air fight became a battle of attrition, with interceptor strength slowly falling from 182 sorties on 5 April to forty-six sorties on 18 August. This gradual reduction in fighter strength allowed anti-aircraft defenses to take up the slack. The German ground-based defenses increased from 142 heavy guns on 5 April to 278 guns at the close of the operation. The bombers countered with chaff and jamming, which rendered the gun-laying Wurzburg radars ineffective. However, the Germans quickly adapted, finding visual sighting and range-finding effective against the daytime bombers. Indeed, interviews with German anti-aircraft gunners and two AAF studies were critical of Fifteenth Air Force, stating that the bombers should have diversified their flight paths, used feinting attacks, conducted more violent evasive action, and suppressed the anti-aircraft sites with fragmentation bombs.

The story was much the same with regard to Ploesti’s passive defenses. The Americans attempted to overcome the smoke defenses with radar bombing, offset visual bombing, diamond formations, the master bomber weather-ship, and an extended bomber stream. As with the active defenses, USSTAF innovated slowly enough so that the German defenses could match improvements. The increasing volume of German smoke forced the bombers to drop using non-visual methods on 129 of 189 group attacks (66%). This crippled the bombing effort, since non-visual methods produced a dismal 3.6% hit rate. In contrast, the small number of visual bombings produced respectable hit rates of 22.3% in May, 31.7% in June, 33.1% in July, and 43.8% in August. The bombing record appears even more disappointing when comparing the numbers of hits to sorties flown per mission. Only in August were the Americans able to get more than one hit per bomber sortie, with the 22
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JULY MISSION REQUIRING A HIGH OF 10.2 SORTIES FOR EVERY HIT. FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE FINALLY FOUND THE FORMULA FOR SUCCESS AT THE END OF THE OPERATION. LONG BomBER STREAMS RAN THE SMOKE POTS OUT OF CHEMICALS, WHILE FLEXIBLE TARGETING ALLOWED THE BOMBERS TO MAXIMIZE THEIR CHANCES OF SUCCESS. AS WITH THE ACTIVE DEFENSES, HOWEVER, THE CAPTURED GERMAN DEFENDERS WERE CRITICAL OF THE AMERICANS FOR TAKING SO LONG TO DEVELOP THESE TACTICS. 168

CONCLUSION

PLOESTI WAS A TRUE SAGA IN THE STORY OF AMERICAN AIRPOWER. IMPROVING OVER HIS PREDECESSOR, SPAATZ MADE PLOESTI A COMPONENT OF AN EFFECTIVE STRATEGY. TACTICALLY, HOWEVER, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE COULD NOT UNBALANCE THE AXIS DEFENSE, AND THUS HAD TO SET ITS JAW FOR A GRUELING BATTLE OF ATTRITION. WHILE AIRMEN CAN REVEL IN THE FINAL STRATEGIC EFFECTS ACHIEVED, THEY SHOULD ALSO TAKE WARNING FROM THE PAINFUL COURSE IT TOOK TO GET THERE.

CHAPTER 3

BALIKPAPAN – BIG DISTANCE, BIG TARGET

...THOSE MAKE THE FINEST AND MOST DECISIVE SET OF TARGETS FOR BOMBING ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

LIEUTENANT GENERAL GEORGE C. KENNEY, 29 OCTOBER 1943


STRATEGIC SITUATION, BALIKPAPAN AS A TARGET, AND JAPANESE DEFENSES

BY THE FALL OF 1944, ALLIED LAND, SEA, AND AIR FORCES CONVERGED ON JAPAN FROM SEVERAL AXES. AS JAPAN’S POSSESSIONS DWINDLED AND HER SUPPLY LINES CAME UNDER ATTACK, OIL RESOURCES BECAME EVER MORE CRITICAL. IN THIS SITUATION, IT SEEMED OBVIOUS THAT INCREASING PRESSURE ON THE JAPANESE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY WOULD HASTEN THE WAR’S END. WHAT WAS NOT SO OBVIOUS, HOWEVER, WAS THAT DESTRUCTION OF HER OVERSEAS OIL PRODUCTION WAS BUT ONE WAY, AND PERHAPS NOT THE BEST WAY, TO APPLY THIS ADDED PRESSURE. THIS SEEMED AS OBSCURE TO THE JAPANESE AS THE AMERICANS, HOWEVER, AS JAPAN STILL DEDICATED CONSIDERABLE RESOURCES TO DEFENDING HER HARD-WON OIL PRIZES.

DURING 1943 AND 1944, SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA (SWPA) FORCES MADE LARGE LEAPS IN THEIR DRIVE TOWARD THE PHILIPPINES, IN SPITE OF THE LIMITED RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THE COMMAND. MACARTHUR’S FORCES FIRST CLEARED THE EASTERN HALF OF NEW GUINEA AND THEN, IN
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conjunction with South Pacific forces operating in the Solomons, isolated the strong Japanese position at Rabaul. Allied forces completed this latter task with the invasion of New Britain in December 1943 and the conquest of the Admiralty Islands in April 1944. Thereafter, MacArthur quickened his westward pace, making large jumps along the northern coast of New Guinea to Hollandia, Sarmi-Wadke-Biai, and finally Morotai. These final moves were of particular interest to airmen, as the resource-rich Netherlands East Indies came within bomber range for the first time. Allied operations were going so well in the Southwest and Central Pacific that the Joint Chiefs of Staff accelerated the Philippine invasion date from December to late October 1944.\(^{170}\)

The Japanese struggled to respond to these Allied moves. The two-axis strategy, on the one hand, represented an Allied failure to set strategic priorities. To the Japanese, on the other hand, the dual offensives produced a never-ending strategic quandary. The Japanese could never concentrate forces against either the Southwest Pacific or Central Pacific offensives without fatally weakening the defense in the other area. As these Allied drives converged on the Philippines, the Japanese Army and Navy salvaged the remnants of units battered in the Solomons, New Guinea, and the Central Pacific to defend this island chain.\(^{171}\) The condition of Japanese air forces was particularly severe. Both the Army and Navy possessed a significant number of aircraft and were even introducing new models, such as the Kawanishi N1K2-J (Allied code name “George”) and Mitsubishi J2M (Allied code name “Jack”) with many performance characteristics comparable to the American F6F Hellcat and P-47 Thunderbolt.\(^{172}\) However, American airpower had largely destroyed the experienced cadre of army and naval aviators with which the Japanese started the war.\(^{173}\) For all Japanese forces, logistics became increasingly tenuous, due largely to the destruction of Japanese shipping. With weakened defenses, strained logistics, and a shrinking perimeter, Allied planners inevitably looked to petroleum as a means of crippling what remained of Japanese military power.

\(^{170}\) For a detailed discussion of airpower’s contributions to these offensives, see Thomas E. Griffith, MacArthur’s Airman: General George C. Kenney and the War in the Southwest Pacific (Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas Press, 1998), 144-182.

\(^{171}\) Edward J. Drea, MacArthur’s ULTRA: Codebreaking and the War against Japan, 1942-1945 (Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas Press, 1992), 155.


The petroleum facility at Balikpapan on the east coast of Borneo most caught FEAF’s eye (see Figure 3). Balikpapan was the largest refining center in the Netherlands East Indies and the second largest in all of Southeast Asia. The Standard Oil Company built and Dutch technicians ran the modern Pandasari refinery prior to the war. The Dutch destroyed some equipment as they pulled out of Borneo, but the Japanese quickly repaired the damage and put the refineries to use. While Pandasari was the most important target, there were other critical petroleum operations in Balikpapan. These included cracking plants, which served all the refineries in the Balikpapan area, and the Edeleanu plant, which produced sulfuric acid for the solvent treatment of gasoline. Less vital oil facilities included boiler houses scattered throughout the complex, tank farms, and an old refinery that had been idled after the construction of Pandasari. Finally, Balikpapan
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SUPPORTED A LUBRICATING OIL PLANT, PARAFFIN PLANT, OIL DRUM FACTORY, PIERS, JETTIES, AND WORKER’S BARRACKS AREAS.\textsuperscript{176}

While Allied planners had an excellent understanding of the oil facilities in Balikpapan, their knowledge of the Japanese output was far less refined. The Netherlands Military Oil Service (NMOIS) was at the forefront of this analysis, estimating that Balikpapan was shipping 2.3 million barrels of oil annually.\textsuperscript{177} SWPA analysts, however, emphasized the maximum capacity of the refineries, which they estimated at seven million barrels.\textsuperscript{178} SWPA claimed that the “enemy had ‘cannibalized’ petroleum processing plants on the Japanese mainland to build up Balikpapan so as to obtain the maximum output from these refineries located near the source of crude oil supply. An effective blow to these installations would cripple enemy production of high-octane aviation gasoline and high-grade lubricating oil.”\textsuperscript{179} The Americans based this on their calculation that the refineries produced as much as 40% of the high-octane aviation gasoline available in theater.\textsuperscript{180} Balikpapan’s oil production, in fact, was somewhat between these two estimates, with the Japanese refining 3.9 million barrels of fuel in 1943. However, this was only 15.4% of the refined petroleum exported from the occupied areas. The vast majority of Japan’s imported petroleum came, instead, from Sumatra (58.3%), with Milil, on the west coast of Borneo, producing roughly the same amount as Balikpapan.\textsuperscript{181}

More important than their understanding of output, the Americans did not perceive how the bifurcated nature of the Japanese logistics system hampered the efficiency of her petroleum supply. Unlike the United States and Germany, Japan’s Army and Navy ran her oil resources directly. The Japanese divided the captured refineries in the occupied areas based on which service contributed more to their conquest. Since the Army provided most of the forces for the occupation of the Southern Region, they assumed control of all facilities west of Borneo’s central mountains, comprising 85% of the area’s production capacity. The only refinery east of this line, and thus under Navy control, was Balikpapan. This arrangement was problematic, since the Navy was by far the largest consumer of

\textsuperscript{176} Air Evaluation Board, 7, 11.
\textsuperscript{177} Air Evaluation Board, 9.
\textsuperscript{178} The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Military Analysis Division, The Thirteenth Air Force in the War Against Japan, 12.
\textsuperscript{179} Air Evaluation Board, 7.
\textsuperscript{180} Condon, 1.
petroleum. Technically, oil was a shared resource, and fuel bureau in the Japanese Munitions Ministry had the authority to direct loaded tankers to any destination. However, the fuel bureau did not have enough information to execute this responsibility properly; so, the services tended to look after their own interests first. As such, the 102nd fuel depot at Balikpapan strove to support Japanese fleet needs. Balikpapan dispersed 63% of its production to navy units locally and sent the remaining portion to Japan mainly for use by home fleet.

Since Balikpapan was attempting to satisfy as many naval requirements as possible, the refinery had less impact on Japanese army and even navy aviation than American planners realized. In spite of its unique capacity to produce high-octane aviation fuel, Balikpapan concentrated on fuel oil for ships, dedicating only about 20% of output to aviation fuel. The high-octane fuel shipped from Balikpapan mainly supported the navy’s Surabaya fuel depot, servicing Java, Kendari, and Ambon, with smaller shipments to Palau, Saipan, and Japan. “A few tankers” delivered aviation gasoline to the predominately army areas of Singapore and Manila, but this was probably to support the small naval aviation units at these locations. It would have been illogical for the navy’s sole refinery to send high-octane fuel to army depots, since the refinery’s average monthly output met only 84% of the navy’s aviation needs. To meet the shortfall, the sea service to imported high-octane fuel from army refineries further to the east.

Because of Balikpapan’s focus on naval requirements, the Imperial Japanese navy dedicated considerable forces to its protection. The local defense of Balikpapan was the
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responsibility of the 22\textsuperscript{nd} Base Force of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Southern Expeditionary Fleet, South West Area Fleet. In total, this organization was responsible for the administration of the base, military construction projects, and defense. The area defense force under its command consisted of a signal detachment, guard troops, and small naval unit for coastal patrol.\textsuperscript{188} Additionally, the base force commanded anti-aircraft defenses, which consisted of thirty-one heavy (six 127mm, thirteen 120mm, three 100mm, nine 75mm) and approximately twice as many medium anti-aircraft guns. Early-warning radar and four sound locators directed the air and ground-based air defenses.\textsuperscript{189} American intelligence classified Balikpapans's ground-based air defenses as "...the best balanced AA protection to be found in the Southwest Pacific Theater."\textsuperscript{190} A small detachment of float planes rounded out the 22\textsuperscript{nd} Base Force, but these only supported coastal patrol duties.\textsuperscript{191}

During the winter of 1944, Japanese Army and Navy air force commanders realigned their units to provide better protection for the oil refineries.\textsuperscript{192} Japanese air defense of the Netherlands East Indies was the responsibility of the Navy's 23\textsuperscript{rd} Air Flotilla under the 13\textsuperscript{th} Air Fleet. The 23\textsuperscript{rd} Air Flotilla, headquartered at Kendari in the Celebes, controlled three air groups: the 153\textsuperscript{rd} Kokutai for reconnaissance, the 753\textsuperscript{rd} Kokutai with medium bombers, and the new 381\textsuperscript{st} Kokutai with fighters. The 381\textsuperscript{st} formed in Japan in the fall of 1943. The group was converting to J2M Raiden interceptors when 23\textsuperscript{rd} Air Flotilla ordered it to Manggar airfield, near Balikpapan, in February 1944. The Raiden's teething problems forced the group to deploy with its older A6M5 Reisen fighters. By April, the group directed two Hikotai (Squadrons) of A6Ms, each consisting, at full strength, of thirty-six front-line fighters with twelve aircraft in attrition reserve. One of these squadrons, S602, slowly converted to Raidens during the ensuing months; but, it still operated less than ten of the aircraft during the Balikpapan air battles. Some of the Zero fighters were equipped with a new weapon, which the Japanese called the "No. 3 bomb." This was an air-to-air incendiary device designed to destroy bombers. In addition to the day fighters, the 381\textsuperscript{st} Kokutai commanded one Hikotai of eighteen J1N1-S Gekko twin-engine night fighters, with six aircraft in attrition reserve.\textsuperscript{193}

\textsuperscript{190} Air Advisory Board, 43.
\textsuperscript{191} *Japanese Air Forces in World War II*, 108
\textsuperscript{192} The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Military Analysis Division, 12
\textsuperscript{193} The Allied code names for the Japanese fighters were as follows: J2M Raiden [Thunderbolt] – Jack; A6M Reisen [Zero] – Zeke; J1N1-S Gekko [Moonbeam] – Irving. The A6M5s of Ku 381 could also have
The US Strategic Bombing Survey characterized Ku 381 as one of the best fighter groups in the Japanese Navy.\textsuperscript{194} By way of explanation, the commander of the unit believed “We were very lucky because we had plenty of oil in Balikpapan. I could train my aviators very hard.” As the situation required, the 13\textsuperscript{th} Air Fleet reinforced Ku 381 with A6Ms of the 28\textsuperscript{th} Air Flotilla’s 331\textsuperscript{st} Kokutai based at Singapore.\textsuperscript{195} The Japanese air forces, therefore, were positioned, trained, and equipped to take on MacArthur’s airmen, who were then finalizing plans for the destruction of the Balikpapan refineries.

Far East Air Forces – Force Structure, Leadership, and Early Operations

Far East Air Forces (FEAF) was MacArthur’s air arm in the Southwest Pacific. By 1944, the organization and the leadership were experienced and combat tested. However, the units were still adjusting to a major reorganization of American air effort in the theater. This reorganization created a new overarching command, shuffled leadership positions, and delineated new responsibilities to subordinate units. Balikpapan, therefore, proved a major test for FEAF, especially since this was the first significant strategic bombing operation for any SWPA air unit.

The conclusion of the Solomons Campaign allowed the consolidation of Allied air power in the South Pacific. Previously, Fifth Air Force, commanded by General George Kenney, supported MacArthur in New Guinea while Thirteenth Air Force, commanded by General St. Clair Street, provided air support to amphibious operations in the Solomons. On 14 June 1944, MacArthur created a new organization, Far East Air Forces, to oversee these subordinate commands.\textsuperscript{196} This new headquarters drew its new commander and most of its staff from Fifth Air Force.\textsuperscript{197}

Kenney’s move to theater air commander was the culmination of a long and successful Army Air Force career. Kenny started flying in 1917, when the former MIT student and construction contractor enlisted in the WWI Army Air Service. The young aviator flew seventy-five observation missions in France, earning the Distinguished...
SERVICE CROSS, SILVER STAR, AND CREDIT FOR TWO AERIAL VICTORIES. 198 During the interwar years, Kenney benefited from the Army’s professional education system, attending the Air Service Engineering School, the Air Service Tactical School, Command and General Staff College, and eventually the Army War College. One of Kenney’s longest assignments was as an instructor at the Air Corps Tactical School, which was then leading doctrinal debate over the theory of strategic bombing. Kenney was not central to these arguments, however, as he specialized in attack aviation. As World War II approached, Kenney served in a variety of important staff assignments. By 1942, he commanded Fourth Air Force, responsible for defense of and training in the Western US. 199 General Arnold, impressed with Kenney’s background and command ability, soon dispatched him to the Southwest Pacific Area (SWPA) to replace General George Brett as the commander of the Allied Air Forces. In short order, Kenney was able to do what Brett could not - gain the confidence of General Douglas MacArthur. 200 In the next two years, Kenney’s activities became central to MacArthur’s leapfrog operations along the New Guinea coast. 201

The mission and sometimes basing of FEAF’s two subordinate commands had merged during the offensives across western New Guinea. 202 Both the Fifth and Thirteenth Air Force flew similar types of aircraft (including B-24 bombers and P-38 and P-47 fighters), although Fifth Air Force was considerably larger. In the summer of 1944, Fifth Air Force consisted of four B-24 groups (the 22nd Red Raiders, the 43rd Ken’s Men, the 90th Jolly Rogers, and the 380th Flying Circus), three light bomber groups (3rd, 38th, and 345th), and six fighter groups (8th, 49th, 475th, 35th, 58th, and 348th). 203 On paper, Fifth Air Force controlled three additional bomb wings; but, these were actually task force headquarters to which units were assigned for specific amphibious operations. 204 Fifth Air Force was in the able hands of Ennis Whitehead, who, like Kenney, was a World War I aviator and trained engineer. Whitehead graduated from Command and General Staff College just prior to the war, and then served on the War Department General Staff. Kenney and Whitehead had a close relationship, resulting from Whitehead’s several years as the deputy commander for Fifth Air Force. 205

Thirteenth Air Force often served in a supporting role to Fifth Air Force due to its significantly smaller size. In the summer of 1944, Thirteenth Air Force consisted of two B-24 groups (5th Bomber Barons and 307th Long Rangers), one medium bomber group
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(42nd), and two P-38 groups (18th and 347th).\textsuperscript{206} St. Clair Streett was the new commander of Thirteenth Air Force, which Nathan Twining had also commanded earlier in the war. Like Kenney and Whitehead, Streett was a WWI aviator, Command and General Staff College graduate, and experienced staff officer. Prior to the move to the Pacific, Street commanded Third and then Second Air Force.\textsuperscript{207} Surprisingly, Streett recommended dissolving his small and seemingly redundant command. However, Kenney maintained both numbered air force headquarters as a means for organizational flexibility. As he had done with his Air Task Forces in Fifth Air Force, Kenney assigned Fifth and Thirteenth Air Forces distinct missions and then transferred units between the headquarters as those missions required. This allowed one headquarters to conduct the current operation while the other headquarters planned for the subsequent one. Additionally, the two headquarters provided the capability to split FEAF to support Sixth and Eighth Armies during the upcoming invasion of the Philippines. Fortunately, relations between the numbered air force commanders were cordial and the staffs “kept up a steady exchange of memoranda during 1944, settling many matters on an informal basis.”\textsuperscript{208}

Although they supported different campaigns during 1943 and early 1944, Fifth and Thirteenth Air Force brought similar perspectives to the Balikpapan operation. Both organizations had gained considerable combat experience, although not in the area of strategic bombing. Instead, the air forces possessed a strong tactical focus, derived from two years of supporting joint offensive operations in their respective theaters. Fifth Air Force was known as “MacArthur’s Air Force,” as it had been an indispensable part of SWPA’s westward drive to re-conquer New Guinea since September 1942. In these operations, Fifth Air Force perfected the techniques of establishing air superiority, mauling Japanese logistics, and then supporting amphibious or airborne landings. Each successful operation provided new airfields from which Fifth Air Force could repeat the procedure.\textsuperscript{209} In the New Guinea campaign, Fifth Air Force never developed a close relationship with the Navy or Marines, although the staff was comfortable working with Australian units.\textsuperscript{210} Thirteenth Air Force, in contrast, became known as the “Jungle Air Force” as it integrated tightly with the Navy and Marines in the push up the densely-vegetated Solomon Islands from Guadalcanal. In this campaign, Thirteenth Air Force compensated for its small size by accomplishing the air tasks most appropriate for its limited equipment, while relying on Navy and Marine air elements to accomplish the tasks.
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situated to their aircraft and training.\textsuperscript{211} Much of Fifth and Thirteenth Air Force’s experience translated to the Balikpapan operation. However, this independent air operation against an industrial target required some different flying skills, such as large attack formations, precision navigation and timing, and detailed bombing assignments against an expansive target area. More importantly, Balikpapan required the air intelligence units to analyze an industrial system rather than a fielded military force.

Fortunately for FEAF, Balikpapan was not entirely virgin ground. On 13 August 1943, less than two weeks after the low-level Tidal Wave attack against Ploesti, eleven B-24s from 380th Bombardment Group took off from Darwin in poor weather. Loaded with 500 lb. bombs, nine aircraft found Balikpapan between midnight and 01:45. Bombing between 5,000 and 8,500 feet, they claimed forty-eight hits, with one medium-sized vessel afire and seven oil tanks exploding. One aircraft crash-landed on return, but there were no aircrew losses.\textsuperscript{212} Japanese reports did not justify the crews’ enthusiasm, as they claimed only minor damage, including holed oil tanks in the old complex, which “did not critically affect the refinery.”\textsuperscript{213} Allied Air Forces conducted further sporadic operations against Balikpapan over the next year. This included the April 1944 mining of Balikpapan Bay by the Catalinas of the Royal Australian Air Force’s 43 Squadron. The mines closed the harbor for nine days and apparently sank the Japanese destroyer Amakiri.\textsuperscript{214} These early raids were, however, more of an irritant than a hindrance to the refinery operations at Balikpapan. Nevertheless, they provided FEAF with a baseline of aircraft performance, target, and threat data which planners adapted to large-scale operations.

In the summer of 1944, therefore, FEAF was a combat organization ready to take on new challenges. FEAF’s subordinate organizations had proved themselves in combat, winning the air operations in the Solomons and New Guinea campaigns. FEAF had also designed itself to be an adaptive organization, both in terms of equipment and force structure. Yet, it remained to be seen how well FEAF might take to a new type of operation: long-range, independent strategic bombing.

Doctrinal Underpinning, Planning, and Preparation for Operations against Balikpapan

\textsuperscript{212} Craven and Cate, vol. 4, 169-170.
\textsuperscript{214} Craven and Cate, vol. 4, 601-602.
The Balikpapan operation sprang from the same doctrinal source as the Ploesti strikes. At first blush, Balikpapan seemed an obvious key node to the Japanese war machine. In the minds of some, Balikpapan was the first truly strategic target to come within range of sustained heavy bombardment. However, two years of debate over refinery’s importance revealed major differences between planners in Washington and those in the field. The arguments over Balikpapan were complicated by the fact that final judgments affected force structure and air strategy throughout the Pacific. Unable to convert the Air Staff to its viewpoint, FEAF pressed ahead with a refinery attack using the resources already available.

The idea of attacking the Japanese petroleum industry surfaced in Washington D.C. as early as 15 July 1942. A study for Robert Lovett, the Assistant Secretary of War for Air, emphasized Japan’s lack of refining capacity, postulating “Japan is probably more dependent on gasoline and oil in storage than any other country in the world.” The study concluded that oil targets “may possibly be the Achilles heel of the enemy.” Officers writing Air War Plans Division 42 (AWPD-42), the AAF’s roadmap for strategy and force structure in the war, believed “Japan can obtain ample crude oil from the Netherlands East Indies, but has only a small excess of refining capability, which can easily be made the serious bottleneck in her petroleum position.” The war plan stated that the easily identifiable refineries were highly vulnerable to aerial attack. Turning to specific targets, AWPD-42 correctly assessed that Palembang was the hub of refining capability in Southeast Asia. The Committee of Operations Analysts seconded this view, assessing that the “Paldjoe [Palembang] refinery remains by far the most important installation in the oil industry,” producing “32 percent of the Indies fuel oil.”

Turning to Japan in supplying nearby areas, would not have drastic longer range effect.” From the beginning, however, the COA saw bombing even the largest refineries as a secondary means of attacking the Japanese petroleum system. Instead, the COA argued that so “long as Japan retains the Netherlands East Indies, her only vulnerable

---
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spot in the field of petroleum is tankers. Her position with respect to these ships is precarious and they constitute a first priority target.\textsuperscript{219}

During the first two years of the war, the view from SWPA followed the same general lines as AWPD-42. As early as October 1942, Kenney promulgated a strategy of strangling the Japanese of their southern resources. He argued to Arnold that the Southwest Pacific should be given priority directly behind Europe “to prevent Japan from exploiting and utilizing the vital resources of the Netherlands East Indies and Malaya” without which they would be unable to continue the war.\textsuperscript{220} In a more detailed assessment a year later, Kenney argued to Arnold that the key to the Pacific war was “to deprive Japan of the one essential commodity which she must have to carry on the war—oil.” Kenney felt that the destruction of Southern Area petroleum resources and the rapid advance to the Philippines could result in Japan’s total collapse. At this stage, Kenney agreed with the Air Staff’s analysis of petroleum priorities, stating that Palembang was the “big target,” providing at least half of the output, with Northern Sumatra and Borneo offering less promising objectives.\textsuperscript{221}

However, Kenney began to prioritize these differently over the next year, leading to a direct conflict with the Air Staff. Kenney first questioned Palembang’s primacy after reviewing intelligence stemming from the 13 August 1943 night raid on Balikpapan. This intelligence indicated that within weeks the “Japs were short of aviation fuel at all of their fields from Ambon to Wewak and even at Palau and Truk.”\textsuperscript{222} By March 1944, Kenney’s views had completely changed. During an Air Staff visit to the theater, Kenney presented General Kuter with a report from his Air Intelligence Section claiming that Balikpapan was the key oil facility in the South Pacific. According to Kenney:

\begin{quote}
Analysis of the amount of shipping entering and departing from the two ports [Balikpapan and Palembang] leaves no room for doubt. Balikpapan is definitely the most important of the oil targets. Furthermore, there is plenty of evidence to indicate that crude oil is actually being shipped from the Palembang area to Balikpapan for refining. Our estimate here—which is agreed to by the Navy—\textemdash\textemdash is that approximately seventy percent of the
\end{quote}
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AVIATION FUEL USED BY THE JAP ARMY AND NAVAL AIR FORCES IS COMING FROM BALIKPAPAN. 223

UNFORTUNATELY, POST-WAR ANALYSIS OF THE JAPANESE OIL SYSTEM DISPROVED ALL OF THESE ASSERTIONS.

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE REFINERY DATA WAS CRUCIAL, SINCE KENNEY WAS USING BALIKPAPAN AS THE PRIMARY JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF B-29S TO FEAF. DISCUSSION CONCERNING THE DISPOSITION OF THE SUPERFORTRESSES BEGAN AS EARLY AS JULY 1943, WHEN KENNEY ASKED ARNOLD FOR PERFORMANCE, BASING, AND LOGISTICS DATA, SINCE “I ASSUME THAT I AM STILL TO GET THE FIRST B.29 UNIT.” 224 ARNOLD’S REPLY WAS EQUIVOCAL, STATING NO B-29 UNITS WERE SCHEDULED FOR THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA BEFORE JUNE 1944 AND THAT THEIR SUBSEQUENT ALLOCATION HAD NOT YET BEEN DECIDED. 225 WHEN ARNOLD ASKED KENNEY FOR DETAILS ON HOW HE WOULD USE B-29S, KENNEY, IN A LETTER OF 29 OCTOBER 1943, PROPOSED ATTACKS AGAINST THE BORNEO OIL CENTERS. 226 OPTIMISTIC THAT HIS ARGUMENTS WOULD SWAY ARNOLD, KENNEY IMMEDIATELY DIRECTED HIS STAFF TO EXAMINE BASING AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR THE BOMBERS IN NORTHWEST AUSTRALIA. 227

KENNEY’S HOPES WERE SOON DASHED, HOWEVER. ON 18 NOVEMBER 1943, GENERAL BARNEY M. GILES, THE AAF CHIEF OF STAFF, INFORMED KENNEY OF GENERAL ARNOLD’S DECISION NOT TO BASE B-29S IN THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC IN WHAT WAS INEVITABLY “A KEEN DISAPPOINTMENT TO YOU.” GILES ATTEMPTED TO SOFTEN THE BLOW, OFFERING THAT THIS WAS “IN NO WAY A DENIAL THAT THESE AIRPLANES COULD BE USED WITH TELLING EFFECT IN THE SW PACIFIC AREA WERE IT PRACTICABLE TO PROVIDE YOU WITH THEM.” 228 UNDAUNTED, KENNEY OFFERED UP A VARIETY OF ALTERNATE SCHEMES,
including borrowing XXI Bomber Command units awaiting movement and servicing XX Bomber Command B-29s on out-and-back missions from China. The AAF refused all of these requests.  

Unable to get the optimum tool for the job, Kenney designed a Balikpapan attack using the assets available. What FEAF controlled, of course, were the five B-24 groups which moved into range of the refineries in September 1944. FEAF could not concentrate all of its attention on Balikpapan, as SWPA was preparing for the return to the Philippines. Regardless, Kenney pressed ahead with the operation, feeling that strikes would have important near-term operational effects. Kenney surmised that the destruction of the oil refineries would reduce aviation fuel to the Philippines, grounding the Japanese air force during the invasion. FEAF understood that timing was critical for this task, as they calculated that refineries would need to be idle several months prior to the invasion to exhaust the Japanese stockpiles. For this reason, Whitehead recommended canceling the operation when the Philippine invasion date was suddenly advanced from the end of December to 20 October 1944. Kenney did not cancel the operation, as he still felt that the destruction of Balikpapan could have immediate strategic effects. In a diary entry two weeks prior to the first raid, Kenney conjectured that “If we smash Balikpapan and 2 weeks later land in Mindanao, they may get a new cabinet which asks for terms.”

If Kenney felt any reservations about bombing Balikpapan, they mostly concerned defenses. Originally, Kenney thought Balikpapan’s robust defenses would cause prohibitive losses. However, Kenney’s view of Japanese air capabilities changed after their feeble airfield defense in the Halmaheras. Kenney felt “this experience left everyone contemptuous of the capabilities of the Nip air force” to his diary, he confided that “Jap air is shot” in the theater. Therefore, FEAF pressed ahead with the planning, even though Balikpapan was beyond the range of American fighters. This cavalier attitude extended down the chain of command, as “Thirteenth Air Force, used to unescorted missions, was not particularly apprehensive at first.” The Americans were unaware that,
IN PART, THE DIMINISHING JAPANESE AIR DEFENSES RESULTED FROM A CONSCIOUS DECISION BY THE JAPANESE TO PRESERVE ASSETS FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE REFINERIES.236

THE LAST HALF OF SEPTEMBER SAW A FLURRY OF ACTIVITY IN PREPARATION FOR THE BALIKPAPAN RAIDS. FEA ORIGINALY INTENDED TO LAUNCH THE STRIKES FROM MAR AIRDROME AT SANSAPOR ONCE THE ENGINEERS IMPROVED THE RUNWAYS. HOWEVER, STREET ARGUED THAT THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE COULD LAUNCH THE STRIKES EARLIER FROM NEOMFOOR, 1,080 NAUTICAL MILES FROM THE OIL TARGETS. AS A RESULT, KENNEY NAMED THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE THE LEAD ORGANIZATION FOR THE RAIDS AND DIRECTED FIFTH AIR FORCE TO SUPPORT THE OPERATION. STREET MOVED THE THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE COMMAND POST, XIII BOMBER COMMAND, AND ITS TWO B-24 GROUPS TO KORNASOREN AIRFIELD, NOEMFOOR, BETWEEN 18 AND 28 SEPTEMBER 1944. THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE LOGISTICIANS ARRANGED FOR SPECIAL SHIPMENTS OF OIL AND B-24 TIRES TO SUPPORT THE LARGE NUMBER OF SORTIES. ADDITIONALLY, XIII BOMBER COMMAND COMMANDEERED AND CAREFULLY ALLOCATED ALL SERVICE PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT ON THE ISLAND TO SUPPLEMENT THE INADEQUATE NUMBER OF ORDNANCE PERSONNEL.237


THE 30 SEPTEMBER 1944 MISSION
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LIMITED COORDINATION. AIR COMMANDERS WERE STARTLED BY THE RESULTS, AS THE BOMBERS ACHIEVED MEAGER BOMBING RESULTS WHILE SUFFERING HEAVILY FROM STIFF OPPOSITION.

MISSION PREPARATION BEGAN AS SOON AS THE THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE GROUPS SETTLED IN AT NOEMFOOR. FEAF ASSIGNED THIS FIRST MISSION TO BOTH THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE GROUPS (5TH AND 307TH) AND THE 90TH BOMB GROUP FROM THE FIFTH AIR FORCE.239 THE 90TH GROUP STAGED ITS AIRCRAFT UP FROM BIAK THE DAY PRIOR TO THE RAID, AND ALL THREE GROUPS FINE-TUNED EQUIPMENT, PARTICULARLY ENGINES AND AUTOPILOTS, DURING THE NIGHT.240 REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE NMOIS CONSULTED ON THE SELECTION OF AIM POINTS WITHIN THE REFINERIES, TO WHICH THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE ADDED JAPANESE AIRFIELDS AS BACK-UP TARGETS. TO MAXIMIZE ACCURACY, XIII BOMBER COMMAND DIRECTED EACH GROUP TO BOMB BY SECTIONS OF TWO SQUADRONS.241 THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS CONCERNED WEAPONS CHOICES. THE XIII BOMBER COMMAND GROUPS, REFERENCING DATA FROM THE PLOESTI MISSIONS, CHOSE TO USE SMALLER BOMBS TO ENSURE WIDE AREA COVERAGE. THE 90TH BOMB GROUP, ON THE OTHER HAND, LOADED HEAVIER ORDNANCE AND DEPENDED ON PRECISION AIMING TO DESTROY ITS OBJECTIVES.242
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Sixty-four B-24s arrived over the target nine-and-a-half hours after take-off and found that little went as planned.\textsuperscript{248} The weather steadily deteriorated during the attack, so the groups split into individual squadrons, each arrayed in a javelin-down formation, to search for clearings to bomb through. Some groups spent as much as forty-five minutes in the target area.\textsuperscript{249} The 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group, in the lead, had perhaps the easiest time bombing, dropping visually on the Pandasari refinery after a last minute heading change to avoid cumulous clouds.\textsuperscript{250} Unfortunately, these same Ken’s Men of the 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group bore the brunt of aerial defenses. Japanese fighters intercepted the group fifteen minutes prior to the target, and continued to engage the group for approximately an hour. The crews described the attacks as “eager passes” from mostly the rear and high. Most disconcerting, the 5\textsuperscript{th} was the first group to face the Japanese air-to-air phosphorus bombs.\textsuperscript{251} The bomber crews reported that Japanese fighters either dropped these bombs as they passed through the formation in head-on attacks or from level or slightly diving attacks 100 to 500 feet above the bomber formation.\textsuperscript{252} The fighters destroyed one 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group B-24 fifteen miles northwest of Balikpapan, while three other crews bailed out of their crippled bombers along the return route. In addition, Ken’s Men reported that two surviving bombers suffered severe damage while nine others had minor holes.\textsuperscript{253}

The 307\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group, arriving five minutes later, had more difficulty with clouds. The group’s 424\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Squadron aborted their first westerly pass, turned south to work around clouds, and then set up a south to north run to the target. In the end, the squadron “dropped on a well defined aiming point which should have put the bombs in the paraffin plant,” although “cloud coverage prevented verifying this.”\textsuperscript{254} The 424\textsuperscript{th} was lucky to have even these visual references, as the rest of the group either bombed by radar or dropped through the undercast without aiming.\textsuperscript{255} The bulk of the Japanese interceptors were apparently still occupied with the lead group, as fighter attacks did not start on the 307\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group until twenty-five minutes into the air battle and lasted only forty-five minutes. The Japanese concentrated on the two lead squadrons of the 307\textsuperscript{th}, attacking
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FROM "ALL AROUND THE CLOCK." HOWEVER, THE JAPANESE DID NOT COORDINATE THESE ATTACKS WELL, AND ONLY TWO BOMBERS SUFFERED DAMAGE.\textsuperscript{256}

The B-24s of the 90\textsuperscript{TH} Bomb Group were the last over the target, finding the area totally obscured. Only one of the squadrons attempted to bomb, and its aim was based on estimated time of arrival.\textsuperscript{257} The first two squadrons of the Jolly Rogers were lucky to have the same light treatment as the 307\textsuperscript{TH} Bomb Group. Five fighters engaged this section, making ineffective gun passes and phosphorus bomb drops. The last two squadrons of the raid were not so fortunate. Twenty-five to thirty-five Japanese fighters engaged the tail-end B-24s just as they came off target. In the ensuing thirty-minute running battle, one damaged B-24 dropped out of the 90\textsuperscript{TH} formation and was swarmed and downed by fighters. The aggressive interceptor attacks resulted in two more Jolly Rogers seriously damaged, while three suffered minor damage.\textsuperscript{258}

Overall, the results of this first Balikpapan raid were terribly disappointing. Of the sixty-four aircraft that bombed in the target area, thirty-four dropped visually through gaps in the clouds, seven dropped by radar, eleven dropped through the undercast, and twelve dropped on Semoi Village as a target of opportunity. Four aircraft that were unable to drop at Balikpapan bombed Paloe, Celebes on return.\textsuperscript{259} Although FEAF knew the results from this type of bombing were going to be bad, they had a difficult time assessing the damage. With weather closing over the target as the strike progressed, the only information Thirteenth Air Force had were a few strike photos showing some hits through gaps in the clouds.\textsuperscript{260} However, since some bomb groups, the 90\textsuperscript{TH} in particular, reported no damage to their assigned targets, it was clear that the refineries were still in the war.\textsuperscript{261} What FEAF could not know was that the Pandasari refinery executed an emergency shut-down in response to the air raid warning. This was a very disruptive procedure, from which the refinery did not recover before later raids decided the matter for good.\textsuperscript{262} Whatever the results, FEAF paid a high price. Of the sixty-eight B-24s over the target, two were destroyed and twenty-one damaged by Japanese fighters, two were destroyed and two damaged by anti-aircraft fire, and two fuel-hungry aircraft were destroyed and two more damaged when they attempted to recover at the Morotai fighter strip.\textsuperscript{263} These last losses were directly attributable to
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THE UNEXPECTED ADDITIONAL BOMB RUNS NECESSITATED BY THE POOR WEATHER.\textsuperscript{264} FOR THIS, THE BOMBERS CLAIMED 9 ENEMY INTERCEPTORS DESTROYED. THE JAPANESE AIR DEFENSE COMMANDER AT BALIKPAPAN, HOWEVER, CLAIMED THAT THE 381\textsuperscript{ST} AIR GROUP LOST ONLY ONE J2M FIGHTER THAT DAY.\textsuperscript{265} CLEARLY, FEAF COULD NOT KEEP PRESSURE ON BALIKPAPAN WITH THIS LEVEL OF LOSS. UNFORTUNATELY FOR THE B-24 CREWS, THE WORST WAS YET TO COME.

THE 3 OCTOBER MISSION

AS THE CREWS PREPARED FOR THE NEXT MISSION, THEY WERE RELIEVED THAT THEY WOULD NOT HAVE TO OVERCOME ONE SIGNIFICANT OBSTACLE: THE WEATHER. THE FORECAST CALLED FOR CLEAR CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT THE MORNING OF 3 OCTOBER. UNFORTUNATELY, THE JAPANESE, NOW WISE TO THE INTENTIONS OF FEAF, WAITED WITH A STRONG RESPONSE. THE DISASTROUS RESULTS IN THIS RAID FORCED FEAF TO RE-EVALUATE IT PLANS.

THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE EXECUTED THE NEXT RAID WITH JUST ITS OWN BOMB GROUPS. WITH SUCH SMALL FORCES, THE PLANNERS CONCENTRATED ON THE TWO MOST CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF THE FACILITY. XIII BOMBER COMMAND ASSIGNED PANDASARI TO THE 307\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB GROUP AND EDELEANU TO THE 5\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB GROUP. FOR THIS MISSION, THE GROUPS WERE TO BOMB SEPARATELY, WITH EACH GROUP DIVIDED INTO TWO-SQUADRON SECTIONS. EACH SECTION WAS TO EMPLOY A JAVELIN-DOWN FORMATION AND BOMB FROM 13,000 TO 15,000 FEET.\textsuperscript{266}

FORTY AIRCRAFT LAUNCHED, WITH THE RELATIVELY UN-BLOODED 307\textsuperscript{TH} IN THE LEAD.\textsuperscript{267} OF THESE, THIRTY-SIX B-24S ARRIVED AT THE RENDEZVOUS POINT.\textsuperscript{268} MOST OF THE MISSING AIRCRAFT WERE FROM THE 307\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB GROUP’S 424\textsuperscript{TH} SQUADRON. OF THE SIX AIRCRAFT LAUNCHED BY THIS SQUADRON, ONE RETURNED FOR A DEFECTIVE AUTOPILOT AND TWO MISSED THE RENDEZVOUS DUE TO TIMING AND NAVIGATION ERRORS.\textsuperscript{269}

NEARING BORNEO, THE TWENTY B-24S OF THE LEAD 307\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB GROUP SPLIT INTO THE PLANNED BOMBING FORMATION. THEY SOON DISCOVERED THAT WHILE THE FEAF BOMBER STRENGTH WAS ONLY HALF THAT OF THE PREVIOUS STRIKE, THE NUMBER OF JAPANESE INTERCEPTORS HAD DOUBLED TO APPROXIMATELY FIFTY AIRCRAFT.\textsuperscript{270} ATTACKS STARTED TEN MINUTES PRIOR TO THE BOMB RUN, WITH THE INITIAL PASS RESULTING IN ANOTHER LOSS FROM THE LUCKLESS 424\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB SQUADRON. A JAPANESE INTERCEPTOR RAMMED ONE OF THE SQUADRON’S B-24S IN THE RIGHT WING, DESTROYING
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both aircraft. Over the target, heavy, intense, and accurate anti-aircraft fire joined the mix.\footnote{271} This fire destroyed two B-24s and damaged four additional bombers seriously enough to make them drop out of formation, where they fell victim to the swarming fighters.\footnote{272} Coming off target, the group formation broke up into smaller elements as squadrons tried to cover for damaged bombers.\footnote{273} The furious air battle continued as the bombers left the target area, with the last Japanese interceptors disengaging from the 307\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group an hour and fifteen minutes after the initial intercept.\footnote{274}

The 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group, in the trail, formed the Javelin-down squadron formations, but then, contrary to the brief, flew these formations line abreast as closely as possible.\footnote{275} Only ten to fifteen Japanese interceptors attacked Ken’s men, “making uneasy high frontal attacks and pressing low attacks on the B/24’s without ball turrets.” Nevertheless, twelve of the group’s bombers were damaged by fighter and anti-aircraft fire.\footnote{276} The 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group kept good order on the bomb run, with eighteen aircraft bombing Edeleanu and one bombing Pandasari.\footnote{277} Although bombing improved over the first raid, the results were still disappointing. Post-raid reconnaissance showed only four of the 307\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group’s weapons hit the extreme west end of the Pandasari area. Most of the bombs hit the water north and west of the refinery or in the north end of the adjoining barracks complex. The 5\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group’s accuracy was little better, with only five bombs landing inside the designated impact area. Most of their bombs fell to the northwest of Edeleanu, hitting the southern end of the barracks area. FEAF intelligence was generous, therefore, to assess major damage to the plant.\footnote{278} Regardless of the damage, losses were severe. FEAF lost seven B-24s with twenty-four additional aircraft damaged. More critical than the aircraft were the sixty-four aircrew killed and twenty-seven wounded. The unsupportable 19.4\% loss rate constituted “the heaviest loss from a single operation ever announced by the Southwest Pacific command.”\footnote{279}

\section*{Conclusion}
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For the 30 September and 3 October missions, FEAF dispatched 113 bombers, of which one hundred reached Balikpapan. The Japanese defenses destroyed thirteen of the B-24s and damaged another forty. Each of the bomb groups involved had been mauled. The 5th and 90th Bomb Groups received a drubbing on 30 September, and the 307th Bomb Group took its turn four days later. This great loss resulted in only a small number of bombs in the target area. There was an obvious need for change.

---
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On 6 October 1944, Kenney spent the day at Noemfoor reviewing the condition of XIII Bomber Command. It was immediately apparent to Kenney that “morale [was] not too good after losses at Balikpapan.” Thereafter, Kenney “got the kids to let their hair down” and talked to them about the importance of the target. After listening to reports from the first two missions, Kenney discussed some changes in bomber tactics. More importantly, he promised new resources in both bombers and fighters. At the end of the visit, Kenney believed that morale was “much better after talking to them but neither group will take a big loss again soon without cracking”\textsuperscript{281}

FEAF, Thirteenth Air Force, and Fifth Air Force commanders now had to fulfill Kenney’s promises. In this they were largely successful. FEAF returned to Balikpapan three times in the next two weeks, employing tactics that drastically reduced losses and produced effective bombing. At the end of the operation, however, questions still remained as to the strategic value of the raids.

### Foxholes in the Sky

Streett’s first priority was to increase the effectiveness of his bombers. To date, the losses in operations against Balikpapan had been out of proportion to the bombing results. While there appeared to be no single answer, FEAF introduced a number of tactical innovations that commanders hoped would have substantial cumulative benefits. Most of the innovations focused on increasing bomber survivability, as Thirteenth Air Force felt well-defended formations could reproduce the bombing accuracy the command had been accustomed to during less intense operations.

The simplest method of increasing bomber survivability was to saturate the Japanese defenses. The first component of this was to increase the size of the attacking force. On 6 October, Kenney ordered Fifth Air Force to support the next strike with all three of its forward-based B-24 groups. This brought the un-bloodied 22\textsuperscript{nd} and 43\textsuperscript{rd} Bomb Groups to the operation for the first time. Streett needed these bomb groups not only to

\textsuperscript{281} Kenney Diary, 6 October 1944.
INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE STRIKING FORCE, BUT ALSO TO MAKE UP FOR THE MANY BOMBER LOSSES DURING THE FIRST TWO RAIDS. The second saturation method was to shorten the strike force’s time over target. On the previous raids, the strung-out bomb groups spent as much as forty-five minutes in the target area. This allowed anti-aircraft gunners to concentrate on one group at a time, while the interceptors had time to launch, coordinate attacks, and even fly multiple sorties per bombing raid. In response to this, Street changed the target area tactics to complete the entire raid in a ten-minute window. In do this, Thirteenth Air Force assigned different altitudes to the participating groups, sending half of the bombers at approximately 10,000 feet and the other half of the force around 20,000 feet. Street anticipated that this would split the defenses, as the anti-aircraft guns would target the medium altitude bomb groups while the interceptors focused on the bombers at the higher altitudes. Street understood that this would necessarily entail some loss of bombing accuracy for the high altitude groups.

In addition to changing the character of how the entire force arrived over the target, FEAF also changed the employment of each group formation. The dissimilar losses between the 5th and 307th Bomb Groups on 3 October indicated that defensive bomber formations might provide a partial answer to the Japanese fighter problem. In lieu of the javelin-down formation, therefore, Street introduced the combat box formation developed in Europe. On 5-7 October, Street had each Thirteenth Air Force bomb group fly two training missions against large numbers of P-47s. One squadron history summed up the experiment, recording "the new formation, while slightly more difficult to fly, proved successful and has since been adapted by this squadron and by the group." Unfortunately, Fifth Air Force groups did not participate in these training missions, and they continued to employ the javelin-down formation in the next two raids.

While the bomb groups refined their tactics, FEAF took measures to ensure that the Japanese defenses were too preoccupied to improve theirs. To do this, FEAF tasked the radar-equipped 868th Bomb Squadron from Thirteenth Air Force and the 63rd Bomb Squadron from Fifth Air Force to "harass the Balikpapan defenses and keep the Japanese pilots awake at night." These raids started on the night of 6 October and lasted until 20 October. FEAF dispatched thirty-six night raiders, of which twenty-nine attacked the target. The Snoopers usually raided Balikpapan between 21:00 and 2:00, bombing by radar from approximately 9,000 feet. In total, the Snoopers dropped 29.4 tons of bombs on
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BALIKPAPAN, the majority of which were fragmentation bombs on fighter airdromes.288 Some aircraft approached the target at low altitude, strafing with .50 caliber guns as well as bombing. One snooper crew claimed to have set five oil tanks afire with their guns.289 These raids demonstrated the weakness of the Japanese night defenses, as the anti-aircraft fire was generally inaccurate and the S902 Hikotai night fighters never made a successful intercept.290

FEAF used the 868th Bombardment Squadron for another tactical improvement, dispensing chaff. FEAf hoped that an aircraft dispensing window in the area would confuse the Japanese defenders and perhaps generate an early, fuel-consuming launch by the interceptors. So, FEAF directed the 868th to send one aircraft to drop 1000 lbs of window on a course leading to within sixty miles of Balikpapan an hour prior to the arrival of the raid. Chaff would only be effective, of course, if FEAF found some method of keeping the Japanese spotter aircraft at bay.291

Finally, FEAF re-examined the bombers’ ordnance loads in light of the disappointing levels of damage from the first two raids. The day after the first raid, Streett asked the Thirteenth Air Force Operations Analysis Section for bomb recommendations. In a 5 October response, the Analysis Section reiterated earlier beliefs that the 250 lb. high explosive bomb provided the best compromise between area coverage, blast damage, and incendiary effects. The Analysis Section based it findings largely on the examination of Italian oil refineries bombed by Fifteenth Air Force.292 In spite of this recommendation, all the bomb groups switched to heavier ordnance. The Thirteenth Air Force’s 5th and 307th Bomb Groups largely changed from 250 lb. high explosive bombs, which constituted 80% of the tonnage dropped in the first two raids, to 500 lb. high explosive bombs, which constituted approximately 69% of the tonnage dropped through the rest of the operation. Fifth Air Force took the increase in bomb weight a step further, dropping 1,000 lb. demolition bombs on the 14 October mission. In addition to the increase in weight, Thirteenth Air Force added a small number of 500 lb. incendiaries to the bomb loads for the upcoming strike.293

Overall, then, the bomber crews used the week-long hiatus to revamp their approach to Balikpapan. It was clear that planners had originally underestimated the
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MAGNITUDE OF THE TASK. NOW, THE XIII AND V BOMBER COMMANDS WERE READY TO GAIN THE UPPER HAND.

LITTLE FRIENDS

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TACTICAL IMPROVEMENT FEAF MADE BETWEEN 3 AND 10 OCTOBER HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH BOMBERS AT ALL. FEAF LEADERS MADE MONUMENTAL EFFORTS TO BRING FIGHTERS INTO THE BALIKPAPAN OPERATION. THE ELEMENTS FOR VERY LONG-RANGE FIGHTER ESCORT HAD BEEN BREWING FOR SEVERAL MONTHS. FEAF QUICKLY PUT THE INGREDIENTS TOGETHER IN THE FIRST WEEK OF OCTOBER. THIS EFFORT LED TO SOME OF THE MOST COMPLICATED AND DEMANDING FIGHTER MISSIONS OF WORLD WAR II.

THE PILOTS OF THE V AND XIII FIGHTER COMMANDS WERE VERY AWARE OF THE BOMBERS’ PLIGHT. THEY WATCHED AS BATTLE DAMAGED B-24S MADE EMERGENCY LANDINGS OR CRASHED ON THEIR SHORT FIGHTER AIRSTRIPS AFTER THE FIRST TWO BALIKPAPAN RAIDS. THE FIGHTER UNITS FELT A SENSE OF ATTACHMENT TO THESE BOMBER GROUPS THAT THEY HAD ESCORTED OVER JAPANESE TARGETS THROUGHOUT THE NEW GUINEA AND SOLOMONS CAMPAIGNS. AS SUCH, KENNEY RECEIVED A STARTLING PROPOSAL WHEN HE VISITED NOEMFOOR ON 6 OCTOBER. STREET BRIEFED KENNEY ON A REQUEST BY P-47 PILOTS FROM THE 35TH FIGHTER GROUP. FIFTY OF THESE PILOTS VOLUNTEERED TO FLY ESCORT FOR THE B-24S ON THE NEXT RAID, EVEN THOUGH THEIR NORMAL COMBAT CONFIGURATION DID NOT PROVIDE ENOUGH FUEL TO RETURN. THE PILOTS PROPOSED TO BAIL OUT OVER THE MOLUCCA SEA ONCE THEIR TANKS RAN DRY, AS LONG AS FEAF ASSIGNED THE SEARCH AND RESCUE CATALINA FLYING BOATS TO PICK THEM UP. FORTUNATELY, FEAF OBLIVATED THE NEED FOR SUCH EXTREME MEASURES BY COMBINING ENGINEERING, OPERATIONAL, AND BASING INNOVATIONS.

CHARLES LINDBERG MADE THE FIRST CONTRIBUTION TOWARD SOLVING FEAF’S FIGHTER RANGE PROBLEM. THE LONE EAGLE HAD TRAVELED TO THE SOUTH PACIFIC TO STUDY THE RANGE AND PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE OF CONTEMPORARY FIGHTERS, SPECIFICALLY THE F4U CORSAIR AND THE P-38 LIGHTNING. FOR HIS P-38 INVESTIGATIONS, LINDBERG JOINED WITH COL. THOMAS MCGUIRE’S 475TH FIGHTER GROUP, WHICH WAS OPERATING THE P-38J AND P-38L. THESE LATER VERSIONS OF THE TWIN-BOOMED FIGHTER WERE EQUIPPED WITH A WET WING THAT PROVIDED 110 GALLONS OF ADDITIONAL FUEL. ALTHOUGH OFFICIALLY AN OBSERVER, LINDBERG FLEW AIR-TO-GROUND AND AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT OPERATIONS WITH THE GROUP, INSTRUCTING THE PILOTS ON HOW TO INCREASE RANGE BY REDUCING REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPMs), LEANING THE FUEL MIXTURE, AND INCREASING MANIFOLD PRESSURE. THE P-38 PILOTS WERE SKEPTICAL AT FIRST, BUT SOON FOUND THAT THE PROCEDURES PRODUCED AN EXTRA TWO HUNDRED MILES OF COMBAT RADIUS AND TWO HOURS OF MISSION ALOFT TIME. THE INCREASED AREA OF OPERATION AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR TACTICAL SURPRISE WERE WELL
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worth the increased wear on the engines. Using Lindberg’s techniques, the 475th Fighter Group began flying as far as seven hundred nautical miles from their bases.296

This, however, was still not enough; the straight-line distance from the Allies closest forward strip, Morotai, was 720 nautical miles.297 The answer came from Far East Service Command. Directed to extend the range of fighters even farther, they proposed equipping the P-38s with a novel drop tank configuration. Rather than fly with the standard load of two 165-gallon tanks, the P-38s carried one 165-gallon tank and one 310-gallon ferry tank. While two 610-gallon tanks would have unacceptably overloaded the aircraft, the asymmetrical tank configuration provided acceptable flight characteristics and the necessary range. The P-38 pilots drained the 610-gallon tank first, then dropped it to increase speed and fuel efficiency. The P-38s could retain the small 165-gallon tank during combat operations or could drop it if they needed to maneuver aggressively.298

FEAF applied similar concepts to its P-47s. Luckily, the AAF had recently equipped the 35th Fighter Group with new P-47D-28 aircraft. The design of these bubble-canopy P-47s increased internal fuel capacity from 305 to 370 gallons.299 To this internal fuel, the 35th added one 165-gallon external drop tank to each wing and a 75-gallon tank to the belly. Even though he was not qualified in the P-47, Lindberg visited the 35th Fighter Group at Nadzab, New Guinea, giving the pilots a “highly technical” talk on how to extend their range.300 Although the P-47 did not offer the same loiter time as the P-38, the Thunderbolts could still fly to Balikpapan, spend twenty-five minutes over the target, and return. This flight profile enabled the 35th Fighter Group to accomplish pre-strike fighter sweeps over Borneo.301

Even with all of the technical and operational improvements, the fighters could only reach Balikpapan by taking off from Morotai. MacArthur’s troops captured the island, at the north end of the Halmahera chain, only two weeks prior to the Balikpapan raids. In keeping with their pattern, FEAF engineers immediately set about the task of preparing airfields. The engineers improved two airfields well enough for the 8th Fighter Group P-38s to move in 19 September, with the 35th Fighter Group P-47s following eight
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DAYS LATER. THE FIFTH AIR FORCE'S OTHER TWO P-38 GROUPS, THE 49\textsuperscript{TH} AND 475\textsuperscript{TH}, STATIONED ON BIAK, STAGED THROUGH MOROTAI FOR THE RAIDS. AS THE P-38 CREWS GAINED CONFIDENCE IN THE ASYMMETRIC TANK CONFIGURATION, THEY WERE WILLING TO OPERATE FROM EVEN LONGER DISTANCES. FOR THE LAST TWO RAIDS, XIII FIGHTER COMMAND LAUNCHED ITS ESCORT MISSIONS FROM THE AIRSTRIPS AT SANSAPOR AND MIDDLEBERG, NEW GUINEA.

THE BALIKPAPAN MISSIONS REQUIRED THE FIGHTER PILOTS TO FLY AS LONG AS NINE-AND-A-HALF HOURS IN CRAMPED AND UNCOMFORTABLE COCKPITS. IN ORDER TO HELP WITH THIS, FEAF LIFE SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDESIGNED THE SEAT-TYPE PARACHUTE, LIFE RAFT, AND JUNGLE SURVIVAL KIT TO MAKE IT MORE COMFORTABLE. ALSO, MOST PILOTS OPTED TO FLY WITH A FOAM-RUBBER SEAT CUSHION. FLIGHT SURGEONS PRESCRIBED A STRICT DIET FOR PRE-MISSION MEALS AND IN THE IN-FLIGHT LUNCHES. THE FLIGHT SURGEONS ALSO PROVIDED BENZEDRINE SULFATE TABLETS TO HELP COUNTERACT PILOT FATIGUE BEFORE LANDING. NEARLY HALF OF THE PILOTS, HOWEVER, ELECTED TO TAKE THIS STIMULANT HALF HOUR BEFORE REACHING THE TARGET. ON THE OTHER END OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL SPECTRUM, SOME PILOTS USED MORPHINE SYRETTES TO RELIEVE ABDOMINAL CRAMPS AND TORSO PAIN. AT THE END OF THE MISSION, MANY PILOTS WERE SO EXHAUSTED AND CRAMPED THAT GROUND CREWS HAD TO LIFT THEM FROM THE COCKPITS. NEVERTHELESS, FEAF MEDICAL PERSONNEL FELT THE PILOTS COULD REGULARLY CONDUCT THESE MISSIONS, AS LONG AS THEY DID NOT HAVE TO FLY ON SUCCESSIVE DAYS.\footnote{302}

10 OCTOBER 1944 – THE TEST OF BATTLE

FEAF SET TO THE TASK OF PLANNING THE NEXT MISSION USING ALL THE NEW TACTICAL TOOLS DEVELOPED DURING THE PRECEDING WEEK. ACCORDING TO THE FIELD ORDER, THE 35\textsuperscript{TH} FIGHTER GROUP'S 40\textsuperscript{TH} AND 41\textsuperscript{ST} FIGHTER SQUADRONS WERE TO BE THE FIRST AIRCRAFT OVER BALIKPAPAN, SWEEPING THE TARGET AREA FOR ENEMY FIGHTERS SHORTLY BEFORE THE MAIN FORMATION ARRIVED. THE PLAN THEN CALLED FOR THE FIVE B-24 GROUPS TO ATTACK BALIKPAPAN'S MAJOR FACILITIES IN QUICK SUCCESSION. THE TWO THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE BOMB GROUPS, THE 5\textsuperscript{TH} AND 307\textsuperscript{TH}, WERE TO LEAD WITH AN ATTACK FROM HIGH ALTITUDE. SINCE THESE GROUPS WOULD BE LEAST ACCURATE, THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE ASSIGNED THEM THE RAID'S LESS CRITICAL AIM POINTS, CONSISTING OF THE PARAFFIN WAX AND LUBRICATING REFINERY AND THE CRACKING PLANTS. THE V BOMBER COMMAND GROUPS WERE TO FOLLOW IN CLOSE TRAIL AT MEDIUM ALTITUDE.\footnote{303} THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE DIRECTED THESE GROUPS AGAINST THE MOST CRITICAL TARGETS, WITH THE 90\textsuperscript{TH} BOMB GROUP STRIKING EDELEANU, THE 22\textsuperscript{ND} BOMB GROUP STRIKING PANDASARI, AND THE UNDER-STRENGTH 43D BOMB GROUP ALSO STRIKING THE PARAFFIN WAX AND LUBRICATING OIL REFINERY.\footnote{304} THE BOMBERS WERE TO
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have a close escort of P-38s from the 49th Fighter Group’s 9th Fighter Squadron, which was to join the bomber formation just prior to the attack run. 305

Preparation for the mission began on the night of 6 October, when snoopers from the 868th and 63rd Bomb Squadrons harassed the Japanese defenses. The squadrons repeated these raids on 7 October and then again immediately prior to the 10 October mission. 306 On 9 October, the 49th Fighter Group staged fifteen P-38s from Biak to Morotai. For this mission, the 49th selected the most senior fighter pilots from group headquarters and the 9th Squadron. The flight leaders were Major Wally Jordan and America’s leading ace, Major Richard Bong. This was in spite of the fact that Bong was ostensibly retired from combat, and he was back in the Pacific only to instruct V Fighter Command pilots in gunnery skills. 307 The Fifth Air Force bombers, in contrast, did not deploy forward for this raid. Given the number of bombers involved in the 10 October mission, it would have been impractical to have launched out of one airfield. Therefore, the Fifth Air Force groups prepared their aircraft and launched from their more distant bases at Biak and Owi. 308

Early on the morning of 10 October, 124 bombers launched from their bases at Noemfoor, Biak, and Owi without incident. 309 The fighters, based closer to Borneo and flying at faster cruise speeds, took off several hours later to meet their assigned target times. 310 Unfortunately, the fighter launch was not perfect, as one of the heavily-laden P-47s crashed on take-off, injuring the pilot. The bombers and fighters flew converging courses to Balikpapan, with a planned rendezvous point just off the Borneo coast. The fighters were not able to conduct a close escort all the way to the target, as the four hours of oxygen they carried dictated that they fly most of the route under 10,000 feet. Poor weather hampered the bombers en-route, and only 104 bombers were to make it over the targets. One of the B-24s crashed prior to the rendezvous point for unknown causes. 311 Between 08:32 and 09:00, as the formations winged toward Borneo, one B-24 from the 868th Bomb Squadron dropped 1,000 lbs. of chaff on a course leading to within sixty miles of Balikpapan. This deception effort was unsuccessful, as the all-too-familiar N1J1 night fighters joined with the bomber formation over the Celebes. 312 These aircraft
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AND FLOAT PLANES FROM BALIKPAPAN PROVIDED ACCURATE TARGETING INFORMATION ON THE INCOMING RAID. 313


ANALYSIS OF THE POST STRIKE PHOTOS SHOWED THAT THIS WAS THE FIRST RAID IN WHICH FEAF ACHIEVED GOOD BOMBING RESULTS. THE BOMB PLOTS SHOWED THAT A HEAVY GROUP OF BOMBS HIT EACH OF THE ASSIGNED TARGET AREAS. ADDITIONALLY, THE BOMBER CREWS REPORTED FIRES
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throughout the refinery. At Pandasari, the bombers destroyed three large and ten small storage tanks, eleven major and sixteen smaller buildings, the boiler house fractioning columns, the chemical water treating plants, and portions of the pipeline. At Edeleanu, the photos showed damage to the sulfur dioxide plant, the water pump house, and kerosene tanks. At the paraffin and lubricating oil refinery, the bombers destroyed the powerhouse and numerous small buildings while partly destroying the pump house, boiler house, and twelve associated buildings. The cracking plant showed the least damage of the facilities, with only two storage tanks destroyed. Scattered bombs caused additional damage throughout the facility, with a particularly heavy grouping hitting the float plane base.\textsuperscript{320} V Bomber Command analysts optimistically assessed that Balikpapan was out of action for several months. FEAF, however, was not as confident.\textsuperscript{321}

The loss rates on this raid also showed dramatic improvement, but were still too high for comfort. Overall, FEAF lost four B-24s, three from the 22\textsuperscript{nd} Bomb Group and one from the 90\textsuperscript{th} Bomb Group. This was the smallest loss of bombers to date, despite the fact that there were more attackers and defenders in the sky. On the down side, a total of forty-two bombers were damaged by aerial or anti-aircraft fire, although most of this damage was minor. Finally, V Fighter Command lost one P-47 in combat. In return, the American airmen claimed to have destroyed fifty-seven Japanese aircraft, although leaders thought these figures were probably exaggerated.\textsuperscript{322} Therefore, the third raid of the Balikpapan series showed that FEAF was on the proper tactical path. But, the leaders and crews were well aware that planning and execution errors were far too prevalent, resulting in inaccurate bombing and loss of life. FEAF redoubled efforts to correct these problems on the next visit.

14 October 1944 – The Tactical Pay-Off

Resuming the original operational schedule, FEAF planned to return to Balikpapan four days later. In the planning stages, FEAF attempted to fine-tune what appeared to have been a fairly solid attack plan. In this, they were only partially successful. An operation of this scope and magnitude encompassed so many critical events that partial failures were inevitable. Nevertheless, the 14 October raid was the most successful of the series. Although FEAF attempted to return to Balikpapan on 18 October, adverse weather forced the Americans to settle for the damage inflicted on the climactic fourth raid.

\textsuperscript{320} Air Advisory Board, 28B, 83-87.
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In general, the plan for 14 October was similar to that used four days earlier, with but a few important modifications. The most significant change was increasing the amount of fighter cover for the bomber force. Fifth Air Force tripled the number of P-38 squadrons by directing each of its P-38 groups to fly one squadron. In response, the 49th Fighter Group again scheduled its 9th Fighter Squadron, the 8th Fighter Group scheduled its experienced 80th Fighter Squadron, and the 475th Fighter Group assigned its 432nd Fighter Squadron. While the first two fighter squadrons were already at Morotai, the 432nd had to stage in from Biak on 13 October. At the same time, XIII Fighter Command planned to use its P-38 groups based at Sansapor and Middleburg, New Guinea. Meanwhile, the V Bomber Command groups were determined to take care of themselves no matter how much fighter escort was on the schedule. Left unescorted on 10 October, these groups were convinced more than ever of the need for mass. Accordingly, V Bomber Command planned to employ a “V” formation made up of three group diamonds. While the FEAF planners were tweaking the attack order, the 63rd and 868th Bomb Squadrons continued their night snopper attacks. The Japanese night defenses were most active on 13 October, as American crews noted intense, accurate antiaircraft fire and one unidentified aircraft airborne. Presumably, this was one of S902 Hikotai’s twenty-four Gekko night fighters.

The 14 October mission began when 117 B-24s took off from Noemfoor, Biak, and Owi. Of these, one hundred actually bombed Balikpapan. The 35th Fighter Group launched sixteen P-47s, of which all but one made it to the pre-strike fighter sweep. The dramatic increase in the size of the fighter escort came from the 94 P-38s that launched out of Morotai and western New Guinea. V Fighter Command divided escort responsibilities among its squadrons. The 9th Fighter Squadron shepherded the Fifth Air Force bombers at the front of the strike package while the 432nd assumed responsibility for the XIII Bomber Command groups in trail. Rather than converging with the bombers immediately prior to the target, the 432nd overtook its assigned bomber groups forty-five minutes prior to the bomb run. Apparently, these modified escort tactics “were successful…in keeping the ‘Spotters’ away.”

Fifteen of the 35th Fighter Group’s P-47s arrived over Balikpapan at 10:20 and immediately engaged a strong force of Japanese interceptors. The P-47s claimed nineteen
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Japanese fighters at a cost of one of their own.\textsuperscript{329} The 35\textsuperscript{th} was still engaged over Manggar when the Fifth Air Force bombers and fighters arrived.\textsuperscript{330} The hand-off between the fighter groups was apparently rough, as a P-38 mistakenly shot up a P-47 which later crashed in the water.\textsuperscript{331} The first P-38 pilots to engage were Major Gerry Johnson and Major Tommy McGuire, two of the leading aces of the Pacific war, who were flying in the same flight. McGuire, who was America’s second leading ace in the war, was a pilot in the 475\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Group. On this day, however, he was flying with the rival 49\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Group in a borrowed aircraft. Johnson and McGuire’s flight claimed seven aircraft destroyed this day, even though they had only three aircraft in their flight.\textsuperscript{332} The Fifth Air Force “V,” led by the 90\textsuperscript{th} BG, followed the P-38s into the target. These fifty-two B-24s bombed Edeleanu precisely on schedule. According to the intelligence summary, the Japanese fighter “interception [was] aggressive but lacked [the] coordinated attacks experienced on previous raids.”\textsuperscript{333} Because of this, V Bomber Command lost only one aircraft and put 85% of its 270 bombs on target at Edeleanu.\textsuperscript{334}

Repeating the error from the previous raid, the XIII Bomber Command groups arrived late, disrupting the carefully devised bombing plan. The compact bomber train was not so important, however, due to the sixteen P-38s of the 475\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Group that led the last two bomb groups into the target. Listening to the 49\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Group’s fight on the radio, the trail P-38 squadron picked up and engaged a group of Japanese fighters over the water between Manggar and the town of Balikpapan.\textsuperscript{335} With P-38s occupying most of the Japanese aircraft, the forty-nine B-24s of XIII Bomber Command concentrated on their attack.\textsuperscript{336} They achieved good bombing results, in spite of a Japanese aircraft flying over the refinery area at 2-3,000’ “vainly attempting to lay a smoke screen over it.”\textsuperscript{337} The 475\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Group P-38s remained on station throughout the bomb run and protected the bombers from halfhearted attacks by Japanese interceptors during the withdrawal.\textsuperscript{338} In doing so, they partly made up for the poor showing of XIII Fighter
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Command. Of the forty-two Thirteenth Air Force P-38s launched for the mission, only six (from the 68th Fighter Squadron) arrived over the target.\textsuperscript{339}

The results from this mission were impressive. FEAF’s bombers smashed facilities throughout the area. Allied photo interpreters reported that the bombers hit Edeleanu particularly hard, with the sulfur dioxide plant, sulfuric acid plant, plant #1, boiler and power houses, and storage facilities destroyed. In the coolie barracks area, bombs demolished fifty-six of seventy-four buildings. In the tank farm, the bombers destroyed three large oil tanks with three more damaged. At the paraffin and lubricating oil plant, the raid damaged the distilling unit, lubricating oil pumps, and storage tanks. FEAF achieved all of this for the cost of two B-24s (one lost en-route and one lost in the target area) and four P-47s (two to combat operations and two on recovery). Again, the air-to-air reports were extravagant, with fighter pilots and bomber gunners claiming forty-four Japanese aircraft.\textsuperscript{340}

FEAF was convinced that Balikpapan was in its death throes after the 14 October raid. Therefore, it planned one more mission to finish off undamaged portions of the facility. This last mission was to be a Thirteenth Air Force show. The 5th and 307th Bomb Groups were to attack with the 8th and 347th Fighter Groups escorting. The planners wanted to hit some of the refinery’s back-up systems, such as the old refinery, that had not yet received much attention.\textsuperscript{341} The results of this mission were disappointing. The fifty-two bombers found the target completely covered by clouds. Seventeen aircraft dropped based on estimated time of arrival, but no-one expected accurate results using this method.\textsuperscript{342} The poor weather affected the Japanese defenses as much as the bombing, as the American forces encountered no opposition on their last refinery attack. Nevertheless, Thirteenth Air Force still lost one B-24 and two P-38s, demonstrating the dangers involved in long-range over-water flights.\textsuperscript{343} The downed bomber came from the 424th Bomb Squadron; its history recorded that “this aircraft was seen to go into an extremely steep bank and peel away from the formation” after breaking through “an extremely heavy and turbulent front” ten miles away from the target area.\textsuperscript{344} That same weather hampered fighter operations, as only eight of the seventy-five escort fighters actually reached Balikpapan.\textsuperscript{345} This unsatisfying mission nonetheless closed the books on the “Ploesti of the Pacific.”
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RESULTS AND ASSESSMENT

The debate about the merits of the Balikpapan operation started almost as soon as the B-24 engines shut down on 18 October 1944. FEAF had difficulty gaining a consensus among its own intelligence experts on the level of damage inflicted on the refinery. Given this, it is no surprise that air commanders never answered many questions concerning operational and strategic effects. This persisted even after the US Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) completed its work, as the Balikpapan production records either disappeared in Borneo or were destroyed by fire in the Tokyo bombings. Nevertheless, the fragmentary Balikpapan records and the interviews conducted by the USBSS point to some tentative conclusions.

The easiest part of the operation to quantify is the American toll. From 30 September to 18 October 1944, 321 FEAF B-24 sorties flew an average of 2,400 miles to drop 2,328 bombs weighing 433.3 tons on the Balikpapan oil facilities. Additionally, sixty-six P-38 and thirty P-47 sorties swept the target, with the fighters flying an average of 1,700 miles per sortie. On these sorties, FEAF lost twenty-two B-24s, three P-38s, and six P-47s. In total, 151 aircrew lost their lives, a number that would have been much higher but for the sixty aircrew rescued by Catalinas and the USS Mingo.346 The loss numbers would have undoubtedly been higher still had not FEAF radically changed its tactics after the first two raids. The loss rate for the bombers was four times as high on the first two missions as on the succeeding sorties. This was in spite of the fact that Japanese defenses grew throughout the operation. In return for its losses, FEAF claimed the destruction of at least 129 Japanese aircraft.347 The commander of the 381st Kokutai disputed this number, as he claimed his unit lost only eighteen aircraft.348 Either way, FEAF fighter escorts clearly kept the pressure off of the bombers, allowing far greater accuracy for each bomb run.

FEAF was initially optimistic about damage to the refineries, especially with smoke plumes rising as high as 23,000’ on 10 and 14 October. However, the more FEAF analyzed the bomb damage, the murkier the situation became. The 29 October 1944 Allied Air Force Intelligence Summary offered a particularly harsh critique, relaying that “the damage inflicted, considering the weight of the attacks, seems to be surprisingly small.”349 As the SWPA Air Evaluation Board (AEB) report candidly admitted:
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Many and varied reports were received concerning the results of the various strikes against the Balikpapan area. Unit mission reports varied in statistics and assessments. Bomb damage assessment varied from the estimate that the Balikpapan refineries were totally destroyed to the assumption that the plant was still in operation and that the production was only slightly reduced.\(^{350}\)

The Air Evaluation Board took the middle ground in this debate, assessing that Pandasari was out of action but could be rebuilt quickly, Edeleanu was completely destroyed, the paraffin and lubricating plant was damaged but capable of repair, and the cracking plant was still in operation.\(^{351}\) After the war, the Netherlands East Indies Oil Rehabilitation Team determined that the AEB assessment was close to ground truth. The only significant differences were that the lubricating oil plant was destroyed by fire and the cracking plant was unable to function fully since it never received any more waxy distillate for its vapor-phase cracking process.\(^{352}\)

While FEAF was on-target with its final determination of tactical effects, the organization’s operational analysis is more open to debate. The AEB report perceptively declared “studies for the selection of strategic targets should include the overall and ultimate strategic effect upon the enemy as well as the immediate effect caused by the damage and destruction.”\(^{353}\) The report claimed that the predicted effects occurred with regards to Kenney’s primary operational objective, the denial of Japanese aviation fuel to the Philippines. To support this, the report referenced intelligence reports that “field commanders were frantically calling for more aviation gasoline in the succeeding weeks following these raids.” The report’s second piece of evidence concerned a large Japanese attack against the central Philippines two months after the raid. The report claimed that only four aircraft from these two groups reached the target and that “intelligence agencies attributed this failure directly to the Balikpapan raids.”\(^{354}\) While some Japanese air units undoubtedly suffered fuel shortages, the problem seems to not have been as widespread as the AEB report suggests. Indeed, the operations officer for the Japanese Navy’s Second Air Fleet in the Philippines, Commander Moriyoshi Yamaguchi, later clarified that “although we did not have plenty of gasoline, we had enough to take care of the planes on hand.” He went on to say that the rapid decline in naval air strength in the Philippines was caused by American air action and the lack of spare parts rather than fuel shortages.\(^{355}\)

\(^{350}\) Air Evaluation Board, 28.
\(^{351}\) Air Evaluation Board, 28-29.
\(^{352}\) DE BLANK, 1-8.
\(^{353}\) Air Evaluation Board, 3.
\(^{355}\) Commander Moriyoshi Yamaguchi, Imperial Japanese Navy, Operations Officer, Second Air Fleet, interrogated by Lt. Cmdr. James A. Field, USNR, 26 October 1945, in The United States Strategic

Admittedly, though, Balikpapan might have started shipments to the Navy’s First Air Fleet in the southern Philippines once invasion began and then expanded this support when the much larger Second Air Fleet arrived at the end of October.

The Japanese did not do this, however, due to the shipping situation in the South Pacific. After the war, Dutch investigators determined that the available tanker capacity drove Balikpapan’s production throughout the war. Refinery output peaked in 1943, when the harbor contained several tankers each day and more than ten large tankers arrived each month. In the first months of 1944, however, Balikpapan reduced refinery throughput by approximately 20%, in response to the decreasing number of ships calling at the port. In April of that year, Balikpapan saw a dramatic drop in tanker traffic, with only two or three large tankers arriving before FEAF’s air raids. Accordingly, the 102nd Fuel Depot reduced the daily production by a further 20% and operated the refinery only eight to ten days per month. No large tankers called at Balikpapan from October 1944.

This may, in part, have just been a manifestation of Japan’s evolving transportation strategy of building large numbers of smaller tankers. The more important indicator, therefore, is that Balikpapan’s storage tanks remained full despite the wrecked production facilities. The limited oil available from undamaged facilities was all that was necessary to keep up with local demand. This drove the Japanese decision not to repair most of the bomb damage from the 1944 raids. These revelations undoubtedly came as a great surprise to the FEAF intelligence analysts who had claimed that the destruction of the refineries had reduced the efficiency of Japanese shipping in the South Pacific by 40%.

356 Griffith, 185.
357 de Blank, 7-8.
358 The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Oil and Chemical Division, 88-89.
359 de Blank, 8.
They were wide of the mark when they asserted Japanese ships would have to carry less cargo due to the lack of fuel at the port.\textsuperscript{360}

The reasons behind the Japanese shipping shortage were more complicated than it initially appeared. Lieutenant Commander G. M. Williams, the tanker analyst in the USSBS oil study, attributed Balikpapan’s lack of tanker availability to the losses caused by the submarine and air blockade. As such, it was a result of the Navy’s premeditated and concerted effort to attack this “weak spot in Japan’s war economy.” However, an analysis of the Japanese shipping records reveals little correlation between tanker inventories and events at Balikpapan. The US Navy’s began attacking tankers early in the war, but the tanker tonnage in the Japanese merchant fleet increased into 1943 and then remained stable at around 800,000 tons to the end of 1944. The Japanese were undoubtedly suffering heavy losses during this period; however, their shipbuilding program kept pace. The precipitous decline in Japanese tanker strength, to a low of 248,000 tons at the end of the war, did not begin until January of 1945. This was a full year after the first oil production drawbacks in Borneo.\textsuperscript{361}

Since the Japanese had tankers available, the decrease in shipping to Balikpapan was the result of a deliberate cost benefit decision. This was clearly connected to the increased risk of air and submarine attack operating at what was becoming the edge of Japan’s defensive perimeter. The first reduction in Balikpapan’s production corresponded with the establishment of convoy routes for all types of merchant shipping in January 1944. In light of the greater threat, Japanese simply found it more cost effective to increase production in the Sumatra refineries and then ship it via the less dangerous sea routes along the Indochina coast. The Japanese increasingly favored the eastern refineries as the threat level jumped in the summer of 1944. During June and July, US submarines, guided by ULTRA intelligence, took a tremendous toll of Japanese shipping in Philippine waters, forcing the Japanese to close the merchant convoy route between Balikpapan and the Philippines. AAF contributed to this as well, with air attacks on shipping forcing Japan to close the remainder of the convoy routes from Balikpapan in November.\textsuperscript{362} With no secure shipping routes, Japan essentially abandoned Balikpapan in December 1944.\textsuperscript{363} To be fair to the American planners, it is not at all clear that many Japanese recognized this strategic situation prior to the bombing raids. The Imperial Japanese Navy, in fact, was concentrating its air defenses around Balikpapan at the time that it was diverting shipping away from it.

\textsuperscript{360} Air Evaluation Board, 25.
\textsuperscript{361} The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Oil and Chemical Division, 83.
\textsuperscript{363} The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Oil and Chemical Division, 88.
Even though the operational objectives of the Balikpapan attacks were unfulfilled, Kenney placed some stock in the potential psychological impact. From the very beginning of the Pacific War, Kenney asserted that the loss of Balikpapan could trigger a Japanese surrender. However, it appears as though the Japanese were already acting as though Balikpapan were lost. Further, it took the total destruction of the Japanese war economy, fire bombing of the major urban centers, the collapse of the Japanese Army in Manchuria, and two atomic bomb attacks to finally convince the Japanese to surrender. There is no indication that the attack on Balikpapan even entered into the surrender calculations of the cabinet or imperial councils in Tokyo.\(^{364}\)

If the Balikpapan operation did not achieve the planned operational and strategic effects, what were the opportunity costs? Kenney had airpower available to him, and it would have made little sense to have left it idle. Since the evidence indicates that the threat to shipping was the element that most drove the Japanese, FEAF could have used the tremendous effort expended in the Balikpapan raids to further stress the Japanese merchant fleet. These operations were a large part of FEAF’s mission and crews were much more experienced at finding and attacking ships than striking strategic industries. Alternatively, FEAF could have apportioned the air effort in more direct attacks on air defenses in the Philippines. Kenney was to be unpleasantly surprised in the coming weeks with the strong Japanese air response to the Leyte landings. Aggressive Japanese attacks, coupled with unforeseen difficulties in establishing American bases, resulted in an air superiority battle that was, at times, touch and go. Therefore, any effort to suppress some of these air defenses would likely have had greater impact on the Pacific war than the Balikpapan strikes.\(^{365}\)

**Conclusion**

Overall, therefore, FEAF’s Balikpapan operation produced a mixed record. On the one hand, it was an example of tactical innovation by the leaders and courage by the fighting crews. At the same time, Balikpapan demonstrated that a tremendous effort can be meaningless if not a part of a carefully thought-out plan to achieve operational and strategic results.

---

\(^{364}\) Griffith, 185.

\(^{365}\) For a detailed discussion of FEAF’s problems gaining air superiority during the Leyte operation, see Griffith, 186-206.
CHAPTER 5

OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE WORLD – COMPARISONS, CONTRASTS, AND ANALYSIS.

While the Ploesti and Balikpapen operations are interesting from simply a historical perspective, they also provide lessons for today. First, it is helpful to set the two operations side-by-side to illuminate some of the most significant comparisons and contrasts. Many of these points provide surprisingly timeless lessons for war-fighters at the tactical, operational, and strategic level.

THE BEGINNINGS

The planning and preparation for each operation was marked by naiveté. Selection of the targets was based on an academic concept that had yet to face the test of combat. To satisfy this theory, Allied leaders supplemented incomplete intelligence with optimistic assumptions about the target and the enemy defenses. In both Europe and the Pacific, bloody setbacks forced a re-evaluation of the tactics and strategy.

The conceptual glue that held these concepts together was, of course, the industrial web theory promulgated by the Air Corps Tactical School in the decade preceding the war. School instructors taught that petroleum was a “national organic system,” the destruction of which would have cascading effects through the rest of the economy. In both cases, however, the expectations generated by this theory were unrealistic. In Europe, Allied strategists had a clear understanding of Ploesti’s role in the German petroleum network. Documents captured after the war showed a close correlation between Allied estimates and actual Romanian production. What strategists ignored, however, was that oil was not vital enough to the German economy to bring about the effects predicted by the theory. German factory production and transportation networks were powered mostly by coal. Japan, on the other hand, was highly dependent on oil. When Japan’s oil shipments collapsed the beginning of 1945, her major industries went idle and her economy became a shambles. However, Allied leaders exaggerated the importance of Balikpapen within the system. While nicknamed the “Ploesti of the Pacific,” Balikpapen was not its equivalent. Balikpapen produced only 15% of Japanese production and serviced just one segment of the war effort – the Japanese Navy.

In both cases, these unrealistic expectations led theater air leaders to attack as soon as they had bombers in range. Against Ploesti, the Army Air Forces opened the strategic bombing of Europe with the ramshackle Halverson raid in 1942. Ninth Air Force followed this with the Tidal Wave attack approximately a year later. In spite of the hiatus,
This was the first time Ninth Air Force had a large enough force to do the job. In fact, the AAF specifically supplemented Ninth Air Force with two bomb groups from England and a fresh bomb group from the US just for the mission. In the Pacific, FEAF's early night raids against Balikpapan were too light and inaccurate to cause lasting damage. With the capture of western New Guinea, however, FEAF was able to position its full striking power of five heavy bomb groups just within range of the refineries.

In both cases, the leaders' underestimation of the defenses and strong desire to attack led to the adoption of highly risky attack plans. Against Ploesti, air leaders discounted both the quality and quantity of the refinery defenses. In doing so, the Americans demonstrated they understood neither the significant participation of the Luftwaffe nor the Germans' awareness of the Ploesti's vulnerability. Because of this, the Americans planned a mass bomber attack flying a low-level route. The planners hoped that the profile would provide highly accurate bombing along with tactical surprise. This was a tremendous gamble, as the unescorted formations would be tremendously vulnerable to anti-aircraft gunners and interceptor pilots who knew they were coming. Against Balikpapan, the FEAF leadership dismissed the Japanese fighter defenses protecting the refineries. They assumed the atrophy of Japanese airpower they had witnessed in New Guinea was representative of the theater as a whole. They were unaware that Japan harbored some strong air defense units, one of which the Japanese Navy dedicated to the defense of the oil refineries. Because of this mistake, FEAF directed its bombers to conduct a large-scale raid against the refineries without fighter escort. This was in spite of the lessons learned against skilled Japanese fighters defending Rabaul as well as elsewhere in the Pacific.

Dismal Failure

In each case, the unrealistic expectations of the threat plus an unwarranted confidence in the ability of the crews to handle the tremendously demanding situations led to failure at the tactical and strategic levels.

In the Ploesti attack, American hopes for surprise were dashed from the very beginning, as Axis intelligence alerted the defenses almost as soon as the bombers took off. Not only did the Germans have an indication that the raid was on, their integrated system of radar posts and observer stations provided enough information for them to identify the target and timing of the attack. When the B-24s arrived over the target, Axis fighters were conducting combat air patrols and anti-aircraft guns were manned and loaded. The cohesion of the intricate B-24 attack plan fell apart when the lead group
MADE A NAVIGATION ERROR APPROACHING THE TARGET. ONCE THIS OCCURRED, THE B-24s WERE NEVER GOING TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED BOMBING RESULTS. THE CONFUSION PROBABLY JUST ADDED TO WHAT WAS INEVITABLY GOING TO BE A COSTLY RAID.

AS A RESULT, TIDAL WAVE WAS A LARGE DISAPPOINTMENT. NINTH AIR FORCE LOST FIFTY-THREE BOMBERS WITH FIFTY-FIVE OTHERS DAMAGED. THIS COMPRISED NEARLY TWO-THIRDS OF THE BOMBERS THAT MADE IT OVER THE TARGET. FURTHER, THE BOTCHED ATTACK PLAN LED TO POOR BOMBING RESULTS. COMING AT THE TARGET FROM UNPLANNED DIRECTIONS, MANY BOMBERS HIT WHATEVER TARGETS THEY COULD FIND OR JETTISONED THEIR BOMBS AWAY FROM THE TARGET. EVEN SO, THIS CREATED ENOUGH DESTRUCTION TO INTERRUPT PRODUCTION, WITH A FEW STRIKES TAKING THEIR TARGETS OUT OF THE WAR PERMANENTLY. NEVERTHELESS, AXIS FUEL REFINING QUICKLY RETURNED TO PRE-STRIKE LEVELS, AND THE GERMAN ECONOMY CONTINUED WITH HARDLY A HICCUP.


AS THE AMERICANS COUNTED THE SCORES, THEY REALIZED THAT OVER 60% OF THE BOMBERS SENT ON THE FIRST TWO RAIDS HAD BEEN LOST OR DAMAGED. THIS ROUGH TREATMENT ADDED WITH CHALLENGING WEATHER TO DEGRADE BOMBING ACCURACY. ON THE FIRST TWO RAIDS, FEAF COULD VERIFY ONLY NINE BOMB HITS AT THE EDGES OF THE DESIGNATED IMPACT AREAS. THIS LEVEL OF DAMAGE WAS NOT SUFFICIENT TO IMPAIR SERIOUSLY THE REFINERIES, MUCH LESS TAKE THEM OUT OF THE WAR.

A FRESH START

IN BOTH OPERATIONS, LEADERS ANALYZED THEIR INITIAL FAILURES AND ADJUSTED THEIR PLANS. IN EUROPE, THE MONTHS BEFORE THE RESUMPTION OF THE RAIDS ALLOWED USSTAF NOT ONLY TO REASSESS TACTICS, BUT ALSO TO REVAMP THE STRATEGY OF OIL ATTACK. IN FEAF, THE WEEK HIATUS ALLOWED ONLY TACTICAL CHANGES, BUT THE CREWS ACCOMPLISHED THESE WITH SKILL AND IMAGINATION.

USSTAF ADAPTED A NEW STRATEGY AND IMPROVED TACTICS WHEN THE BOMBERS RETURNED TO THE ROMANIAN REFINERIES IN THE SPRING OF 1944. WITH NEARLY TWO YEARS OF STRATEGIC BOMBING UNDER THEIR BELT, USSTAF NOW HAD A MORE REALISTIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE GERMAN
war economy. They knew that German industry was robust enough to compensate for a loss of oil production. However, Spaatz now had a different aim. He wanted to destroy the Axis oil refineries not to affect Germany economically but to deny oil to the German armed forces. To accomplish this more limited end, Spaatz expanded the effort by carefully planning a broad and sustained operation against all the major sources of German oil. USSTAF started the new oil attacks with one major tactical change: the heavy bombers were never again directed to strike at low altitude. Even so, USSTAF’s costly low-level fighter attack in June 1944 makes it unclear that the Americans understood the reasons for Tidal Wave’s failure. As the operation stretched from April to August, Fifteenth Air Force introduced a number of other tactical innovations, including fighter escort, varying the length of the bomber stream, blind bombing techniques, and target spotting.

In the end, USSTAF’s adjustments were effective strategically but disappointing tactically. As the war reached its climax in the last half of 1944, German oil shortages became increasingly acute. These oil shortages were directly proportional to the bombing of the refineries in Romania and Germany. German leaders highlighted the effectiveness of oil shortages in derailing their military operations. The Luftwaffe and the Wehrmacht were denied the fuel to train and eventually to maneuver, ceding the advantages of modern war to the Allies. However, USSTAF’s slow rate of tactical innovation allowed the Ploesti defenders to keep pace. As such, the operation was not one of surprise and exploitation, but of grueling attrition. The resulting cost was enormous, with the MAAF paying 350 aircraft to take Ploesti out of the war.

With only a week hiatus after the first two Balikpapan raids, FEAF did not attempt to adjust the strategy of its operation. Nor, indeed, is there any indication Kenney thought the strategy wrong. Instead, FEAF commanders concentrated on solving the tactical issues highlighted by the unacceptably high loss rates and low bomb damage. These innovations were impressive in their number and scope. In a week of furious effort, FEAF extended the range of its fighters by three hundred miles, changed its bomber formations, reworked its ordnance loads, developed an electronic countermeasure plan, and implemented a series of supporting night attacks.

The tactical and strategic results of the Balikpapan bombing were the inverse of the Ploesti outcomes. FEAFs tactical changes generated sudden and significant benefits. On the later missions, the loss and damage rate to bombers from Japanese fighters plummeted from 33.8% to 9.3%, even though the number of Japanese interceptors increased with every raid.366 As FEAF commanders had hoped, the reduced pressure on the bombers resulted in greatly improved bombing accuracy. The bomb groups attained tight

366 Air Advisory Board, 15, 21.
BOMB PATTERNS ON ALL THE MAJOR BALIKPAPAN COMPLEXES, PUTTING MOST OUT OF ACTION FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE WAR. AT THE OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC LEVELS, HOWEVER, FEAF DID NOT FULLFILL ITS OBJECTIVES. KENNEY SHOWED A FAIRLY GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE JAPANESE PETROLEUM SYSTEM IN 1943, BUT HIS VIEWS BECAME BADLY DISTORTED BY THE FALL OF 1944. KENNEY DID NOT UNDERSTAND THAT BALIKPAPAN'S CAPACITY WAS ONLY A SMALL PART OF THE JAPANESE PETROLEUM PICTURE. ADDITIONALLY, HE FAILED TO PERCEIVE THAT THE AMERICAN OPERATIONS AGAINST JAPAN'S MARITIME FLEET HAD MADE THE EXPOSED BORNEO OIL FACILITIES IRRELEVANT. WHILE FEAF SHOULD BE COMMENDED FOR THE SKILL IT SHOWED IN DESTROYING THE REFINERIES, NO AMOUNT OF TACTICAL SUCCESS WOULD BRING THE DESIRED RESULTS.

THE CAUSES OF STRATEGIC SUCCESS

THE FIRST KEY QUESTION, THEN, IS WHAT ATTRIBUTES ALLOWED AIR STRATEGISTS IN EUROPE TO CONNECT ENDS, WAYS AND MEANS MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN THOSE IN THE PACIFIC. WHILE THERE ARE UNDOUBTEDLY AN INFINITE NUMBER OF INFLUENCES, THREE MAJOR DETERMINANTS STAND OUT: THE LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS OF CARL SPAATZ, THE UTILIZATION OF STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE, AND THE BREADTH AND PERSISTENCE OF THE BOMBING OPERATION.

ALL LEADERS IMPRINT THEIR ORGANIZATIONS WITH CERTAIN ATTRIBUTES THAT ARE REFLECTIONS OF THEMSELVES. THIS IS CLEAR REGARDING USSTAF UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF SPAATZ. SPAATZ, ONE OF THE MOST EXPERIENCED AND INSIGHTFUL AIR LEADERS PRIOR TO AND DURING WWII, BROUGHT UNIQUE BACKGROUND EXPERIENCES AND PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS THAT EMPOWERED HIS ORGANIZATION TO SOLVE THE IMMENSE STRATEGIC CHALLENGES INVOLVED IN THE BOMBING OF GERMANY. IT IS DIFFICULT TO DISCERN SPAATZ'S DISTINCTIVE ATTRIBUTES WITH A CURSORY LOOK AT HIS CAREER PROFILE. INDEED, THE PROFILES OF ALL THE SENIOR AIR LEADERS HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS ACCOUNT (BRERETON, ENT, SMART, SPAATZ, EAKER, TWINING, KENNEY, WHITEHEAD, AND STREEFT) SHOW A TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF COMMONALITY. ALL BUT STREEFT AND SMART WERE GRADUATES OF THE AIR CORPS TACTICAL SCHOOL, AND ALL ATTENDED COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE OR ITS WARTIME EQUIVALENT. ALL BUT ENT AND WHITEHEAD HELD SENIOR COMMAND POSITIONS OVER A YEAR PRIOR TO THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THE REFINERY STRIKES, AND HALF OF THE OFFICERS SERVED ON THE AIR STAFF OR WAR DEPARTMENT STAFF IN THE YEARS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE WAR.

WITH THE FORCE DEVELOPMENT, EQUIPMENT, AND BASING ISSUES UNDERPINNING THE STRATEGIC BOMBING PLAN IN EUROPE. ARNOLD THEN SENT SPAATZ TO COMMAND THE EMBRYONIC EIGHTH AIR FORCE AS IT BEGAN TO EXECUTE THE PLAN. ALTHOUGH SPAATZ RELINQUIshed CONTROL OF THE STRATEGIC BOMBING OPERATION WHEN HE ASSUMED COMMAND OF ALLIED AIR FORCES FOR THE TORCH LANDINGS, HE NONETHELESS REMAINED THE SENIOR US AIRMAN IN EUROPE. WHEN HE RETURNED TO ENGLAND TO COMMAND USSTAF, THEREFORE, NO OTHER OFFICER IN THE ARMY AIR FORCES HAD BEEN SO CONTINUOUSLY AND DEEPLY INVOLVED WITH THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF THE AIR PLAN AGAINST HITLER. AMONG OTHER THINGS, THIS GAVE SPAATZ AN APPRECIATION FOR THE PLAN’S LIMITATIONS, LEAVING HIM FREE TO DEVIATE WHEN IT DID NOT APPEAR TO BE WORKING.


THIS EXPERIENCE IS IN STARK CONTRAST TO THAT OF BRERETON THE YEAR PRIOR. IT IS STRIKING THAT THE AIR STAFF GENERATED THE TACTICAL PLAN FOR TIDAL WAVE AND EIGHTH AIR FORCE PLANNERS REFINED IT. THESE PRELIMINARY PLANNERS DID NOT CONSULT THE UNIT EXPECTED TO EXECUTE THE ATTACK, NINTH AIR FORCE, UNTIL AFTER THE LOW-LEVEL PLAN HAD ALREADY BEEN APPROVED BY EISENHOWER. WHEN THE NINTH AIR FORCE GROUP COMMANDERS SAW THE PLAN, THEY PROTESTED LOUDLY AND CALLED FOR A CHANGE TO HIGH-LEVEL ATTACKS. BRERETON, HOWEVER, WAS UNWILLING TO PUSH THIS UP THE CHAIN. THE INTERFERENCE DID NOT STOP WITH THE PLANNING, HOWEVER. THE COHESION OF THE PLAN WAS FATALLY DISRUPTED WHEN ARNOLD AND THEN BRERETON PLACED LAST-MINUTE FLYING RESTRICTIONS ON CRITICAL RAID LEADERS. THE FACT THAT TACTICAL PLANNING WAS NOT ENTRUSTED TO THE FIELD AND THAT THE LOCAL COMMANDERS DID NOT FEEL ABLE TO EXPRESS THEIR OPINIONS POINTS TO INADEQUATE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NINTH AIR FORCE COMMANDERS AND HIGHER HEADQUARTERS. ALTHOUGH ARNOLD OBVIOUSLY FELT CONFIDENT ENOUGH IN BRERETON TO APPOINT HIM TO A STRING OF COMMAND POSITIONS, BRERETON HAD BEEN PARTICULARLY DISCONNECTED FROM SOME OF THE CRITICAL PERIODS OF AIR CORPS DEVELOPMENT.
His short instructor tour at ACTS occurred before the development of the industrial web theory. He served in junior command positions afterward, but developed a reputation as "a debonair type and...not too serious a practitioner of air power." Finally, Brereton had not been involved with the pre-war build-up or with the development of the strategic bombing plan against Germany, as he was a CGSC instructor from 1935-1939 and a field commander thereafter. Ent was even more out of the mainstream, as he had been a student at CGSC from 1937 to 1938 and then had served as the air attaché to Peru until 1942. With this background, Arnold did not entrust those with the best knowledge of the local threat to accomplish the tactical planning on this critical mission.

The key lesson from this is that combat leaders at all levels should strive for strong relationships and open communications channels with superiors. High level leaders are more inclined to provide subordinates the flexibility to accomplish their missions if they understand subordinate needs and are comfortable that the subordinate is accomplishing the job skillfully.

Once empowered to accomplish the mission, leaders in the field then must make some critical decisions. One of the most important areas that commanders influence is the interpretation and use of intelligence. Spaatz proved skillful at this in his development of the oil plan. The three intelligence agencies most involved in studies of the German petroleum industry were the US Army Air Force’s Committee of Operations Analysts, the British Ministry of Economic Warfare, and the Economic Objectives Unit of the Office of Strategic Services in London. Originally, the COA report was relatively cool toward oil as a target system. The MEW, on the other hand, touted the fragility of the German petroleum industry, stating that attacking either Ploesti or the German synthetic plants would have dramatic effects. In early 1944, the EOU, armed with Spaatz’s sketchy ULTRA information, moved beyond its original task of selecting bomb aim points and conducted a system-wide analysis of the German oil system. Spaatz used this report to prod the COA and MEW to reevaluate their original claims. This was a slow process, with the COA refusing to make any concessions until April 1944. Spaatz persisted, however, and all three organizations eventually converged toward a centrist position: a comprehensive attack against both Ploesti and the synthetic oil plants could lead to important strategic effects on the German military. This final position laid the intellectual base of Spaatz’s ultimately successful oil plan.368

Kenney faced similar competing assessments in the Pacific, but did not attempt to resolve the dispute. In Washington, D.C., the COA assessed that Balikpapan was a target

367 COPP, 274.

IN THE IMMENSE COMPLEXITY OF LARGE-SCALE OPERATIONS, MILITARY LEADERS WILL INEVITABLY FACE CONFLICTING STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE ANALYSES. WITH THIS, LEADERS WILL HAVE TO INTEGRATE REAL-TIME TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE. THE TEMPTATION, OF COURSE, IS TO SIMPLY DISCARD THE STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS THAT DOES NOT MATCH THE TREND OF THE CURRENT TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE. AN EVEN MORE DANGEROUS PITFALL IS TO FAVOR TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE THAT FAVORS THE LEADER’S PRECONCEIVED COURSE OF ACTION. INSTEAD, MILITARY LEADERS SHOULD STRIVE TO USE COMPETING INTELLIGENCE ANALYSES TO FACILITATE THE REVISION AND REFINEMENT OF THE ORGANIZATION’S KNOWLEDGE OF THE THREAT. IF DONE WELL, THIS CAN EVENTUALLY RESULT IN A CONSENSUS AMONG THE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES AND AN ACCURATE PICTURE OF THE ENEMY.

THE FINAL REASON FOR USSTAF’S RELATIVE STRATEGIC SUCCESS IS THAT THEY UNDERSTOOD AND OPERATED TO ACHIEVE PERSISTENT ATTACKS ACROSS THE BREADTH OF THE GERMAN OIL SYSTEM. AMERICAN AIRMEN IN EUROPE HAD LEARNED OF THE EXTRAORDINARY CAPABILITY OF GERMAN INDUSTRY TO RECOVER FROM EVEN THE HEAVIEST DAMAGE. THE GERMAN REACTION TO PLOESTI WAS PERHAPS THE FINEST EXAMPLE OF THIS, AS THE REFINERIES RETURNED TO PRE-STRIKE PRODUCTION LEVELS ONLY A MONTH AFTER THE TIDAL WAVE ATTACK. BECAUSE OF THIS, THE USSTAF PLANNERS KNEW THAT THEY HAD TO ATTACK ALL SOURCES OF GERMAN PETROLEUM REFINING. ACCORDINGLY, THE 1944 OIL PLAN CALLED FOR SIMULTANEOUS, HEAVY ATTACKS BY EIGHTH AIR FORCE AND FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE AGAINST OIL REFINERIES THROUGHOUT ITALY, GERMANY, AND ROMANIA. FURTHER, THE USSTAF PLANNERS EXPECTED THE GERMANS TO RESPOND TO THESE ATTACKS WITH VIGOROUS RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS. THEREFORE, THE OIL PLAN CALLED FOR THE BOMBERS TO RETURN TO THE TARGETS AGAIN AND AGAIN. IN ALL, THE TWENTY 1944 ATTACKS AGAINST PLOESTI AND THE MANY ATTACKS AGAINST OTHER REFINERIES PROGRESSIVELY BEAT PRODUCTION TO VERY LOW LEVELS.

BOMBERS AND FIGHTERS OF THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE ON A SINGLE RAID TO THE CRUDE OIL FIELDS AT PAMOESIAN AND DJOEATA ON BORNEO’S TARAKAN ISLAND. THESE ATTACKS HIT FAR TOO FEW TARGETS TO GENERATE THE SHOCK TO THE JAPANESE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY THAT KENNEY WAS CONTEMPLATING. TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF PERSISTENCE REQUIRED AGAINST BALIKPAPAN, FEAF PLANNERS REVIEWED THE ARMY AIR FORCES EVALUATION BOARD REPORT ON PLOESTI, CONCLUDING THAT FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE HAD ACHIEVED DIMINISHING RETURNS IN TERMS OF DECREASED PETROLEUM PRODUCTION PER ATTACK. PREDICTING A SIMILAR PATTERN AT BALIKPAPAN, FEAF DECIDED THAT THEY WOULD NOT RETURN TO BALIKPAPAN AFTER THE INITIAL SERIES OF ATTACKS.\(^\text{369}\) THIS ANALYSIS INDICATES THAT FEAF WAS FOCUSED ON PURELY SHORT-TERM OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC EFFECTS DURING THE FALL OF 1944. AS THE POST-WAR ANALYSIS INDICATED, HOWEVER, BALIKPAPAN WAS NOT IMPORTANT ENOUGH WITHIN THE JAPANESE PETROLEUM NETWORK TO GENERATE EVEN THESE EFFECTS.

THE REQUIREMENT FOR PERSISTENCE WILL ALWAYS DEPEND ON THE SPECIFIC SITUATION. IF PLANNERS NEED ONLY A SHORT TERM EFFECT, PERSISTENT ATTACKS WILL BE A WASTE OF EFFORT. THIS REQUIRES, OF COURSE, THAT THE TARGET SELECTION PROCESS BE INCISIVE ENOUGH TO ENSURE THAT THIS SMALL WEIGHT OF EFFORT WILL ACHIEVE THE DESIRED RESULTS. IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, AIRPOWER IS ATTEMPTING TO USE CUMULATIVE DESTRUCTION TO PRODUCE A SYSTEM-WIDE FAILURE, PERSISTENCE SHOULD BE A KEY COMPONENT OF THE PLAN. THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE IN THE FACE OF AN ENEMY WHO IS CAPABLE OF PERCEIVING AND COUNTERING THE AIR STRATEGY.

IN TOTAL, THEREFORE, USSTAF PROVED MORE ADEPT THAN FEAF IN LINKING AIR MISSIONS WITH AN EFFECTIVE STRATEGY, RESULTING IN AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO ALLIED VICTORY IN EUROPE. TO DO SO, USSTAF WAS FORTUITOUS TO HAVE A HEALTHY MEASURE OF STRONG LEADERSHIP, REFINED INTELLIGENCE, AND AIRPOWER EXPERTISE.

THE CAUSES OF TACTICAL SUCCESS


LIKE USSTAF, FEAF REFLECTED THE QUALITIES OF ITS COMMANDER. WHILE SPAATZ’S STRENGTH WAS STRATEGY AND PLANNING, KENNEY WAS A MASTER AT TACTICS AND ENGINEERING. KENNEY’S WAS UNIQUE AMONG THE PLOESTI AND BALIKPAPAN AIR LEADERS IN THAT HE TAUGHT GROUND

ATTACK AVIATION FOR FOUR YEARS AT THE ARMY’S CENTER FOR AIR EXCELLENCE, THE AIR CORPS TACTICAL SCHOOL. WHILE BRERETON ALSO TAUGHT AT THE ACTS FOR A YEAR, KENNEY’S HANDS-ON APPROACH TO TACTICS IN HIS COMMAND ASSIGNMENTS REFLECTS ON HIS TENURE AT THE SCHOOL. TO THIS TACTICAL FOCUS, KENNEY ADDED A PENDANT FOR ENGINEERING. BUILDING ON AN ENGINEERING EDUCATION, KENNEY SERVED IN POSITIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PRODUCTION, TESTING, AND EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT FROM 1939 UNTIL 1942. THESE TWO AREAS OF EXPERTISE, TACTICS AND ENGINEERING, MADE KENNEY A GOOD FIT FOR THE SWPA. UNDERSTANDING THE LIMITS OF THE AIR PROCUREMENT SYSTEM, HE WAS NOT AFRAID TO CREATE LOCAL ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT THE REQUIREMENTS OF MACARTHUR’S GROUND CAMPAIGN. DURING THE BALIKPAPAN OPERATION, KENNEY PRODDED SUBORDINATES TO GENERATE NEW TACTICAL AND ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS TO SOLVE THE OBVIOUS OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS.

TO THIS BACKGROUND, KENNEY ADDED STRONG RELATIONSHIPS INSIDE THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC. KENNEY MAINTAINED A CORDIAL RELATIONSHIP AND OPEN COMMUNICATIONS WITH ARNOLD, BUT HIS CONNECTION TO HIM WAS NOT AS CLOSE AS THAT OF SPAATZ. MORE SIMILAR TO SPAATZ, KENNEY HAD A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS THEATER COMMANDER, MACARTHUR, WHICH PROVIDED HIM CONSIDERABLE FREEDOM OF ACTION. KENNEY WAS TRULY UNIQUE, HOWEVER, IN THE STRONG CONNECTIONS HE CREATED DOWN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND. KENNEY’S DIARY AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY ARE FILLED WITH THE EXPLOITS OF THE INDIVIDUALS IN HIS COMMAND. AS A MORE EXTREME EXAMPLE OF THIS BOND, KENNEY WROTE A BIOGRAPHY OF HIS FAVORITE ACE, RICHARD BONG, IN THE YEARS FOLLOWING THE WAR. KENNEY CONSTANTLY TRAVELED TO HIS SUBORDINATE COMMANDS TO STAY IN TOUCH WITH THE PEOPLE AND OPERATIONS. DURING THE BALIKPAPAN OPERATION, KENNEY TRAVELED TO NOEMFOOR, PEPPED UP THE THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE CREWS, AND ACTED ON THEIR CONCERNS. KENNEY’S KEY LEADERS MIRRORED THIS LEADERSHIP STYLE. THE V AND XIII FIGHTER COMMANDS, FOR EXAMPLE, HAD TALENTED AVIATORS IN CHARGE WHO KEPT THEIR HEADQUARTERS AT THE FORWARD FIGHTER GROUP BASES. THIS CLOSE CONNECTION BETWEEN LEADERS AND THE LOWEST LEVEL SUBORDINATES ALLOWED KENNEY TO QUICKLY GAUGE THE TREND OF OPERATIONS AND TO SOLICIT RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THOSE MOST DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN OPERATIONS.

CREWS IN THE FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE UNDOUBTEDLY DID NOT FEEL THIS LEVEL OF CONNECTION WITH SPAATZ. THROUGHOUT THE 1944 BOMING, SPAATZ REMAINED IN ENGLAND WHERE HE COULD DEDICATE THE BULK OF HIS ATTENTION TO THE PREPARATION FOR OVERLORD AND THE DIRECTION OF EIGHTH AIR FORCE, HIS LARGEST SUBORDINATE UNIT. SPAATZ LARGELY LEFT TACTICAL ISSUES TO TWINING AT FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE AND EAKER AT MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED AIR FORCES. THESE MEN WERE EXPERIENCED AIRMEN WHO ACCOMPLISHED THEIR TASKS SKILLFULLY. NONETHELESS, IT WAS EASY FOR SPAATZ AND THE USSTAF PLANNERS TO BECOME DISCONNECTED FROM THE PROBLEMS OF THE INDIVIDUAL AIRCREW ON OPERATIONS OVER ROMANIA.

COMMANDERS NOT ONLY INFLUENCE THEIR SUBORDINATES’ BEHAVIOR THROUGH PERSONAL CONTACT BUT ALSO THROUGH THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES THEY CREATE. OF ALL THE
ORGANIZATIONAL TRADE-OFFS LEADERS MUST MAKE, TWO OF THE MOST ELEMENTAL ARE FLEXIBILITY AND STRUCTURE. FEAF AND USSTAF APPROACHED THIS PROBLEM FROM DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS. USSTAF, WITH ITS IMMENSE SIZE, FAVORED STRUCTURE RATHER THAN FLEXIBILITY. USSTAF’S STRUCTURE WAS NOT ONLY VERY VERTICAL; PORTIONS OF IT WERE ALSO QUITE COMPLICATED. USSTAF CONTROLLED TWO AIR FORCES, EIGHTH AND FIFTEENTH. FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE, HOWEVER, WAS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED AIR FORCES, WHICH ALSO RETAINED OPERATIONAL CONTROL FOR NON-STRATEGIC MISSIONS. BELOW THIS, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE UNITS WERE FURTHER DIVIDED INTO COMMANDS (FOR THE FIGHTERS), THEN WINGS, THEN GROUPS, THEN SQUADRONS. THE SPAN OF CONTROL FOR SOME OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS WAS VERY LARGE, WITH THE 5TH BOMB WING, FOR EXAMPLE, COMMANDING SIX BOMBER GROUPS. THIS LARGE ORGANIZATION, THEREFORE, WAS VERY DIFFICULT TO REDIRECT WITH IDEAS PERCOLATING TO THE TOP RELATIVELY SLOWLY. THE INDIVIDUAL AIRCREW MEMBER OR EVEN A GROUP COMMANDER MUST HAVE FELT POWERLESS TO EFFECT EVEN MINOR TACTICAL CHANGES. ON THE OTHER HAND, FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE WAS A HIGHLY DISCIPLINED AND STANDARDIZED ORGANIZATION, AND THE GROUPS BECAME PROFICIENT FLYING IN LARGE SECTIONS AND COMPLETING COMPLEX TACTICAL TASKS.

IN SWPA, KENNEY SOUGHT TO MAINTAIN A FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION BY CREATING A RELATIVELY FLAT COMMAND STRUCTURE. THIS WAS RELATIVELY EASY IN FEAF DUE TO THE SMALL SIZE OF THE COMMAND. WITH SUCH A LIMITED NUMBER OF GROUPS, KENNEY DISPENSED WITH THE WING STRUCTURE ALTOGETHER. EVEN WITH THIS, HOWEVER, KENNEY APPEARED TO RETAIN UNNECESSARY OVERHEAD WITH THE SMALL FIFTH AND THIRTEENTH AIR FORCES. KENNEY MAINTAINED BOTH HEADQUARTERS CONSCIOUSLY, THOUGH. PRIMARILY, HE WAS PREPARING TO SPLIT HIS FORCES TO GEOGRAPHICALLY SEPARATED OPERATIONS AS THE WAR SPREAD OUT IN THE PHILIPPINES. HOWEVER, KENNEY ALSO INTENDED TO USE THE TWO AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS TO FACILITATE RAPID, SEQUENTIAL OPERATIONS WHEN THE COMMANDS OCCUPIED THE SAME AREA. THE BALIKPAPAN OPERATION WAS THE PERFECT EXAMPLE OF THIS, AS KENNEY GAVE THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE THE PLANNING RESPONSIBILITY AND OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF ALL THE NECESSARY FEAF FIGHTER AND BOMBER GROUPS. THIS CREATED A LARGE, FLAT THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE COMBAT STRUCTURE, WHILE FREEING THE FIFTH AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS TO PLAN FOR THE PHILIPPINES. ONCE TASK ORGANIZED, THE FEAF GROUPS DEMONSTRATED A LEVEL OF INTERACTION THAT WAS UNHEARD OF IN EUROPE. THIS FLEXIBLE COMMAND STRUCTURE WAS NOT WITHOUT COSTS, HOWEVER. IN ADDITION TO THE PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS OF TWO NUMBERED AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS, THE DIFFERENT HALVES OF FEAF RETAINED DISSIMILAR SKILL SETS AND LEVELS OF CAPABILITY. THIS WAS EVIDENT IN THE CONTINUING COORDINATION FOU-LUPS BETWEEN FIFTH AND THIRTEENTH AIR FORCE BOMBERS DURING THE COMPPLICATED BALIKPAPAN STRIKES.

ALL MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS HAVE SOME LEVEL OF PERMANENT STRUCTURE, AS THIS ALLOWS COMMANDERS TO DEFINE SUBORDINATE RESPONSIBILITIES, DISTRIBUTE THE WORKLOAD, STANDARDIZE PROCEDURES IN SIMILAR UNITS, AND ALLOW UNIQUE UNITS TO GAIN EXPERTISE. HOWEVER, THIS SAME
STRUCTURE CAN OFTEN INHIBIT THE UNIT FROM ADAPTING QUICKLY IN THE FACE OF A REACTIVE ENEMY. THE KEY, OF COURSE, IS FOR LEADERS TO TRY TO TAKE THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS. LEADERS SHOULD RECOGNIZE THE EFFICIENCIES IN TRAINING, STANDARDIZATION, EASE OF TASKING, AND PERSONNEL SAVINGS GENERATED BY TRADITIONAL HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES. AT THE SAME TIME, LEADERS SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE TACTICAL FLEXIBILITY AND RAPIDITY OF OPERATIONS THAT CAN RESULT FROM HAVING MULTIPLE ORGANIZATIONS THAT CAN BE TASK ORGANIZED FOR THE MISSION AT HAND.


THE SITUATION WAS RADICALLY DIFFERENT IN THE PACIFIC. FEAF INTRODUCED SIX SIGNIFICANT TACTICAL CHANGES DURING THE BALIKPAPAN RAIDS: TARGET AREA FIGHTER ESCORT, A CHAFF CORRIDOR, NIGHT HARASSMENT BOMBING, DEFENSIVE BOMBER FORMATIONS, COMPRESSED TARGET TIMES, PAYLOAD CHANGES, AND EN-ROUTE FIGHTER ESCORT. FEAF, THEREFORE, PRODUCED FEWER TACTICAL CHANGES THAN USSTAF. HOWEVER, THE PACIFIC PLANNERS INTRODUCED ALL OF THESE INNOVATIONS IN ONE MISSION. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT NOT ALL OF THE TACTICS WORKED OUT. THE CHAFF CORRIDOR, IN PARTICULAR, WAS INEFFECTIVE DUE TO SPOTTER AIRCRAFT. NONETHELESS, ENOUGH OF THE INNOVATIONS WORKED TO DISRUPT SIGNIFICANTLY THE JAPANESE DEFENSES. THE RESULT WAS A DRAMATIC DROP IN THE LOSSES ACCOMPANIED BY AN EQUALLY DRAMATIC INCREASE IN BOMBING ACCURACY.

THE LESSON OF THESE OPERATIONS IS THAT THE RATE OF CHANGE CAN BE JUST AS SIGNIFICANT AS THE NUMBER OR EXTENT OF TACTICAL INNOVATIONS IN ATTEMPTING TO UNBALANCE A REACTIVE ENEMY. THIS OBSERVATION TIES IN NEATLY WITH THE WAR-FIGHTING THEORIES JOHN BOYD, WHO EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF USING UNEXPECTED AND UNFAMILIAR ACTIONS TO INCREASE THE TIME
REQUIRED FOR THE ENEMY TO ORIENT HIMSELF TO THE NEW SITUATION AND REACT APPROPRIATELY. IF
THE COMBATANT CAN INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE ENEMY’S OODA (OBSERVE, ORIENT, DECIDE, AND ACT)
LOOP RELATIVE TO HIS OWN, HE CAN CONTINUALLY operate with the Upper Hand.

Every military organization strives to innovate rapidly in war. The Ploesti and
Balikpapan operations demonstrate that much of this ability is predicated on the
leadership attributes and organizational structures that have matured years prior to the
stress of combat.

Continuing Issues

Neither USSTAF nor FEAF adequately dealt with certain issues during the
refinery bombings. First, both organizations were intellectually constrained by pre-war
doctrine, and thus were unable to see certain tactical and strategic opportunities.
Second, FEAF and USSTAF both struggled throughout the war to find satisfactory means
to assess the progress of their operations.

Doctrine often serves as an easy target for the critic of military operations. This
is particularly true in the WWII air war, since the rapid advance of aircraft technology
made so much of the pre-war doctrine speculative. The inadequacies of the AAF’s
industrial web and unescorted high-altitude precision daylight bombing doctrines became
glaringly obvious during early bombing operations in Europe. To some degree, both
Spaatz and Kenney owed their success to their ability to go beyond this pre-war doctrine.
In particular, Spaatz’ creation of the oil plan, with its focus on the effects against the
fielded forces, was a step away from the industrial web theory.

Nevertheless, the decades of indoctrination before the war closed the eyes of
both leaders to other opportunities. The most prescient example of this involves the
target chosen to disrupt the petroleum infrastructure in each theater. Both USSTAF and
FEAF concentrated on a refinery complex that was the embodiment of the critical, single-
point target in the ACTS theory. In doing so, both organizations ignored the less
concentrated but far more vulnerable transportation systems that carried the oil beyond
the refinery walls. Post-war information in Europe revealed the unexpected efficacy of
the relatively minor Allied efforts to bomb Romanian oil shipment points and to mine the
Danube River. Likewise, post-war data from Japan showed that the fragility of the
Japanese shipping industry had already made Balikpapan irrelevant before the bombers
struck.

Military organizations need doctrine. Simply put, doctrine is the articulation of
the military organization’s view of the best way to employ combat power. Inevitably, the
military builds doctrine on operational experience but then modifies it to accommodate
new weapons and techniques. Doctrine provides the essential intellectual underpinning for the organization. In particular, this gives the organization a common vocabulary and a coherent framework for force development, planning, training, and tactics. However, an organization’s doctrinal system can fail unless it is able to change. Military organizations should acknowledge the degree to which their doctrine is based on speculation, and develop processes to rapidly adapt doctrine response to a reactive enemy.

No matter what the object of their efforts, WWII air leaders struggled to gather the necessary intelligence to assess their progress. In the Ploesti raids, Fifteenth Air Force seldom received useful strike photographs, since the bombers were usually dropping ordnance through heavy smoke. Additionally, post-strike reconnaissance was sometimes problematic, as Europe’s poor weather plagued reconnaissance aircraft as much as the bombers. The photographs Fifteenth Air Force did receive were of high enough quality to plot the bomb hits; however, this did not allow analysts to develop a complete picture of damage. In most cases, the photographs led analysts to overestimate the damage. For example, analysts declared refineries inoperative based on damage to boiler houses, when in actuality the boilers inside were still in working condition. Some of the overestimates were a result of deliberate German deception. In some cases, the Germans ignited streams of oil in outlying fields, which reconnaissance then reported as huge fires. In a smaller number of cases, photographic intelligence provided an underestimate of results. In a particularly telling example, a dud bomb hit the primary pipe at the Romana Americana refinery. Although this weapon provided no discernable damage from the air, it considerably lowered production in the large refinery during June and July. What was most difficult to show in pictures, of course, was the tremendous manpower Germany committed to restoring the refineries to operation.370 To their credit, American intelligence agencies attempted to supplement their photographic intelligence with human sources, but it is not clear that this effort yielded any timely benefits.371 With an incomplete picture of the truth at Ploesti, Fifteenth Air Force continued to pound both active and defunct refineries alike until days before their capture by the Soviets.

In the Balikpapan raids, lack of adequate assessment led to a similar wastage of effort. The poor weather allowed little damage assessment of the first raid. Even if photographic reconnaissance had been more useful, FEAF intelligence would have never detected that the Pandasari refinery was temporarily out of service due to its emergency shut-down procedure. These assessment problems continued throughout the operation. Unaware of the full extent of the damage on the 14 October raid, FEAF planned a final,

370 Army Air Forces Evaluation Board, 14-16.
UNNECESSARY STRIKE. IN DOING SO, FEAF WAS FAIRLY LUCKY THAT WEATHER ALONE CAUSED BUT A FEW LOSSES ON THIS ABORTIVE ATTEMPT.

Both bombing operations, therefore, highlighted the inadequacy of photographic intelligence as a sole source for damage assessment. This problem, of course, resonates with similar complaints about US battle damage assessments since the Gulf War. While photographic intelligence is an indispensable tool in modern warfare, it is often either unreliable or unable to show a level of detail necessary to assess accurately the bombing effects. The key, then, is to have intelligence organizations that are prepared to weave intelligence from a variety of sources (photographic, communications, and human, among others) into a detailed, adaptive, and resilient picture of the enemy.

The Ploesti and Balikpapan operations thus provide clear warnings concerning doctrine and assessment. Admittedly, the solutions are more ambiguous. Of necessity, though, they require military organizations to lay the groundwork for combat long before the shooting starts. They must have combat leaders with the intellectual breadth to generate alternative views and doctrinal processes that can quickly embrace these changes. Organizations must also invest in intelligence structures that may seem exorbitantly expensive until the shooting starts.

CONCLUSION

While the Ploesti and Balikpapan operations occurred with little influence on one another, there are some striking similarities and contrasts. An analysis of these provides no concrete laws for the conduct of future military operations. However, the outcome of the European and Pacific oil operations does provide appetizing clues as to the attributes of leaders, organizations, and operational techniques that can weather the passage of time.
CONCLUSION

PLOESTI REMAINS THE IN THE US AIR FORCE’S CONSCIOUSNESS IF FOR NO OTHER REASON THAN FOR THE FIVE MEN WHO EARNED THE CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR DURING THE 1 AUGUST 1943 ATTACK. THE STORY OF BALIKPAPAN, IN CONTRAST, IS NOW LITTLE KNOWN. HOWEVER, BOTH OPERATIONS CONTAIN ASPECTS THAT REVERBERATE WITH EVENTS OF MORE RECENT TIMES.

AT THE MOST TACTICAL LEVEL, KNOWLEDGE OF THIS HISTORY PROVIDES PRUDENT WARNINGS FOR OPERATORS AS WELL AS PLANNERS. THE UNEXPECTED LETHALITY OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE TO LOW-LEVEL AIRCRAFT EVIDENCED ON THE TIDAL WAVE ATTACK ECHOED IN THE EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO APACHE HELICOPTERS OF THE 11th AVIATION REGIMENT OVER KARBALA DURING THE SECOND GULF WAR. THE LOSSES INCURRED DURING DAYLIGHT ATTACKS ON BAGHDAD IN THE FIRST GULF WAR AND DURING LINEBACKER II EIGHTEEN YEARS EARLIER REITERATED THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE FORCE PROTECTION EVIDENT IN BOTH PLOESTI AND BALIKPAPAN OPERATIONS. MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE WWII OPERATIONS PROVIDE THE TIMELESS USEFUL ADMONITION NOT TO UNDERESTIMATE THE ENEMY, EVEN IF THE ENEMY SEEMS IN DECLINE.


AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL, SPAATZ AND KENNEY SHOWED THE AGELESS DIFFICULTY IN FORMULATING EFFECTIVE STRATEGY. BOTH OPERATED IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF CONSTRAINED AND CONTRADICTORY INFORMATION, YET HAD TO LINK THE LIMITED RESOURCES AT THEIR DISPOSAL WITH AN ACHIEVABLE OPERATIONAL CONCEPT TO CREATE A STRATEGICALLY EFFECTIVE OUTCOME. PLOESTI AND BALIKPAPAN SHOW HOW TENOUOS MANY OF THESE LINKS CAN BE.

MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE, PLOESTI AND BALIKPAPAN SHOW THE ABILITY OF WELL-TRAINED AND DISCIPLINED CREWS TO PERSEVERE IN EXTREME CRISIS, INNOVATE IN THE FACE OF THE ENEMY, AND ULTIMATELY TO ACHIEVE EVEN THE MOST DIFFICULT OF GOALS.
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